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ABSTRACT
One of the chief factors for the growth of an industry is a con- 
duoive environment. There are many tangible and intangible factors 
that go to make up this environment. One of the tangibles is the 
presenoe of an institutional framework - a body to provide the lea­
dership and administrative services for the growth of an industry 
in a desired direction. It can be claimed, with a degree of cer­
tainty, that the lack of such institutions may hamper the growth of 
an industry. So it is with the maritime industry - a^n industry 
which has progressed from the days of simple wooden riggers to the 
highly complex, technologically sophisticated competitive industry.
In Malaysia, the problem is not a lack of institutions. In fact 
there are too many having a "hand in the pie". This study firstly 
explores the present position of the maritime industry in Malaysia 
and looks at its geographical, historical and economic significan­
ce. The study then explores the existing institutional framework 
in Malaysia, and proposes an integration and reorganisation of some 
major functions into one institution. The Malaysian Maritime Autho­
rity <MMA1 will be the outcome of this reorganisation and integra­
tion. It will be vested with the resposibi1ity for the development, 
control and regulation of the maritime industry as a whole. The MMA 
will not be a "super" organ. It will however encompass the most 
vital functions related to maritime development and safety in the 
fields of ports, shipping, shipbuilding, marine sciences, offshore 
shipping and related services. The organisation will be created by 
rationalisation and amalgamation of largely the Maritime Depart­
ments, Maritime Divisions (Ministry of Transport) and the shipping 
section of the Implementation Coordination Unit.
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PART 1 *4
THE PROBLEM AND THE APPROACH
This Part will define the problem that is being attempted to 
be resolved by this study. It will contain basic definitions and 
premises including the type of approach that will be adopted by the 
study.
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DEFINITIONS OF BASIC TERMS AND THE AIMS OF THE STUDY
In 1980 the notion of a "Maritime Nation" was born. This policy 
objective was set out in the Third Malaysia Development Plan.(l) 
Nevertheless for such an important objective the concept was not 
clearly defined. It is also not clear whether an evaluation was 
undertaken before this objective was set. Most significantly no 
specific implementation measures were proposed nor was an agency 
identified to undertake the task of achieving the objective.
Implicitly the Ministry of Transport assumed the major burden. 
However this role was circumscribed to a very great ektent by the 
involvement of a number of other agencies namely:
the Ministry of TransportCMOT) which has direct Ministerial 
responsibility for all shipping and port related matters. 
This does not appear to include shipbuilding, shipping 
agencies and forwarders. It will soon become apparant that 
there are many other functions which, logically should be 
under the responsibility of the MOT, but is widely disper- 
sed thereby diluting the total responsibility for maritime 
matters (. or even for that matter shipping specifically!) 
within the MOT;
<1) Malaysia, Third_Malaysia__Plan__1975-19S0, (Kuala Lumpur,
Government Press, 1976 ).
3<2) the Implementation Coordination Unit (ICU), Prime
Minister's Department is resposible for MISC, PNSL and the 
National Merchant Marine Training Academy (ALAM.1 ;
C3) the Ministry of Finance gurantees PNSL's loans and issued 
the ruling that all government cargo has to be carried on 
MISC's ships. It is also involved in federal financing of 
shipyards, approval of allocations for purchase of vessals 
for Government departments and incentives for shipping. 
Further by virtue of the Customs Act 1967, the Ministry is 
responsible for the decalaration of all ports as legal lan­
ding places for shipping;
(A) the Ministry of Public Enterprises is responsible for 
Malaysian Shipyard Engineering <MSE) and other shipyards 
where Govennment financing is involved. In addition it has 
a say in the shipping policies of the numerous state owned 
corporations such as the National Rice Board (Lembaga Padi 
Negara);
C5) the Ministry of Trade and Industry is responsible for the 
National Shippers Council and has been instrumental in the 
ratification and formulation of recommendations for imple­
mentation of the UN Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences;
<6) the Economic Planning Unit, Prime Minister's Department is 
involved in national port infrastructure development and in 
the formulation of maritime policy;
<7) the Ministry of Primary Industries evaluates the impact of 
freight/shipping on exports of primary commodities;
■a
<8) the Royal Marine Police, Royal Navy, Royal Customs and 
Department of Fisheries undertake enforcement of their res-
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peotive jurisdictions in the territorial seas;
(9) the Ministrys of Labour and Health in so far as seafarers 
in international forums are concerned, particularly at the 
ILO and WHO;
(10) the Attorney Generals Office in so far as the Law of the 
Seas Convention and all other maritime legislation is con­
cerned ;
(11) the Marine Departments' for maritime safety and administra­
tion of minor ports. There are three departments namely the 
Marine Department Peninsular Malaysia, Marine Department 
Sabah, and the Marine Department Sarawak - each governed by 
different ordinances;
(12) the National Bank of Malaysia (Bank Negara) is the central 
monetary authority and has control over the Industrial 
Development Bank (Bank Kemajuan Indastri Malaysia) and the 
National Development Bank (Bank Pembangunan Malaysia) both 
of which are the principal sources for financing shipping 
and shipbuilding. In addition the National Bank coordinates 
the monitering of the impact of the outflow of freight on 
the national balance of payments position;
(13) the Department of Statistics is involved in the collection, 
compilation and publication of shipping and trade stati­
stics and is involved closely in the implementation of the 
National Shipping Statistics Scheme;
(14) the Department of Fisheries licenses fishing vessels and 
works with the Marine Department for the safety of fishing 
vessels;
(15) the Royal Malaysian Navy which performs the task of hydro- 
graphic surveys;
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<16) the State Governments who appear to have partial if not 
full control/jurisdiction under state law to allow cons­
truction of jetties and other shore facilities along the 
coastal water front;Cl)
C17) the Public Works Department which at one time undertook/su- 
pervised major port construction projects but C since the 
Kuantan Port Project and the problems associated with it ) 
now confines its responsibilities to supervision of cons­
truction of minor jetties and other small marine works;
CIS) PETRONAS and the Petroleum Development Unit, Prime Mini-
<«ster's Department control the development of the offshore 
industry;
C19) the Department of Environment which is responsible for the 
prevention of pollution, in particular marine pollution;
C20) the Public Services Department which undertakes training 
for all government personnel and determines their condi­
tions of service; and
C21) the Ministry of Foreign Affairs which is involved in the 
Malacca Straits Tripartite Committee, the Law of the Seas, 
the bilateral shipping talks, in attending/oolleoting
information on meetings of the International Maritime Orga-
o
Cl) Whilst the Malaysian Constitution explicitly states that 
ports, harbours and foreshores are federal matters, in contradic­
tion state law grants the power to regulate and license the buil­
ding of private jetties to the District Officer. The National Land 
Code too grants the right to foreshores and sea bed within the 
territorial waters of a state as the property of that state.
6nisation <IMO) and in carrying out some of the functions of 
flag state duties overseas such as endorsement of change of 
master or crew on board a Malaysian ship.
One of major weaknesses of the maritime sector in Malaysia is 
this diversified institutional framework at the administrative 
level. The twenty or more agencies listed above indicates both the 
complexity of the industry as well as the legitimate interests that 
each may have. The absence of a central body entrusted with the‘C
development, regulation and promotion of the sector is certainly a 
major setback. The present roles of the two principal maritime 
agencies, namely the Ministry of Transport and the Marine Depart­
ments are confined, delimited and sometimes even obscured by the 
overlapping roles of all these other agencies. It appears however 
that the lack of an appropriate institutional framework may not be 
unique to Malaysia. A similar study in Canada for example, indica­
ted a situation where Canada "suffered from an unfortunate overlap­
ping of responsibilities within the Federal bureaucracy which (in­
hibited their) capacity to respond to major problems. There was 
lacking the cohesiveness and unity of purpose that (characterised) 
the shipping policies of most other nations."(1) Increasingly, in 
many maritime nations of the world the tendency has been to recog­
nise the need for and establish a focal point for administration of 
the maritime industry.
One of the basic factors for assesing the potential costs and
(1) Canada, A— Shifigirig_Policy__for__Canada, (Ottawa, Transport
Canada Marine, 1979) p.36
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benefits of investments in maritime activities and where inve~ 
stments are likely to be most beneficial to a country is the envi­
ronment which offers comparative advantage in the sector. This 
environment includes "an appropriate institutional framework (both 
from the national and private company point of view)."<l) This 
study aims to propose just such an "institutional framework". The 
task before this study is to try and rationalise the diverse roles 
of the various agencies and to derive an organisational structure 
that would serve to achieve the policy goals of the Government 
much more effectively. The intention however is not the creation 
of a super organisation. Those familiar with the industry know 
that the complexity of the industry would not make it feasible for 
such an organisation t® ®perate efficiently. At the same time this 
very complexity requires the promotion of a centrifugal force - a 
centre of excellence as it were to pull the diversity together for 
the integrated development of the industry. The proposal is the 
formation of an organisation that is based upon the experiences of 
other countries. One which will be able to perform the present 
tasks more efficiently, pioneer new developments and create the 
"environment" necessary for the growth of the industry.
The approach adopted by this study will be firstly, to analyse 
the maritime sector and its important role in the Malaysian econo­
my. The existing institutional framework would then be analysed. A 
comparative approach would be adopted. Finally an organisational
f.l) Harald Hansen, The_Developing__Countries__and__Internatipnai
§bifiEiD3» (World Bank Staff Working Paper No. 502, Washington, 
1981) p.53.
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structure would be proposed for the effective promotion and regula­
tion of the industry.
Beiioitions
It is appropriate that several of the terms which will be used 
freely in this study be precisely defined for the sake of clarity 
and uniformity of understanding.
tlit£iti!I]§_iDd[y§try— the word "maritime", according to the Col­
lins English Dictionary means "connected with seafaring, of the sea 
or shipping".(1) For the purposes of this study Maritime Industry 
may then be defined as all sectors of the industry associated with 
the ocean or more specifically to shipping. This will include the 
stage from which a ship is built (shipbuilding, repairing and main­
tenance), the operation of a ship (chartering, insurance, broke­
ring ,navigation, ship ohandling, bunkering, cargo handling, etc),- 
the safety aspects its operation (ship survey, certification, safe 
cargo operations, safe navigation, environmental impact, ship 
design and classification, flag state and port state control,etc) 
and the port interface (port safety, development and operations). 
Under this definition, we would also include the offshore industry 
in so far as the classification and safety of the types of structu­
res which are classified as vessels (mobile drilling units and 
offshore supply vessels) are concerned.(2) With respect to fishing
Cgllins_6em— English_DictiQDary__1981, (Collins London and
Glasgow).
(2) For types of offshore structures which can be considered as 
vessels, see Michael Summerskill, Qii—Oi3®i_!=§‘y_3D^_lD§yE§lDSs» 
(London, Steven and Sons,1979).
per seit may not be considered as part of the maritime industry 
except in so far as safety of the vessel are concerned. The major 
sectors which would therefore be included under the definition of 
a maritime industry would be merchant shipping and its related 
services, shipbuilding and repairing, ports, the offshore industry 
and safety of fishing vessels. There are other minor sectors such 
as small boats ' and pleasure craft which would also be included 
under the definition.
!!!aritime_Ado3inistratign- is difficult to define in a few words 
because of the immense complexity of the industry. Perhaps the best 
way to define it is to begin by defining the role of "*the agency 
namely an agency with the role of effective development, promotion 
and regulation of the industry. "Development" would mean achieving 
direct growth (measured in physical growth) in the desired direc­
tion such as port facilities, shipyard expansion and expansion of 
the shipping fleet. "Promotion" whi1st‘giving the same connotation 
of growth would however imply an indirect more subtle role such as 
through marketing, increased awareness and policy management. 
"Regulation" would mean the technical (as well as economic) con­
trol and enforcement of national legislation and policies such as 
those pertaining to maritime safety and carriage of government 
cargo by malaysian ships.
ShiBgiDg_Administratign - would be as above except it will be 
confined to the shipping industry.
S;S§i£_EE®!nises_gf _t!ne_Study
The study is based upon a comparative model approach in so far 
as the evaluation for an organisational structure-is concerned. A 
number of maritime administrations in Europe and in the United Sta-
9
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tes Df America would be the basis of this approach. These are all 
major maritime nations with well established and time tested admi­
nistrative infrastructures to cope with the industry.<1) Every 
organisation has to be, and nearly always is, a product of its 
environment in which it exists and operates.The organisational 
restructuring and integration to be proposed for Malaysia in this 
study has to politically acceptable, organisationally workable and 
able to coexist within the overall framework of the Malaysian admi­
nistrative system. These paramount factors will determine the 
acceptability cf any proposal made in this study and the subsequent
«rsuccess or failure of the new organisation.
The study whilst critically evaluating certain existing poli­
cies does not however attempt to suggest new or a change in exi­
sting pci icy. Current policy has been accepted as guiding princip­
les within which this new organisation would work.< This does not 
in any way limit the new organisation in making changes or adopting 
new policys once it is operational!?. New areas for consideration 
may arise just by virtue of the new definition of administration of 
the industry and in such instances possible policy options are sug—
Cl) The writer had the opportunity to directly observe the mariti­
me administrations in the Netherlands, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, 
Poland and the United States. Further his association with his 
colleagues in the Maritime Administration Course at the World 
Maritime University gave access to the latters personal knowledge 
and experience of the maritime administrations of over twenty 
countries. The writer was also actively involved with the ASEAN 
Committee on Transport and Communications which afforded a regio­
nal overview of maritime transport.
*
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gested and recommendations made. The fundamental approach has 
been however to cause change only with the minimum disruption, not 
change for its sake, but change where it may lead to an overall 
improvement in policy implementation and achievement. Some changes 
are direly necessary but the implications are enormous (such as for 
example the creation of a Coast Guard). In such situations an 
option suggested is for such matters to be taken at a high level, 
perhaps by the Implementation Coordination Unit and or the Manpower 
and Management Planning Unit (MAMPU), where an independant asse— 
sment and more objective consideration of the issues may be under­
taken with less chance of interdepartmental rivalry becoming a 
problem. Naturally this would have to be considered in a inter 
departmental committee of some sort but headed by one of the abo­
ve mentioned agencys.
It would become fairly obvious that the immense complexity, 
highly technical and intersectoral dependence of the maritime 
industry would never accomodate any single "super" organisation to 
perform all of the tasks and responsbilities demanded by the 
industry. More so than before, if the proposed restructuring and 
integration of the maritime administration in Malaysia is implemen­
ted it would necesscitate continued (and perhaps even more intensi­
fied) interagency coordination, cooperation and joint effort for a 
higher degree of success. This crucial factor must be borne in mind 
constantly. What would emerge from the proposed reorganisation is a 
clear definition of responsibilities and tasks and thereby streng­
then the existing capabilities within each organisation to approach 
this vital and dynamic industry in a more confident and professio­
nal manner. More important the lead agency will set^^he strategy to 
achieve the status of a maritime nation. It will be an agency bfet-
•12
■ter equipped and structured to deal with a expanding industry 
which always had (and needs) a fair measure of Government initiati­
ve and involvement particularly in developing countries like Malay­
sia. Many of the measures, for example, which were initiated by the 
Shipping Unit, Ministry of Transport such as the relaxed conditions 
for registeretion of Malaysian vessels, bilateral agreements, 
national shipping policy formulation, registeration of offshore 
units, implementation of the Shipping Statistics Scheme and a bet­
ter shipping incentive scheme would have been far more effectively
implemented if there was a maritime organisation to carry these<«
promotional measures through. All them are now facing problems in 
implementation.
Other factors taken into consideration are current Government 
policies for reducing or curbing expenditure and greater privitisa- 
tion including the concept of "Malaysia Incorporated". Due conside­
ration to all these factors have been given in the proposed reorga­
nisation. In order to curb expenditure fcr example a recrganisation 
(instead cf a new crganisation) of the existing Marine Departments 
with an expanded jcgX^ is being proposed. Within this e^<p^ded role, \ 
what can and should be done by the private sector should be iden-
tified and be privitised. Where there is a need for a greater,role.
‘ \
by the Government a gradual increase in staff and funding is pro­
posed. The concept of Malaysia Incorporated and its implementation 
in this sector will be one of the crucial factors to the success of 
the achievement of maritime status. Much more in the maritime sec­
tor than perhaps in other industries, the need for close coopera­
tion between not only the Government and the private sector but 
also within the private sector will be one of the vital ingredients 
for the promotion of the industry. It is the foundation of the sue—
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oess of the Japanese, South Korean, Dutch and American shipping 
industries and is increasingly being pursued with greater vigour by 
these countries. The proposed maritime administration (which is 
termed in this study as the Malaysian Maritime Authority (MMA) will 
have to work with and for the industry.
One of the measures proposed to be adopted to better manage, 
regulate and conduct effective programmes in this industry is 
through effective information resources management, that is the use 
of computer technology to collect, compile and diseminate informa­
tion. Information resources and data required in the maritime
MTindustry is so vast that efficient management will depend to a cru­
cial extent on up to date information being made available. The 
necessary systems to collect basic national shipping information 
have been initiated (Shipping Statistics Scheme L-2 Programme) 
through the joint efforts of the Ministry of Transport, Department 
of Statistics and the Ministry of Trade and Industry. Whilst the 
Department of Statistics may produce basic shipping information, 
the MMA will require far greater details into more specific areas. 
A computer system will have to be established within the MMA. This 
system must have the capability to utilise the master tapes from 
the Department of Statistics and ideally have a similar capability 
for the systems in the Port Authoritys too. Computer technology has
advanced to a stage where it is cheap and easily accessible. Admi-i
nistrations in all the traditional maritime countries (including 
the Marine Department Peninsular Malaysia) utilise computers as an 
essential part of the system to enable companies and Governments to 
better manage the industry to compete internationally. The MMA 
will be crippled and ineffective in its role without the aid and 
efficient utilisation of modern information systems.
/
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Limitations_of _the_StrUdii
One of the consequences of the antiquated information system 
currently existing in the maritime industry in Malaysia is the lack 
of up to date and relevant information. This is especially so for 
the States of Sabah and Sarawak, where very little information on 
maritime activities is currently available. It has been very diffi­
cult therefore to establish a common data base for all the informa­
tion used in this study. Where possible the most up to date data is 
used. Otherwise the most recently available is utilised.
•9
Every effort has beei:» made to ensure that this study and the 
proposals made therein are practical and may be easily implemen­
ted. This may not necessarily mean that problems will not arise in 
implementation. Problems are bound to arise especially when changes 
are contemplated within the existing nature of the maritime admi­
nistrative structure in Malaysia (which has not ohangsd substan­
tially since colonial times). (1!) Further the amalgamation of the 
three Marine Departments into the MMA may present problems of a 
political nature. These problfems however are not insurmountable and 
must be overcome.
The breadth of the maritime industry*does not allow all matters 
to be covered in this study. For example manpower development would 
be vital to the success of the development of the Malaysian indus-
(1) For example the service structure (existing practically 
unchanged since the 1950's) of the marine officers may have to be 
changed completely if the MMA is implemented. There is already a 
proposal submitted by the Marine Departments which has been under
consideration since about 1980.
marinetry. So too are other matters suoh as freight stability and 
insurance. These are matters which would have to addressed by the 
Maritime Authority. To keep this study within manageable limits 
however, it has to be confined to an emphasis on the shipping and 
shipbuilding and repairing industries. Ports are another major sec­
tor. In general, Malaysian ports have always received a great deal 
of attention from the Government. Malaysian port authorities are 
well managed, efficient and generally do not face many major prob­
lems in terms of organisational weaknesses. The privitisation of
some major facilities in the ports should lead to greater effi^
*■
ciency and competitiveness. The study has therefore only dealt in 
passing with ports and this where it concerns the involvement of 
the MMA in port safety and administration of minor ports.
The offshore industry has been, in so far as safety is concer^ 
ned, been largely left unregulated. The National Petroleum Authori^ 
ty (PETRONAS), licenses the oil exploration sector and has a marine 
division to handle safety aspects of its operations. However PETRO^ 
NAS itself is an owner/operator of oil platforms and therefore is 
in an awkward position to regulate itself. The MMA would only dea^ 
with those aspects in which it has the requisite expertise, namely 
the regulation and control of mobile drilling units (MODU's) and 
supply ships. This will not include fixed platforms or structures 
except in so far as safety of navigation is involved. Again here we 
face the problem of a lack of information about the industry as ^  
whole. It is comparatively new and there is little or no infp^a 
tion available.
The limitations mentioned above cannot be conceived have had 
a crippling effect on this study. Lack of informatiops^s the peren^ 
nial blight of all research work. This study has /not been unduly
16
affected by this factor. Finally it must be mentioned that the pro­
posals made here cannot be deemed to be sacrosanct. They can and 
should form the pedestal on which further refinement may be made to 
enable the MMA to be established on a basis deemed acceptable to 
the Government.
CSDQiUliQD
A basic inhibiting factor to the continued growth of and achie­
vement of the policy goal of maritime status is the lack of an 
effective maritime organisation. The wide diversity of institutions 
involved and the inherent weaknesses of the existing maritime orga- 
nisations does not allow the present administrative structure to 
effectively address the problems associated with the rapid growth 
of the maritime sector itself. Malaysia is in a sense already a 
maritime nation if one realises that the nation is surrounded by 
the ocean which vitally influences the social, economic and politi­
cal forces within the nation. What is crucially needed is a multi 
disciplinary integrated approach to the many facets of the indus­
try. Malaysia has the opportunity to take full advantage of the 
resources of the ocean provided effective leadership is exercised. 
The source of such leadership is often at the implementing agencies 
- the more dynamic and forceful the latter, the greater the 
results. This study is aimed at creating this critical dynamic for­
ce for the achievement of Malaysian maritime status.
3
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PART II
MT
IHi_MALAYSIAN_MARITIME_INDUSIRY_-_AN_OVE
This part will deal with the maritime history and geography 
(Chapter 2) of Malaysia. Its aim is to lay the ground work for a 
better understanding of the environment in which the maritime 
industry operates. The major characteristics of the industry (Chap­
ter 3), its importance to the national economy (Chapter A) and 
existing national policies related to the industry (Chapter 5) will 
be outlined in this Part.
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CHAPTER 2
maritime_history_and_geography_of_malaysia
EEl-Indefiendange_Historical_Deyeigfifnent
Malaysia's maritime tradition as recorded, dates back to the 
early fifteenth century when the prosperous Malacca Sultanate 
encouraged Malacca as a way port for traders from the Middle East, 
India and the Far East. Situated in the narrowest part of the 
Malacca Straits and well sheltered from monsoons, Malacca's natural 
harbour fronting the Straits offered an ideal trading outpost. This 
same advantage attracted the Portuguese <1511), the Dutch (1641) 
and finally the British (1824) who used Malacca as a port as well 
as a fort to control the vital seaway. Malacca was, by the end of 
the fifteenth century, the most important trading centre for 
inter-Asian trade. In fact the Portuguese claimed that Malacca, at 
this period was the richest seaport with "the greatest number of 
wholesale merchants and abundance of shipping and trade in the who­
le world."(1) Despite this there was no local tradition of ocean- 
shipping. However the locals did sail as crew. Significantly the 
Sultans sometimes did own ships. As far as shipbuilding was concer­
ned, the local industry was not capable of constructing deep sea 
vessels. Small light ships, vessels with two masts and oars did ply 
around the coasts of the Malay Peninsular and neighbouring islands. 
These ships were not strong enough for ocean going. At this time
l9
*^■1^ Mai§Ysiai_iglegted__Historical_Readings, compiled by John
Bastin and Robin W. Winks, (Oxford University Press, 
1966), p.21.
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some-too remarkably, Malacca had a Maritime Code probably codified 
time between A.D. 1488-1510.<1) These seem to indicate that whilst 
Malacca had a strong trading community, shipping was not actually 
pursued by the locals. Malacca gradually declined under the Portu­
guese and their highly protectionist attitude.<2)
By the 18th century Penang C1786> and Singapore C1819) were 
firmly established. They represented a vital link in international 
trade. Singapore grew tremensously, helped in large part, by her 
unique geographical position at the cross roads of international 
shipping and by her free port regulations.(3) The opening of the 
Suez Canal and the development of steamers brought Eur'bpe and Asia 
even closer together and increased the importance of the Malacca 
Straits. Penang and Singapore became important coaling ports.(4) 
Singapore outgrew (to the detriment of) both Malacca and Penang. 
Malacca in fact ho longer figured as a port of any significance. At 
this juncture much of the transportation was riverine. For example 
the Klang river was used to move supplies to and from the mine 
fields in Selangor to the mouth of the river. Most of the cgmmuni- 
ties were concentrated along rivers and towns invariably grew up at 
the confluence of two or more rivers, such as Kuala Lumpur <in 
1858/59). Small ports sprung up all along the coast at the mouths 
of such rivers. The British laid great emphasis on the role of
19
Cl) Ibid., pp. 24-28 
C2) Ibid., p.61 
C3) Ibid., p.155
(4) Adam W. Kirkaldy ,British_Shifijging, New York, 1970.
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Singapore as an entrepot port for the whole of the South East Asian 
region. Malaysian trade was channelled through Singapore. Roads and 
railways were built to enable feedering of Malaysian primary pro­
ducts to Singapore where it was re-exported. Small estuarine ports 
developed at Port Weld, Telok Anson, Port Swettenham and Port Dick­
son for this purpose. Penang grew to be an entrepot centre for 
Thailand, Burma and Northern Sumatra. Even the trade from Sabah and 
Sarawak was (and still largely is) brought across the South China 
Sea to Singapore for export. By 1910 the rubber boom was at its 
height. The first world war and cars gave rise to increased demand. 
By 1920 Malaya was producing over half of the world's supply of 
rubber at that time.(l)
By the early 20th century there was a marked improvement in 
shipping services. The Straits Steamship Company, operating out of 
Singapore, provided a fairly efficient and scheduled service cove­
ring not only the Malay Peninsular but also the regional trade. 
Small 75 tonner cargo (with deck passengers) ships ran daily servi­
ces between Singapore and Muar, Malacca, Batu Pahat, Port Dickson, 
Port Swettenham and Telok Anson.(2)
However, gradually this situation started to deteriorate. The 
increased pace of development of roads and railways during the ear­
ly 1900's slowly eroded the importance of, both coastal shipping and 
riverine transportation. Much of the cargo started to move overland
(1) Op. cit., J.S.Bastin, p.285.
(2) K.G.Treggonning ,Hgme_Pgrt_SingaEorej._A_Histgry_of _the_Straits
ifeeaffish ig_Cgmgany_Limi ted j._l 890-1965 j.
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to the main ports of Penang, Port Swettenham or Singapore from whe­
re the cargo was exported on foreign ships. The rapid development 
of roads and railways and the consequent shift in urban growth made 
the days of the small coastal ship numbered. Coastal shipping de­
teriorated till its role became negligible.
By this time the British had introduced their English maritime 
laws into the country and in 1952 the whole of the then existing 
English Maritime Code <1894) was adopted as the Merchant Shipping 
Act 1952. In 1957 Malaya gained independance to become known as the 
Federation of Malaya.
Post_IndeEendance_HistDricai_Deyelgpfnents
Malaya's preoccupation, after independence, was with the deve­
lopment of basic infrastructure largely roads. The basic network 
for railways was already in place. The development of port facili­
ties was also pursued, though Singapore was considered an important 
outlet. By 1966/1967 Malaya had a road network of about 9600 miles. 
The Mid-Term Review, Second Malaysia Plan for example stated that 
"since the Second World War and especially since independance road 
connections were established between the west coast of Peninsular 
Malaysia and the east coast. Thus the transport network has expan­
ded from simply servicing the port economies of the west coast to 
connecting most production areas and consumption centres with each 
other."<D The facilities at Port Kelang and Penang were being 
slowly expanded as the volume of the country's trade expanded. By
A
<1) Malaysia,Mid-Term_Reyiew_gf_t!ie_Secgnd_Malaysia_Pian 
12Zlzl2Z5» <Kuala Lumpur, Govt. Press, 1973), pp. 19-20.
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then Malaya was the world's largest producer of rubber and tin.
In 1963 Singapore, Sabah, Sarawak and Malaya formed the Federa­
tion which came to be called Malaysia. This could be considered a 
significant event as far as shipping is concerned. Sabah and Sara­
wak, situated on the island of Borneo, are physically separated 
from Peninsular Malaysia and Singapore by the South China Sea, a 
distance of about SOD nautical miles. Shipping was the major means 
of transportation between the two parts of the country. Further, 
the declaration of Confrontation by Indonesia (which has common 
land and sea frontiers with Sabah and Sarawak on the island of Bor­
neo) , added a strategic dimension to the South China Sea. Trade 
between the two parts of the country was too low to adequately sup­
port any major shipping development by commercial interests. At the 
same time, for social and political cohesion and trade to grow, a 
basic service was a prerequisite (a chicken and egg situation). A 
service was being provided by ship operators from Singapore through 
*'a scheduled cargo and passenger coastal shipping service between 
East and West Malaysia."<1) This service in essence meant trade 
between Singapore and East Malaysia (Sabah and Sarawak) as the ser­
vice originated from Singapore.
In 1965 Singapore left the Federation of Malaysia, to become an 
independant state. This led to an appropriate change in policy. The 
Government now began to pursue a deliberate policy of rechannelling 
Malaysian trade through Malaysian ports rather than through Singa­
pore. Initiated by nationalism, this policy has however proved to 
have much economic sense (it is imperative that every country has
(1) Op. cit.. Mid Term Review Second Plan, pp. 19-20.
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4
(1) Op. cit.. Mid Term Review Second Plan, pp. 19-20.
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control over the transportation and marketing of her exports so as 
to ensure quality and accountablity and to derive maximum benefits 
from her trade). During this period the nations output of goods and 
services, valued at 1967 prices had risen every year since 1958. 
GNP rose per cent, an average of 6.3 per cent per annum. From
1961 to 1967 the growth rate averaged 5.7 per cent per annum. Agri­
culture (including forestry and fishing) and manufacturing repre­
sented major sectors of the West Malaysian economy in 1965. The 
country was attracting manufacturing activities and it represented 
the leading sector in terms of GDP growth. Agriculture was also 
given great emphasis. The acreage of plantations continued to be 
increased whilst research led to greater productivity. Palm oil 
planting was introduced and encouraged. Trade between West and East 
Malaysia grew from $71.5 in 1965 to $125.3 million in 1968.(1) East 
Malaysia's trade continued to flow mainly through Singapore though 
a growing volume was being shipped from Peninsular Malaysia.(2)
Malaysian trade was increasing but little cr no attention seems 
to have been devoted by the Government to shipping.(3) Shipping 
services were left largely to foreign lines. The Far East Freight 
Conference (FEFC) dominated the trade. Freight payments were making
 ^1 ^ lESDSEQE£:_B§)£6l2E!D§Dfe_iD_Mal_aysia, Robert R. Nathan Associa­
tes, (Vol. 1, 1970), p. 35.
(2) Op. cit.,Mid Term Review Second Plan, p. 20.
(3) South_East_Asia_Regional_TransEort_Survey, Arthur D. Little
Incorporated, (Book 2, Part 2, 1972) p. 204, for example states 
that no explicit statement was found of Government policy with 
regard to support for an international merchant marine."
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a huge claim on the foreign earnings of Malaysia. In 1965 for 
example Malaysia had a net outflow of US $60 million on freight and 
insurance.Cl) By 1983 this had increased to 2.2 billion Malaysian 
ringgit (nearly US $1 billion). The incessant freight increases 
began to affect Malaysian commodity competitiveness. Malaysian 
shippers were helpless in the face of the FEFC monopoly. In what 
appears to be an attempt to alleviate the situation, the Malaysian 
Government formed the Malaysian International Shipping Corporation 
CMISC). (At about the same time (1972) a Freight Study Unit was 
created in the Ministry of Trade and Industry). The Corporation was 
formed in 1968 and started operations in 1970 with the commisioning 
of its first vessel. Its immediate priority was to serve in the 
trades where Malaysian cargo moved in large quantities. In a very 
real sense it may be said that the development of Governmental 
interest in shipping started with the establishment of MISC.
Given Malaysia's tradition as a trading nation and its long 
coastline, seafaring and shipping does not seem to have been a 
popular activity. This may have been so because of the fertile and 
resourceful land available which was equally if not far more 
attractive. Fishing however seems to have to been an important 
occupation employing many hundreds, especially from the coastal 
people. It is open to speculation whether, given the right impetus, 
Malaysia may have developed into a seafaring nation. One of the
(1 ) iSQQQmic_Cgggeration_Amgng_Mej2ber_Cguntries__of__the__Assggia-
feiSD— 9i-iQytb_i§st_Asian_Natigns, Journal of Development Planning 
No. 7, (United Nations, 1974), p. 1.
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major reasons for this late start and slow progress may be due to 
the lack of an appropriate motivating and developmental role by the 
Government. The Marine Department, affected since inception (prior 
to independance) by an anaemic shortage of staff, never played such 
a role and even fell far short on its technical role. The Ministry 
of Transport (MOT), staffed largely by administrative officers with 
little or no expertise in shipping, was not in a position either to 
play a leading role. Its very structure in fact deterred any effort 
to play a more meaningful role to develop shipping. Until 1982, 
MOT'S Port Planning and Development Unit was also implicitly assu- 
med to take care of any incidental matters that may arise pertai— 
j ning to shipping. At thlTs juncture "shiping" meant responsbi 1 ity 
for only MISC and the Marine Department. The Secretary General of 
MOT was a member of the board of directors of MISC but this did not 
appear to have had any "trickle down" effect on the organisational 
structure of the Ministry.(1) In 1975 Ministerial responsibility 
for MISC, which was faced with problems over the hasty purchase of 
five LNG tankers, was transfered from MOT and placed under the 
jurisdiction of the Prime Minister's Department. It has remained 
with the Department (specifically the ICU) since though it was 
intended then that the move would be temporary.
A vibrant Governmental role in shipping has only emerged since 
1982 when the organisational structure of MOT was altered and a 
Maritime Division was formed with specific responsibility for the 
technical and commercial aspects of shipping. The underlying reason
(1) Till today there is this break in the chain linking MOT's 
representative on the Board of MISC and the Maritime Division.
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for the formation of this Division was the declaration of the Cabo­
tage Policy in 1980. The latter policy encouraged a tremendous 
growth of the Malaysian fleet including a new found awareness of 
the problems and inadequacies of Malaysian shipping in general. The 
Licensing Unit created to administer the implementation of the 
Cabotage Policy found these problems to be beyond its scope and 
expertise. The establishment of the Maritime Division created, for 
the first time, an administrative core for the development of ship­
ping. Two out of the three units in the Division were to deal with 
shipping. The third unit was to be responsible for port development 
and operations. In 1984, the Domestic Shipping Licensing Unit was 
also placed under the jurisdfiction of the Maritime Division. The 
present structure of the Division in the MOT is reflected in Chart 
1 (see Annexes at the back).
MsritifDS-Geggraphy 
The Malaysian nation geographically comprises 13 states, 11 in 
Peninsular Malaysia and two in East Malaysia. Peninsular Malaysia 
juts out astride the strategic Malacca Straits on the west, the 
Andaman Sea in the north-west,the Singapore and Johore Straits in 
the south and the South China Sea on the east. East Malaysia shares 
the South China Sea on its west coast. The Sulu and the Celebes 
Seas wash the east coast of Sabah. All 13 states have coastlines, 
none of them being land locked. The Malaysian coastline is 2899 
nautical miles in length and its exclusive economic zone has an 
area of 138,700 square nautical miles.<1) Situated in the South
■^15 Atias_fgr_Marine_Pglicy_in_South__East__Asian__Seas,edited by
Joseph R. Morgan and Mark J. Valencia, (East-West Environment and 
Policy Institute, Honolulu, Hawaii, 1983), p. 4.
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East Asia, Malaysia together with Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand, 
the Philippines and Brunei, all neighbours, have formed the regio­
nal grouping of the Association of South East Asian Nations 
CASEAN).
The Malacca Straits represents the most important sea lane in 
terms of shipping. It is a vital gateway to the Far East and is one 
of the busiest seaways in the world, second only to the English 
Channel and the Straits of Gibralter.Cl) The vibrant economic 
growth of ASEAN and other countries in the Far East is increasing 
its importance. For example, up to forty percent of Japan's econo­
mic reqiurements move through the Malacca Straits. The*sealane has 
also "exerted a tremendous influence on the spatial distribution of 
economic development, population and land transport facilities" in 
Peninsular Malaysia.<2)
The Malaysian coastline and its territorial seas are a tsignifi- 
cant geographical asset to the country. Trading, fishing and as a 
link between two parts of the country, the ocean has always been a 
dominant feature of the economy of Malaysia, though one suspects 
that this was seldom perceived in Malaysia . Today, the economic 
exploitation of offshore crude oil and natural gas in the South 
China Sea has added another dimension to its importance and force­
fully brought attention to its importance. In 1984 Malaysia was 
served by 24 shipping conferences from all parts of the world.<3)
(1) Op. cit.. Atlas for Marine Policy, p.93.
<2) Op. cit,, Transport Development in Malaysia, Vol. 1, p.28.
C3) Malaysia, Mid— terni__Review__o^__jthe__Fourth__MsSlsysia__P1®D
i281-12S5, (Kuala Lumpur, Govt. Press, 1984), p.361.
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The major trade routes are to Japan, United States and Europe, in 
that order. The most important liner conference serving Malaysia is 
the Far East Freight Conference (FEFC) which happens to^the largest 
and most powerful conference cartel in the world. In 1983, Malay­
sian ports had over 15,500 ship arrivals.(15 Together they handled 
over 26.7 million metric tonnes of cargo.(2) About 230 shipping 
companies (foreign as well as local) operated services to and from 
Malaysia.(3)
Malaysia has seven major ports spread out over the whole coun­
try. These are Penang, Port Kelang, Pasir Gudang, Kuantan, Kuching, 
Bintulu and Kota Kinabalu. Besides these major facilities, there 
are numerous other facilities which may be termed as minor ports or 
alternatively specialised ports. Of the latter category the biggest 
are Kemaman (supply base and an industrial port), Kuala Kedah (a 
cement port), and Port Dickson (a petroluem port). To a large 
extent Bintulu may also be called an industrial port largely being 
a LNG export terminal but also with break bulk cargo facilities. 
Malaysian ports are a highly mechanised and modern terminals. About 
2.4 million tonnes of cargo moved in containers.(4) With Singapore
t
situated so close and physically connected to Malaysia (by a cause­
way) Malaysian ports compete fiercely with Singapore for a fair 
share of the cargo. The port of Johore is in fact situated right 
next to the Singapore Port facilities and competes more so than the
(1) Malaysia, Yearbook_of__Iranspasi;__StsiristiES? (Ministry of
Transport Malaysia, 1983).
(2) Op. cit.. Mid Term Review FMP, p.361.
(3) Business_Times, Who Acts For Whom, July 12 1985.
(4) Ibid, Mid Term Review, p.361.
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other ports in Peninsular Malaysia. To counter Singapore's free 
port status which attracts large volumes of Malaysian cargo, a free 
trade zone was established in Johor Port Authority in 1984. No 
figures are available as yet to measure the impact of this develop­
ment .
The economic dependance on the sea also extends to about 90,000 
fisherman who together operate about 30,000 fishing boats of 
various sizes, largely below 25 tons. About 25 per cent of these 
are mechanised trawlers varying between 15 to 30 tons.Cl) Together 
they landed about 720,000 tonnes of fish (in 1983).(2) Fishing is 
an important source of livelihood to a large number of people 
Malaysia's coastal areas. It is an extremely important 
national dietary item too. The rapid depletion of fishing resources 
along Malaysia's coastal areas is therefore a major source of con­
cern. The over exploitation of the rich fishing grounds by Malay­
sian (and foreign) fishermen and the lack of effective enforcement 
has brought about the current situation where Malaysia has to 
import icreasing quantities to supplement her needs. The Government 
is presently attempting to encourage deep sea fishing by making 
easy loan facilities for boats exceeding 40 grt. (3)
Much of the Malaysian EEZ falls in the South China Sea. Some of
jS
(1) Ibl_M§i§i(sian_Fisheries_-_A_Diminishing_Resource, (Report of
a Seminar organised by the Consumers Association of Penang, 1980), 
pp. 1-2.
(2) Malaysia,Economic__Report__1984/85, (Ministry of Finance
Malaysia, 1984), p.l26.
(3) Ibid, p.127.
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the outer limits of this area are disputed by neighbouring coun­
tries particularly the Philippines, Vietnam and China. The narrow 
Malacca Straits just manages to accomodate Malaysia's 12 mile ter­
ritorial limits though in certain areas the breadth of the Straits 
falls well below 12 miles. The territorial limits inthe Malacca 
Straits is fairly well delineated between Indonesia, Malaysia and 
Singapore. The Straits has in fact been the subject of exemplery 
trilateral and international cooperation in the field of maritime 
safety. The Straits of Malacca and Singapore Traffic Separation 
Scheme was the successful outcome of this cooperation. A revloving 
fund for combatting marine pollution is in operation, funded large­
ly by the Japanese based Malacca Straits Council. On the South Chi­
na Sea, Malaysia has an agreement with Indonesia recognising the 
latter's archipelagic claims (which practically severs communica­
tion links between Peninsular Malaysia and East Malaysia). In 
return Malaysia has obtained gurantees for access to submarine 
pipelines and cables, shipping lanes, overflight rights and tradi­
tional fishing grounds.
The South China Sea, off the coast of the State of Trengganu, is 
also the site of a large offshore industry. Similarly in the States 
of Sabah and Sarawak similar offshore activities are important. Gas 
and crude oil are today the main export earners of the economy. 
Crude petroleum exports totaled 14.2 million tonnes in 1983 and gas 
exports totaled 1.83 million tonnes.(1) The transportation of crude 
oil, refined petro-luem products and gas by ships forms one of the 
most important seci^rs of the looal maritime industry. Further the 
supply services to the offshore industry forms another important
Cl) Ibid, p.llQ
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subsector in the maritime scenario.
CoricJiUsigD
The ocean is a vital ingredient in the Malaysian facade. It has 
helped to shape Malaysia in a manner that would not have been pos­
sible if the country was otherwise situated. The importance is not 
only economic but social. Despite this closeness to the sea, Malay­
sians have not been natural seafarers and the nation has little 
maritime traditions. Unlike other maritime nations therefore Malay­
sia cannot rely or fall back on great traditions for the spontan­
eous development of its maritime industry. It must set gut to capi­
talise on the rich resources of the ocean in which it is so richly 
endowed and painstakingly carve out a new industry - to create the 
pioneering work today that will be the traditions of tomorrow. It 
must actively and deliberately pursue the development of a maritime 
industry. The nation must progress beyond the realm of mere cogni­
zance of the economic, social and strategic importance of the 
oceans to measured exploitation of its resources.
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CHAPTER 3
IHi_MARITlME_INDySTRY_-_MAJOR_CHARACTERISTICS
The scenario of international shipping for the last four years 
was bleak and the future does not look any better. Most shipping 
companies were making losses, many going bankrupt including such 
illustrous companies as Salen Shipping, Sanko and Hellenic Lines 
with many others on the brink of failure. The market has generally 
foillowed the trend of international trade into recession. The 
worlds ULCC's and VLCC's have been virtually eliminated by the 
changing patterns of demand for crude petrcleum. The emergence of 
strong outsiders to the traditional conference cartels has had a 
marked impact cn the liner industry both in terms of freight levels 
as well as in terms of the structure cf the conference systems. 
Despite this generally despcndent environment, the Malaysian ship­
ping industry seems to be bucking the trend and increasing in size 
and numbers. MISC was one of the few shipping companies which made 
a profit though this was largely due to its LNG ships. It may be 
now appropriate to delve briefly into the characteristics of the 
Malaysian maritime industry.
Coastal _ShipBing_in_Mal,aysia
Malaysia made a relatively late start in Cabotage. The policy 
was implemented as of 1980. As indicated earlier, traditionally 
Malaysia's coastal shipping was dominated by operators based in 
Singapore such as the Straits Steamship Company. The strategic 
position of Singapore and its large entrepot trade contributed to 
this situation and still influences Malaysian coastal shipping.
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Some of of the major new domestic shipping operators (such as Sya- 
rikat Perkapalan Kris Sdn. Bhd.) are, for example, joint ventures 
with companies based in Singapore. The Cabotage policy was an 
effort by the Government to increase direct Malaysian participation 
in shipping. Domestic shipping was viewed as the appropriate first 
step towards the objective of increasing such participation, even­
tually leading Malaysians to progress into international/regional 
shipping. More significantly the policy was initiated to ensure the 
viability and security cf an essential infrastructure link between 
Sabah and Sarawak and Peninsular Malaysia.
ft
The characteristics of Cabotage in Malaysia are similar in 
nature to that existing in many other countries. Coastal shipping, 
defined as the transportation of cargo and or passengers between 
two or more Malaysian ports, or between a port and a point or 
structure in the Malaysian Exclusive Economic Zone, is licensed by 
the Domestic Shipping Licensing Board (DSLB). Besides being confi­
ned to Malaysian ships the company operating that ship must be 
Malaysian. The ships crew must be at least 75 per cent Malaysian.- 
However DSLB has the discretion to license other foreign ships to 
participate in domestic shipping on a temporary basis in order to 
fulfil lack of or shortage of Malaysian tonnage that may occur.
In 1981, the number of Malaysian ships licensed was 173 with a 
gross tonnage of 152,000 tons. The number of foreign ships licensed 
then was 178 with a total tonnage of 1.8 million tons. It is fairly 
obvious that foreign ships dominated coastal shipping. The total 
tonnage Cnet) was nearly 1.3 millibn tons with a total of 140 com­
panies participating.<1) However nearly 1.1 million net tons of 
this total was used for the carriage of petroleum and petroleum 
products 99 per cent of which were foreign registered.
£
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By 1984, the situation had changed completely. The total number 
of Malaysian ships licensed remained the -same Cat 172) vessels but 
with a total tonnage of 396,037 gross tons Cincludes only vessels 
of above 100 grt and excludes barges and other small utility ves­
sels) . The increase in tonnage was in the region of over 160 per 
cent. Foreign vessels licensed (excluding barges, tugh boats, uti­
lity vessels and other small utility vessels) in 1984 had dropped 
drastically to only 9 vessels (with 55,046 grt) most of which were 
cement carriers, supply vessels and palm oil tankers. In total the 
tonage for foreign vessels of all types was only 103,941 grt. a 
decline of major proportions by 1984. A large number of licenses 
seem to have been issued to foreign registered barges - a category 
of vessels which should be the most easily owned/operated by Malay­
sians. It is possible however that such barges are used for tempo­
rary purposes and specialised in a way such as for the offshore 
industry.
It is also clear that in totality the tonnage had declined 
sharply by nearly 400 per cent from about 1.8 million grt. in 1981 
to only 451,083 grt. in 1984. Nearly 40 per cent of this tonnage 
was general cargo vessels with nearly over 100 vessels (of above 
100 grt) dedicated to this trade. The other major types of vessels 
used were petroleum (41 per cent) with 44 vessels and palm oil tan­
kers (8 per cent) with 19 vessels. The average size of the Malay­
sian coaster is about 2000 tons grt. or less, with tankers in the 
higher range and dry cargo ships in the lower end.
(1) Source: DBLB, 1984 Register Tables.
in the
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The decrease in tonnage seems to have occured largely 
petroleum tanker market <a decease by nearly 900 per cent from 1.7 
million grt. in 1981 to merely 183,000 grt. in 1984). The number of 
Malaysian registered tnakers had doubled in numbers from 1981 (20)
to 1984 (44) and the tonnage has increased by leaps and bounds
(from 14,000 grt. to 18iS,000 grt.), eliminating the foreign owned 
tanker fleet.
In terms of qualitative change, the Malaysian flag petroleum 
tanker market seems to be generally characterised by vessels ave­
raging largely in the range of over 10 - 15 years (about 70 per
■acent of all vessels were in this range of which 45 per cent were 15 
years or older). Less than 20 per cent of the vessels were below 5 
years. Seen_ another way, nearly 80 per cent of the tanker vessels 
were 10 years and older.
The dry cargo/general cargo market has fare better in terms of 
market share. The sector has seen an overall increase of 30 per 
cent in terms of tonnage over the 1981 figures (rising to 171,000 
grt. in 1984 as opposed to 130,000 grt. in 1981). Malaysian flag 
vessels comprised 98 per cent of this tonnage. The dry cargo sector 
is howevcer characterised by very old vessels. Nearly 40 per cent 
of the vessels are more than 25 years old, and nearly 65 per cent 
of them were 15 years or more. Fully 80 per cent of the vessels 
were 10 years or older.(1) It is difficult to see how the industry
f
can continue to provide economical services with such old ships.
In general 60 per cent of the coastal fleet was 15 years or 
older. Only 24 per cent of the fleet was below 10 years (built in 
1976 and after). It can be said that this tendency to buy and ope- 
rate old ships arises from many factors some of which are structu­
ral such as lack cf financing and small operating companies. Opera-
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ting such inefficient ships will give rise to higher transportation 
costs to the domestic economy.
Presently freight levels are very low due to alleged overtonna- 
ging in coastal shipping. There is little or no information avai­
lable on the types and total volumes of cargo moving on the dome­
stic routes.(2) The last available estimate was done in 1966 where 
the cargo flow was approimately 52 thousand tons.(3) It is present­
ly estimated to be in the region of about 1.3 million tonnes. 
Based upon this gross figure it would not be possible to draw any 
conclusion except to state that whilst the drastic reduction in the 
tanker fleet may have alleviated the tanker market situation, the 
dramatic increase in the tonnage of the dry cargo fleet may have 
had the opposite effect on the latter market.
The number of Malaysians employed as crew on Malaysian flag ves­
sels in the domestic sector was about 1900 in 1984, as against a 
foreign crew of 1200 persons. If the foreign licensed fleet is inc­
luded then the number of foreign crew increases to 1400. It is 
apparent that there is ample scope for Malaysians to be trained and
Cl) Op. cit., DSLB 1984 Register Tables.
C2) The study "Transport Development in Malaysia", op. cit., 
Cvol.4, Annex E), p.34, for example recommended that the collection 
and compilation of coastal shipping data be improved. More than a 
decade after that recommendation, the situation remains unchanged. 
The suoessful implementation of the proposed Shipping Statistics 
Scheme would remedy the situation.
C3) Op. cit., Regional Transport Survey, CVol. 4), p.89.
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cation of a ship suitable for the Malaysian coastal and regional 
trade could be undertaken by the Government. Licensing too must be 
matched with available cargo tonnage and the number of companies 
deemed suitable for the total trade. Gaps in policy formulation 
have arisen due to a lack of data but efforts to set up a system to 
obtain such data seem to have encountered problems. There is also 
the need to . look into the age structure of the fleet. Malaysian 
shipowners, faced with severe constraints of finance, may have 
little choice but to be owners of old ships. Many of these ships 
are bought cheaply from Japan, where ironically, the Government 
encourages shedding of old ships and helps in maintaining an effi- 
3nd modern coastal fleet. In terms of fuel efficiency and
T----------------------------------  —  ‘
other maintenance cosj^, the operation of the old ships may be so
high as to increase the inefficiency_of the whole interfacing
infrastructure such as fcr example the port and inland haulage. 
Unless arrested, the trend with time will only get worse.
The inclusion of the offshore supply services in cabotage pre­
sents another potential area of growth which, if approached cor­
rectly, is a lucrative opportunity for Malaysians to participate. 
At the moment these supply ships are largely foreign owned and ope­
rated. Promotional measures (besides the mere granting of licenses) 
need to be adopted to enable Malaysians to enter , into this very 
high cost, capital intensive industry. Unless this is done the 
industry would face the same problems as the other sectors of the 
cabotage.
Domestic shipping is closely intertwined with international 
shipping. They contribute and work together or must do if the eco­
nomy is to gain the full benefit. Coastal ships, for example feeder 
cargo from the smaller ports to the major export terminals. A
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ratiDnalised approach to both sectors would require greater unity 
in approach and coordination of policy goals. For this purpose it 
is proposed that cabotage be an integral part of the MMA, as in 
most other countries such as Japan, South Korea and the United Sta­
tes. In 1981, the coastal fleet comprised 19 per cent of the Malay-
\
Sian flag. By 1984 this had grown to about 22 per cent giving added 
emphasis for a rationalised approach to both the domestic as well 
as international shipping activities.
iDternatignai_Shipging
m
Malaysian international shipping has undergone tremendous growth 
in the last few years. From one major international operator, there 
are now two namely MISC and PNSL and a potential third in the MPSC. 
Besides this there are three to four other smaller shipping lines 
based in Sabah and Sarawak who engage mainly in the carriage of 
logs to Japan and South Korea.
Table 1 gives the-‘types of ships, tonnage and numbers. MISC is 
the biggest carrier with PNSL expanding rapidly. The Malaysian 
fleet comprised a total of over 737 vessels with a total tonnage of 
1.8i million grt. in 1984.<1) Over the past decade, the fleet has 
grown by nearly 450 per cent in terms of tonnage. Just over the 
last five years (since 1980;) the fleet has expanded by 150 per 
cent, partly helped by the rapid expansion of the coastal fleet, 
but mainly due to the expansion of MISC and the formation'of PNSL. 
The Malaysian fleet has in fact been growing at the rate of about 
20 per cent every year since 1980 (in terms of numbers) and,
(1) Op. cit., Ministry of Transport, Maritime Division, 1984.
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Table 1. Malaysian Shipping Fleet <198A)
Types of ships No. Gross Tons,
oil tankers 70 188,632
liquified gas carriers 6 342,394*
ore/bulk/oil carriers 25 462,68B
general cargo 249 478,857
passenger/cargo 37 33,941
container 11 172,555
vehicle carriers 6 7389
Miscellanous (non trad­
ing vessels) 333 139,292
Total 737 1,825,748
Source; Shipping Unit, Maritime Division, Ministry of Transport
Malaysia
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astonishingly, been doubling its rate of growth every year in terms 
of tonnage since 1981 (. nine per cent in 1981, twenty eight per 
cent in 1982 and sixty one per cent in 1983). It has however slowed 
down to 13 per cent in 1984. The Fourth Malaysia Plan ensivaged 
that MISC would ultimately have a fleet size of 2.5 million dwt. 
The current market slump however has probably slowed this rapid 
expansion plans. Table 1 also reflects the diversity of the Malay­
sian fleet ranging from the normal general cargo ships to the 
highly sophisticated LNG and chemical carriers. The average size of 
a vessel is in the range of only 2500 grt. However, MISC which is
A
the largest international operator, had an average size of 32,000 
grt in 1983. In 1981 (the last available data) only 27 per cent of 
the Malaysian fleet was less than ten years old, and nearly 40 per 
cent was older than twenty years. It is heartening therefore to 
note that in 1984, of the 105 new vessels registered, 70 per cent 
of them were below 10 years - in fact over 50 per cent of them were 
below 5 years old. About 10 per cent of the vessels were more than 
15 years old. Much of these are probably destined for the coastal 
fleet.
The largest shipping company is MISC which is one of the biggest 
shipping lines in South East Asia. It has-a solid reputation for 
service overseas. Strangely enough, it appears to have the image of 
a high cost operator in Malaysia which may be due to its. emphasis 
on cross trading as well as from competing cheaper services from 
Singapore. As at 1983 MISC had 45 vessels with a tonnage of nearly 
1.5 million dwt. Cl.3 million grt).Cl) The major types ,of ships are
Cl) Lloyds,Lloyds_Maritime_Directgry_1984, pp.399-4D0.
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container vessels, tankers, ore/oil carriers, panamax bulkers and 
LNG ships. Fully 90 per cent of its fleet is dedicated to interna­
tional trading, whilst the other 10 per cent is used in coastal 
shipping. In terms of age structure, the company has a relatively 
young fleet. More than 70 per cent of its vessels are below ten 
years of which 24 per cent are below five years. About thirty per 
cent are between ten to fifteen years old. CIt can therefore be 
said that the Malaysian international fleet is relatively young, 
MlSC's vessels comprising 90 per cent of the fleet).
MlSC's services can be categorised into three main areas namely
«t
coastal shipping, liner services such as within the FEFC and tramp 
services for bulk commidities such as wood chips, coal, grain, iron 
ore, petroluem and LNG. The largest revenue earners are the tramp 
services, particularly (since -1984) from the LNG vessels. TAhe 
liner services within the FEFC have been a fairly steady earner. 
MISC operates jointly with the Scan Dutch/MISC Group within the 
FEFC. It is estimated that MlSC's share in the Malaysian trade 
amounts to between 16 to 20 per cent for both east and west bound 
trades within the FEFC conference. Efforts to diversify its liner 
services have not been very successful so far. Its services to West 
Asia CMACOL) and more recently to the United States West Coast (IN­
TER ASIA) ended in huge lossess.
In terms of origin of MlSC's business, it is well known that the 
company is largely a cross trader. At one time up to 80 per cent of 
its revenue was estimated to be derived from cross trades. However 
since 1984, with the LNG ships (carrying Malaysian gas) contribu­
ting up to 40 per cent of its revenue the situation may be said to 
have changed. Up to 60 per cent of its revenue is still derived
from cross trades.
9The Federal Government has a 30 per cent share in MISC. Further, 
up till 1983, the Government guranteed MISC's loans. MISC is essen­
tially a private corporation run on purely commercial lines. It is 
expected that the corporation will be soon privitised and quoted on 
the Malaysian stock exchange.
The other major shipping corporation is PNSL established only in 
1982. Envisaged originally to be purely a tramp shipping company, 
there has been recent indications of PNSL going into liner shipping 
too. PNSL, unlike MISC, has focused its attention largely on parti­
cipation in the Malaysian trade carrying bulk commodities such as 
palm oil, cement, liquid petroleum gas, crude petroleum and dry 
bulk cargo such as coal and iron. It presently (1983) owns a fleet 
comprised of tankers, cement carriers and dry bulk ships with a 
total tonnage of 254,000 grt. Two panamax bulkers are also on 
order. PNSL has also entered into joint ventures with foreign com­
panies to operate parcel tankers and to undertake marine services 
such as dredging and,insurance.
. Multi Purpose Shipping Corporatioin/fMPS^^ has the potential to 
become a major Malaysian operator. At the moment it has only four 
vessels registered under Malaysian flag. The remainder (about 15 
ships) still operate under the Hong Kong flag Prompt Shipping Com­
pany. According to reports the company intends to eventually regi­
ster half the fleet in Malaysia. The company operates both on liner 
as well as the bulk sectors. Its liner services are concentrated on 
China, West African ports and Europe.(1)
Malaysian international shipping appears to be regulated piece-
A3
*^■1 ^!!3si£Y§iSD_BysiDl§s_Times, July 12 1985, p.lD.
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msal by a number of Government agencies. MISC and PNSL are under 
the supervision of the ICU, Prime Ministers Department which means 
that the major portion of international shiping is regulated by the 
agency. The other international operators are however under the 
supervision of MOT. MOT is also deeply involved in the promotion of 
international shipping through such initiatives as the bilateral 
shipping agreements, implementation of the UN Liner Code and libe­
ralisation of Malaysian registration laws. There is little or no 
coordination between the two agencies. It is not clear too whether 
there is the required expertise within the ICU to deal with the 
problems of MISC and PNSL. Such a lack of expertise in shipping 
however is symptomatic of every government fgency tha_t deals with 
shipping including the MOT. The latter however has the advantage of 
retaining officers who have been specifically dealing with the sub­
ject for several years at a stretch and therefore is an a better 
position to effect decisions.
It would be appropriate, at this juncture, to mention briefly 
the manpower needs of the Industry. Unlike most maritime nations, 
Malaysia does not appear to maintain a register of seamen. Thus up 
to date information is either not available or hazy at best. A sur­
vey undertaken by the Central Mercantile Marine Fund < a welfare 
fund established for seamen) in 1983 indicated that only about 48 
per cent of the officers on board Malaysian ships were Malaysians. 
For the crew it was nearly 96 per cent. Only 34 per cent had 
masters and 32 per cent chief engineers who were Malaysians. There 
are a number of local institutions involved in the training of sea^ 
farers, the main one being Akademi Laut Malaysia <ALAM) or the 
Marine Academy Malaysia. The Academy is largely funded by the 
Government though the private sector contributes some funds through
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the MATES Foundation. MISC is the largest‘contributer to the Acade­
my through the Foundation. On the part of the Government the Prime 
Minister's Department has overall control of ALAM even though near­
ly every substantive aspect is regulated by MOT such as the exa­
mination, certification and syllabus of ALAM including the head of 
the Academy who is an officer seconded from the Marine Department.
It would be appropriate to end this section by mentioning brief­
ly the private institutions which represent the shipping sector. 
Malaysian shipping companies have organised themselves into the 
Maoaysian Shipowners Association CMSA3. The Association represents
m
both the coastal as well as the international operators. Most major 
shipowners are members of the Association. The shipowners in Sabah 
and Sarawak have their own Associations termed the Sabah and Sara­
wak Shipowners Association respectively. The latter twc Associa­
tions are however largely dominated by coastal operators. There are 
other organisations such as the International Shipowners Associa­
tion which represents the interests of the foreign shipowners and 
operators in the country. These Associations are important agencies 
whose views represent the industry and are given due consideration 
by the Government. The MSA is in fact consulted on all major policy 
initiatives related to shipping and ports.
ShiEbuil.ding_and_Repairing
There are five major shipyards in Malaysia namely the, Malaysian 
Shipyard and Engineering CMSEl, Sabah Shipyard Corporation <SSC>, 
Penang Shipbuilding Corporation, Hong Leong Lurssen Shipyard and 
Brooke Dockyard and Engineering Works Corporation. The two largest 
yards are the MSE and the SSC. It is estimated that there are over 
2D other small yards in the country. In addition a relatively new
anaval yard at Lumut has been in operation. The major yards are 
owned by the Government with an estimated investment of M$1 bil­
lion. (1) Together this industry employs over 4000 people in what is 
. considered to be the "only major intermediate level engineering 
assembly work in Malaysia."<2)
Even though labour costs are cheap, Malaysian shipyards have 
been unable to compete with other regional yards such as those in 
Singapore, Japan and Korea. Most of the material for shipbuilding 
has to be imported. The cost of building ships in Malaysian yards 
is estimated to be 30 per cent higher than in Japan because of the 
higher cost of imported materials, low leveo of technology used and 
poor delivery times. Government agencies are required to build all 
their vessels in Malaysian yards which often penalises these agen­
cies in terms of higher cost involved. The financial situation of 
these yards has made the Government undertake several studies inc­
luding a study by IMO Experts. Major recommendations may be made 
within the scope of the Fifth Malaysia Plan <or even the Industrial 
Master Plan).
The MBE, built at a cost of over M$2D0 million in 1976 has not 
fared well financially. The collapse of the tanker market and with 
the intense competition from Singapore, the yard has been losing 
financially almost every year since its inception. The yard has the 
capacity to repair‘-ULCC's of up to 400,000 dwt. and a building 
capacity of up to Sobo dwt. It has recently turned to other engi­
neering fabrication works such as railway wagons to shore up its
Cl) James Clad, "Boosting Builders to Keep the Home Fleet 
Growing" ,Far_Eastern_Econgmic_Reyiew', 14 February 1985, p.59.
(2) Ibid.,p.59.
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turnover. The yard is majority owned by the Government with Japane­
se investment <10 per cent) involved. The involvement of the latter 
(which is too minimal anyway) has apparantly failed to provide the 
technological transfer of expertise and input necessary to overcome 
some of the problems at MSE.
The SSC, built at a cost of over M^IQO million, is another 
disappointing investment. It is majority owned by the Sabah state 
government. Since inception in 1982 it has been facing large los­
ses. It has the capacity to undertake ship construction, conver­
sion, maintenance and repairs. It is also able to build vessels of 
up to 8000 dwt.
It is possible that some measures may be adopted by the Govern­
ment to overcome the problems faced by the shipbuilding industry.
Inevitably most measures (such as requiring domestic operators to
sservice their vessels locally) would require ^ ome form of interac­
tion with the shipping industry. On their part the shipyards appear
>
to have recently closed ranks and initiated the formation of a 
national association to represent their interests before the 
Government. They may be able to achieve some rationalisation on 
their own though this is doubtful. At the moment there is no clear 
overall administrative jurisdiction exercised by any Government 
agency over this industry. Any measure proposed will have to ini­
tially redress this situation. It will be proposed in this, study 
that the MMA undertake supervision and regulation of the shipyard 
industry due to the close linkages this industry has with the other 
sectors of the maritime industry.
Qli§tlSEe_Industry
Malaysia ranks within the top 40 nations in terms of world oil
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and gas producing countries. The offshore industry began only in 
1967 but several major oil and gas strikes have since been made. 
The major offshore areas (about 23 offshore fields) are off the 
Trengganu coast in the South China Sea^ and in'the western coasts 
of Sabah and Sarawak (also in the South China Sea).(l) Malaysia 
produced 440,000 barrels of crude petroleum per day^and 3.7 million 
tonnes of liquified natural gas in 1984.(2) PETRONAS is the Natio­
nal Petroluem Development Authority which controls all activities
NAS,a marine department has been established to regulate the mari-
. *
time safety aspects of its operations. The Petroluem Development 
Unit, Prime Ministers Department acts as a liaison, coordinating 
and policy making body on petroleum matters.
The offshore industry is largely dominated by foreign registered 
and operated drilling units. The supply vessels for the drilling 
platforms are aoso largely owned by foreigners. PETRONAS however 
owns a jack-up rig used for exploration. MISC, PNSL and other 
Malaysian companies have formed joint ventures with foreign offsho­
re supply service operators in order to gain a foothold in this 
growing industry. The inclusion of such services within the ambit 
of Cabotage has given added impetus to local participation.
No information is available on the number of vessels, MODU's or 
personnel involved in this industry. The registration and regula­
tion of, offshore drilling units (semi-submersible MODUs) under the
(1 ) Phipat Tangsubku 1,ASEAN_and_t|2e_Law_of__the__^€3^, (Institute
of South East Asian Studies, 1982), p.85.
(2) Op. cit.. Economic Report 1984/85, p.l28.
pertaining to offshore mining of petroleum PETRO-
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Merchant Shipping Ordinance was made possible in 1984. Rules and 
regulations will ■ have to be drawn up to enable implementation of 
proper standards. The Marine Departments will be authorised to 
undertake regulatory action under this Act. The role of the MMA 
will be significant in the offshore area.
PoEfesCl)
Ports are a major sector of the maritime industry. As mentioned 
before they handled nearly 40 million tonnes of cargo in 1983. The­
re are over 23 ports in Malaysia of varying sizes (from major to
««
small> and a large number of other minor ports. ‘Most major ports 
have port authorities which are statutory bodies operating along 
commercial lines. The other ports are largely self regulating 
. without any identifiable operating body. The Marine Departments 
undertake the safe operations of these ports Cthe navigational and 
dangerous cargo aspects) and the Customs Department declares them 
as "legal landing places" and ensures the collection of revenues. 
The Public Works Department constructs (but does not actively main­
tain) the ports. The management of these ports in terms of cargo 
operations, maintenance and operational efficiency is thus largely 
ignored.
The decision to build a new port is taken at the political level 
on the recommendation of the Economic Planning Unit <EPU). Prior to
<1) A description of the characteristics of Malaysian ports has 
been deliberately avoided as such information is easily available. 
Example see Fairplay World Ports Directory, C1983-1984, Vol.l), 
pp.515—524.
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this there is usually an economic and technical feasibility study 
undertaken. The Ministry of Transport is usually involved in these - 
processes, though there have been instances where the Ministry is, 
brought in only at the implementation and operational stages at 
which point it has to be inevitably involved. Proposals for expan­
sion of existing port facilities however go through the Ministry of 
Transport. The number of staff and expertise at the MOT does not 
allow it to form an independant opinion on such proposals and the­
refore most expansion proposals made by port authorities are readi­
ly recommended for approval. The final approval is made by the
V •*Government as often federal funding or loans may be involved. The 
MOT is not involved on any development matter pertaining to ports 
in Sabah and Sarawak, this being handled directly by the EPU. 
However for operational efficiency, all port authorities and the 
Marine Departments are members of the National Ports Coordination 
Committee. The latter Committee is an advisory body to the Ministry 
of Transport and considers all operational as well as development 
matters pertaining to ports in Malaysia.
It would be apparant that this rather disjointed approach to 
national port development and operations is highly undesirable. It 
is preferable that all port development projects, both in Peninsu­
lar, as well as Sabah and Sarawak should be regulated and control­
led by the MMA in the future before submission to the EPU.* The 
staff and expertise at the MMA should be sufficient to undertake 
such evaluation in order to avoid duplication of facilities as well 
as to ensure that the existing facilities are operated at optimum 
levels. Central agencies such as EPU should avoid directly coordi­
nating feasibility studies on ports as often the counterpart work 
to the consultant is vital to the success of the study and its sub-
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sequent implementation. Futhermore counterparts gain direct exper­
tise and experience in port operations and development which is 
more relevant to the implementing/operating agency such as the MMA.
The Maritime sector in Malaysia is a vibrant rapidly developing 
industry. This is to be expected from a nation where 80 per cent of 
^®^J^itory is bounded by the sea and the area of its oceans 
exceeds that of its lands. There are however weaknesses in the pre­
sent approach to the administration and development of the industry 
which may be a retarding factor for greater growth. For example 
there is little or no research activities in the maritime'field.
s
Increasingly the growth of the industry will pose many challenges 
to the nation. Such challenges can only be overcome and the poten­
tial fully re,alised if the right environment for dynamism exists. 
One of the key factors in this environmental make-up is an appro­
priate institutional framework. Without such a framework the growth 
of the industry may lead to consequences both unexpected and unin­
e>
tended .
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CHAPTER 4
l!3EQRIANCE_OF_THE_MARITIME_INDySIRY_IO_THE_MALAYSIAN_ECO!\iOMY
Transportation has been a significant instrument for achieving
economic and social goals, not only in Malaysia, but in most deve~
loping countries. In Malaysia it has also been an object of achie~
ving social and political unity. Transportation is necessary in
«
order to make more accessible remote areas of the country so as to 
open up the economic and social opportunities available to these 
areas. Historically, every Government in Malaysia has placed great 
emphasis in ensuring and striving for a basic transportation system 
to be provided to serve these objectives. (A study of the national 
development plans will reveal this).
In this context sea transportation has traditionally played a 
vital role in the economic development of Malaysia. Shipping, 
without doubt, played (and continues to do so) a major role in the 
progress of the countries who are today termed as developed. Henry 
C. Hunter for example claims that "the history of the progress of 
England is really the history of the development of her merchant 
marine."(1) Malaysia's crucial reliance on international trade and 
the fact that up to 90 per cent or more of this is transported by
(1) Henry C. Hunter,How_England_got_its_Merchant_Marine 
10^6-1776, (National Council of American Shipbuilders, New 
York,1935), p.3.
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sea illustrates her dependance. Despite the great importance of 
shipping to the economy a clear perception of this was significant­
ly lacking both in the private sector as well as in the Government. 
Existing shipping services were efficient and reasonably priced and 
therefore warranted little concern on the part of the nation. The 
General Transport Survey in 1970 concluded that there was no need 
for Government concern to this sector presumably because of these 
services by foreign shipping lines being provided through Singapo­
re. <1) Another study concluded that there was "little kncwledge ...
of the amount of cargo which moves to, from and within the (South
• ' «|
East Asian.) region, what form it takes, from what origins and to 
what destinations it moves, and what changes are likely to take 
place in the composition, tonnage and direction of trade in the 
future. There was likewise little information available on the 
types of ships now being used, their condition, their efficiency, 
the way they are organised to handle the trade, or how these ele­
ments are likely to change in the future. Nor has there been much 
understanding cf the present freight rate systems which affect the 
cost of the region's trade, nor of the navigational aids or the 
training needed to support the regional shipping lines."(2) The 
formation of MISC in 1968 appeared to have been a confined spurt of 
interest which was not sustained. It is only since 1980, with the 
growing impact of the outflow of freight revenue on the balance of 
payments position, that the Government began to realise- the need 
for urgent attention to the maritime sector. The policy of achiev-
0
(1) Op. cit.. Transport Development in Malaysia, Vol.l, p.l7.
(2) Asian Development Bank, South__East__Asia__Regional__IraDsgort
Survey, (Arthur D. Little Inc., 1972), Vol.l, Chapt. 3.
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ing maritime status indicated for the first time, in no uncertain 
terms, a concrete objective to be achieved in the maritime sector.
Malaysia's sea transportation system may be divided into two 
main subsystems namely international shipping and coastal shipping. 
International shiping exists in a free market situation and invol­
ves the transportation of Malaysian international trade. Currently 
there are two major Malaysian shipping companies both of which have 
significant Government participation, and other smaller shipping 
companies involved in international activities. The two major com­
panies are the MISC and PNSL. Several smaller shipping companies
operate out of Sabah and Sarawak such as Yayasan Sabah Shipping 
Sdn. Bhd. (which is managed by MISC) and the Bormill Line Sdn. Bhd. 
There are some Malaysian owners operating under flags of convenien­
ce such as Prompt Shipping (which is the sister company of MPSC) 
operating out of Hong Kong. The system of international shipping in 
general in Malaysia may be said to be fairly well developed. Basic| 
services such as shipping and forwarding agencies and port services' 
operate at a high level of service. Shipping services itself are 
efficient as represented by quality of services and its frequency.! 
The Malaysian shipping market is an extremely competitive market 
with free access for any shipping line to Malaysian cargo and its 
ports. In 1983, nearly 16,000 ship arrivals were recorded in Malay­
sian ports. 1980 figures reveal that foreign flag vessels comprised 
nearly 98 per cent of the_number of vessels calling at- Malaysian 
pcrts.(l) This situation has not changed substantially.
(1) Malaysia, ShipEing__Statistics^__Peninsular_^Malaysia_,_19S0,
(Department of Statistics, Kuala Lumpur), Table 6.
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Cgastal_ShiBEing_and_Inland_Waterways
In contrast the domestic shipping sector is regulated by the 
Cabotage laws which permit only licensed Malaysian vessels to par­
ticipate. This law was introduced in 1980. The main trade route is 
between Sabah/Sarawak and Peninsular Malaysia. There is also coa­
stal distribution of petroluem products and lately gas. It is also 
known that there is considerable movement of cargo in small crafts 
between major and minor ports all along the coasts of Sabah and 
Sarawak. Practically no information is however available on dome­
stic trade and shipping. Since 1984 Cabotage also includes supply 
vessel services to the offshore industry. The MISC coastal shipping 
company and Kris Shipping Company (a subsidiary of the Straits 
Steamship Company) are the largest domestic ship operators. The 
domestic shipping industry is characterised by old vessels (avera­
ging above ten years) operated by small young companies. The prob­
lems in the domestic sector can be said to be both structural (cau­
sed largely by defects of policy) and operational (caus^'d by such 
factors as old and inadequate types of ships). Some of these prob­
lems are a lack of expertise (both within the industry as well as 
in the Government), rigid policies, lack of financing and over ton- 
nag ing .
The effects of such problems on the economy of Malaysia have not 
been evaluated. However one could arrive at probable implicatiovns 
on the basis of studies done elsewhere. One of the less obvious 
results may be the impact of poor transportation links on the poli­
tical and social cohesion between Peninsular Malaysia, Sabah and 
Sarawak. An accessible and efficient linkage between both East and 
West Malaysia would certainly be a prerequisite towards greater
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mobility and thereby greater cohesion.Cl) "Transport is the link 
9®ographica 11 y separated markets, whose growth can maintain 
a balance only if the transport demand is satisfied in sufficient 
amounts and at efficient rates."(2) Traditionally, much of Sabah 
and Sarawak's trade and passenger movements have been channelled 
through Singapore because of the geographical advantage of good 
transportation links (both air and sea). Any policy to wean these 
States from the existing system will necessarily have to take into 
consideration current transportation links with Peninsular Malay­
sia.
The number of licenses issued by the Domestic Shipping Licensing 
Board increased from 164 in 19SD to 268 (which approximates 268 
vessels) in 1983.(3) The number of vessels involved appears to 
indicate that the trade is possibly well served by appropriate ser­
vices. However there have been allegations by existing operators of 
a situation of overtonnaging. The trade is also characterised by 
old ships, of poor management (concievably because of a continuos 
flow of new and inexperienced entrants to the trade) and low 
freight rates. Besides this, the type of ships used (which are old 
and inappropriate) would possibly have a deleterious impact on the 
other interfacing units such as inland transportation and port. In 
general ships on coastal voyages spend up to 60 per cent or more of 
their time in ports. Ships earn mo"°v nn^^ ' infhrn thry
(1) "Access" here would connote both price and equitable access.
(2) United Nations, Cgastai_ShiBBingj._Feeder__and__Ferry__Services,
(UN, New York, 1970), p.6.
(3) Op. cit.. Mid Term Review, FMP, p.355.
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and to that extent any measure to effect savings in port time would 
be crucial. However, faster turnaround of ships depends not only on 
the efficiency of ports but also on the vessels. A long term goal 
must be to have an appropriate and relatiy_slv _inBd^_ra__ooast^LjLXegt*---. 
Coastal shipping has a high foreign exchange retention rate (as 
high as 90 per cent depending upon sources of financing) and there 
are stronger reasons to encourage this sector of the maritime 
industry as opposed to international shipping. A more realistic and 
professional approach to the regulation of the industry must be 
undertaken. This would depend on the expertise available within the 
regulating institution. Such expertise is not presently available, 
nor is there much hope of securing it in the future within the 
existing institutional framework. There is also little or no infor­
mation available for any precise decisions to be taken.
Before moving on to international shipping, brief mention should 
be made of the situation of inland waterways transportation. Once a 
major means of transport (and the focus of social community life) 
in Peninsular Malaysia, their role has now been eroded into negli­
gence by a good network of roads and railways. The rivers of Penin­
sular Malaysia are perhaps best described as a forgotten asset (and 
way of life), left to become silted, over fished and often pollu­
ted. (1) However in Sabah and Sarawak the rivers are still a major 
means of transportation. Riverine transportation is very important 
here only because the alternative systems on land are limited. A 
wide variety of vessels operate but these are mostly small native
(1) One suspects that this is one of the legacies of the colonial 
era. Compared to the European continent Britain never laid much 
emphasis on its rivers.
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craft because of the limited depth of the rivers due to heavy sil— 
tation and sand bars.Cl) The channels are seldom maintained. The 
principal ports in Sarawak are located on rivers, varying in 
distance from a few miles to as much as 70 miles upstream. The 
Rajang river in Sarawak is navigable by small coasters as far as 
Kapit, 150 miles from the sea.(2) This river is potentially a major 
artery of transportation which has not been duly recognised. Water 
transportation is the cheapest means of transport.<3> The potential 
of inland waterways has never been assessed as a viable alternative 
means of transportation in Malaysia. For Peninsular Malaysia, the 
system of land transportation may have proceeded so far as to be 
virtually beyond the point of no return. However, the river systems 
in Sarawak (and to limited extent in Sabah1 do still present this 
opportunity. A survey of current traffic and future potential usa­
ge of Malaysian rivers for inland transportation should be under­
taken to arrive at an exact picture of the situation. This should 
include an assesment of institutional changes necessary including 
the identification of an appropriate organisation for its develop^ 
ment. Better planning and utilisation of this resource may then be
(1) Op. cit.. Transport Development in Malaysia, Vol.l, p. 197.
(2) lbid.,Vol.A, p.53.
(3.) Irwin M. Heine, Ihg_!Jj.Sj._Maritime_iDdustry__Xn__Thg__National
iDterest, (National Maritime Council, Washington, 1980), p.ll3, 
states " according to data prepared by American Waterways Opera- 
ters Incorporated it was estimated in 1977 that a gallon of fuel 
could produce over 408 ton miles by barge, about 207 by - rail and 
only about 70 by truck."
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developed before it is too late. 
iDternatignal_ShiEping
Malaysian concern for international shipping may be said to be 
very recent brought about mainly by an adverse balance of payments 
position aggravated by an increasingly huge outflow of payments on 
freight. Since 1980 the Malaysian fleet has grown tremendously till 
today it ranks thirty-eighth in the world with a total tonnage of 
1.8 million grt.(l) Among developing oountries it ranks 
thirteenth.(2) However the percentage of Malaysian trade lifted by
Malaysian vessels is estimated to be only around 5 per cent or
«■
less.(3) MISC is largely a cross trader. It is not that Malaysia 
and South East Asia represent an insignificant trading area. For 
instance this area together with the Far East has been identified 
to be the most important cross trading area for United States based 
shipping lines, generationg about 1,693,000 long tons of cargo in 
1982 with a revenue of U.S.$14A million.(A)
The immediate problem facing Malaysia is the balance of paym­
ents deficit. Between 1961 to 1983 freight grew to account for bet­
ween 20 to 25 per cent of the services component of the current
account.(5) In 1983, this ammounted to M$2.2 billion, comoared to
-- 1 1
<1) 1984 figures. Sources Ministry of Transport Malaysia.
C2) LIoyds,L 1 gyds_JRegister_of_Shipping_-_Statistica 1 _Iab 1 es, 1 984. 
C3) The number of Malaysian ships calling at the ports of Penang 
and Port Kelang for example accounted for only 3% or less. Source: 
Op. oit., Shipping Statistics, Table 6.
<4) Tony Beargie, "Cross Trade - U.S. Earned $2,000,000," American 
ShiEE§E» March 1985, p.3.
<5) Malaysia,Annual__BlESEt__1983,(Bank Negara Malaysia), p.l39.
economy
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only l.S billion just three years ago. The export oriented 
of Malaysia and its almost total reliance on foreign shipping for 
its trade has led to the present situation. The relative inelasti­
city of supply of Malaysia's major exports (such as rubber,tin and 
palm oil) and elastic demand for imports has imposed a major por­
tion of increased transport costs on Malaysia.Cl) Whilst trade has 
been increasing rapidly Cconsequently also increasing the freight 
bill), the rate of growth of freight and insurance poyments has 
been outstripping the growth of trade. Export value, for example, 
rose by 6.8 times from 1963 to 1981 (from M$3296 million to $25,609
wf
million), whilst net freight and insurance payments increased by 
12.2 times (from M$155 million to $2,048 million) during the same 
period. In terms of export value, freight and insurance has risen 
from 4.7 per cent in 1961 to 8 per cent in 1981.C2)
Export led growth in Malaysia may become increasingly less viab­
le if freight payments to foreign shipowners continues to absorb a 
sizeable portion of the foreign exchange earnings. In fact Malay­
sia's strategy of export led growth from its resource based indus­
tries may face increasing freight rates as generally the latter 
rise with the degree of processing of the raw materials (and there­
fore its value). Alexander J. Keats confirms this and further notes
Cl) UNCTAD trade figures appear to show for example that freight 
for rubber on the Malaysia - Europe route has averaged about 11.1%
1964—1980. For tin it was 1.2%. Sources Reyiew_of_
lEansfiort, 1981, CUN Doc. TD/B/C.4/251, 1982), Table 22.
C2) Khor Kok Psng , The_Mal.aysian_Ecgnomy_5._StructurBS_and_fispendan—
ce, CKuala Lumpur, 1983), pp.182-183.
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that freight costs may, on average, have an effect equal to tariffs 
and this effect is much larger on high bulk and low unit cargo such 
as lumber and paper products. For example, the average ad valorem 
freight rate for imports of natural rubber into the United States 
was approximately 10 per cent while it rises to more than 15 per 
cent for rubber manufactures.<1) The 1983 UNCTAD Review of Maritime 
Transport also confirms this in general- that the proportion of 
freight charges to import (C.I.F) values for developing countries 
was twice as high as compared to that for the developed market eco­
nomies. This does not mean that Malaysia should slow down her pre— 
sent industrialisation and export policies. Trade is the generator 
of growth.(2) The problem is one of regulating the outflow of 
freight revenues. This can be tackled in twjo„,wav&^ F-riej-<:^ h.-naf.P>c;.
and adequate shiping services can_Jts„ths—  af.— n&goti-aivions
between shippers and shipowners. The Malaysian National Shippers 
Council CMNSC) would the most appropriate body for such a task and 
is engaged in such work. Through an effective joint stand, the 
shippers would be able to negotiate rates that are cost effective 
and stable. The Malaysian Palm Oil Producers Association for examp­
le had a very effective agreement which met their shipping requi­
rements in terms of service, types of vessel and freight rate sta-
<1) Alexander J. Yeats,ShiEging_and_DeyeigEment_Poiicy_-__An__Inte-
QEated_Assessment, (1983), pp.59-75.
C2) Donald Keering, "Outward Looking Policies and Economic Develop­
ment , "Econgmic_Journai 77,(June 1967) and Irving Kravis, "Trade 
as a Handmaiden of Growth; Similarities Between the Ninteenth and 
Twentieth Centuries,"Economic_Journal (1970), are two excellant 
research papers on this subject.
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The Malaysian Rubber Exchange and Licensing Board (MRELB!> 
also negotiates favourable rates for rubber shipments including the 
provision of appropriate vessels. At one stage there was a lack of 
appropriate vessels for shipping of latex which was overcome 
through negotiations with the shipping lines. It appears that an
approach based upon specific trades or commodities gives much more
---- - ---“....  ' " ....^
effective results than a general approach.<1)
Freight levels may also be controlled through consolidation or 
aggregation of cargo. Larger savings may be achieved by diverting
traditional liner cargoes, such as rubber and tin, to non liner
* «
bulk shipments (which are traditionally cheaper). Malaysian oommo- 
dities offer great scope for such diversion and aggregation. A stu­
dy by UNCTAD for bulk exports of rubber from Malaysia showed that 
such an exercise would result in substantial savings for export of 
rubber. A tendering exercise was suggested and the existence of the 
MRELB would enable such efforts.(2) Such an exercise could invite 
tenders from all interested parties and subsequently a choice made 
between Malaysian and or foreign lines on a competitive basis. For­
ward integration and cooperation with Malaysian lines would enable 
Malaysian shippers to exert a greater control over the transporta­
tion of their goods and facilitate broader agreements for compe­
titive and stable freight rates and services. The recent decision 
to form a National Freight Booking Centre by the MNSC would concre-
obtain appropriate shipping services and
(1) United l^stions,Protection_of_Shippg£s_intg£ggts__—__Suidgiings
io£_fieygloBing_Countrigs, (UN Doc. TD/B/C4/176), p.ll.
(2) R.A .Ramsey,By1king_gf_Rubbgr_Shierngnts_in_thg__Ma1aysia/Euregg
l£§dg, (Kuala Lumpur,1975).
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better freight rates through cargo agqreg.ation. The role of the 
Government would be to lead the shippers in adopting organisational 
changes and restructuring marketing arrangements to enable rationa­
lisation of the affected trades. The last option is by local parti­
cipation in shipping. It has been demonstrated that, under the 
right conditions, carriage of a nation's trade in its own flag ves­
sels definitely leads to economic advantages.Cl) Such advantages 
may not arise immediately but in the long run would give positive 
returns to the economy. MISC'S operation, for example, is estimated 
to have produced a net foreign exchange gain of between 20 to 25«t
per cent of freight revenue. In spite of the fact that MISC opera^ 
ted at a loss in 1982 and 1983 (negative returns on investment), it 
estimated that the impact of its operation on the Malaysian eco­
nomy, in terms of net foreign exchange retained, was still posi^ 
tive. The same could be expected of PNSL and the other Malaysian 
shipping companies. Those engaged in domestic shipping would give a 
larger retention of foreign exchange due tc their localised ope^ 
rations, the main outflow being interest o»t capital and possibly 
ship repairs. As mentioned earlier, Malaysia relies on foreign ves^ 
sels for the transportation of up to 95 per cent of her trade. This 
situation will not change drastically in the near future. The 
establishment of and continued expansion of MISC, PNSL and other 
Malaysian shipping lines will have a growing impact on this situa^ 
tion, giving rise to a more secure position for the country. -
This may hold true and the process even accelerated if a strate^ 
gy to develop national factors, which are favourable, as inputs
(1) For an excellent exposition see Harold Hansen, The Developing 
Countries and International Shipping, op. cit.
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into the industry is adopted. Malaysia has several factors to its 
advantage such as a large and expanding foreign trade, efficient 
ports, a low cost, disciplined and malleable work force and low 
administrative expenses. Contrasted to this are the negative fac—
tors such as high capital cost, lack of managerial skills and trai-
' ^
ned crew, low level of technology and old ships, inadequate insti-
^ ' s
tutional framework, and high cost of supportive services such as 
shiprepairs and docking. These negative factors can be influenced 
to become favourable if the right strategies are adopted. For 
example the Newly Industrialising Countries CNICs) such as Singapo- 
re. South Korea and Taiwan have succeeded in expanding their fleets 
by about 40 per cent annually between 1970 to 1980. Their strategy 
was basically to capitalise on the factors in their favour such as 
an expanding and voluminous foreign trade, low costs of manpower 
and general administrative expenses, high management efficiency and 
govermental support buttressed by an efficient'maritime administra­
tion. Cl) Similarly the developed maritime states have capitalised 
on their endowments such as research and development, capital 
intensive technological development, horizontal and vertical inte- 
graticn leading to market control, multinational enterprises and 
diversification and or specialisation.C2)
The national factors which affect the costs of operating ship-
Cl) Abdel Monsef, Series of lectures entitled, "Establishing__a
NafeiSDal— §tliEBiQa_lQdustry_In_a_DeyeloEing_Cguntry, delivered at 
the Wcrld Maritime University, 1984.
C2) Stromme Svendsen,"Corngetitiye_Interrelatignshig_Between_Liner
——M— Ie s!DE" (Conference Report, International Symposium on Liner 
Shipping III, Institute of Shipping Economics, Bremen, 1984) p.21.
as follows;
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ping oompanies may then be summarised 
<a) a oonducive environment 
<b) capital 
<c) labour
r
<d) management 
<b ) technology 
Cf) trade, and 
Cg) government supports
A conducive environment would include the existence of a mari­
time tradition, an appropriate institutional framework, experienced
' . <» 
seafarers, trained managers, complementary industries such as ship­
building and repairing, a modern legal framework and legal experti-
I
se to handle maritime affairs, a good financial system, efficient 
telecommunications, stable political conditions and last but not 
least a population that is conscious of and has an interest in the 
oceans and activities related to it.Cl) Localisatioon of these fac­
tors would have a positive impact on the balance of payments. The 
other potential areas which could be easily localised are labour, 
management and even technology. These factors are presently a drain 
on the Malaysian economy, particularly in so far as the employment 
of large numbers of foreign personnal is concerned. Technology, 
particularly where it is suited to the Malaysian operating condi­
tions should and could be developed if sufficent 4-'^P'-it into 
research and development is gathered. Finally government support, 
not merely in terms of tax inducements (which are prevalent in 
nearly every maritime country) but in other concrete areas such as 
in financing, cargo rights and in administrative/policy guidance
(1) Op. cit., A.A.Monsef, pp.99-101.
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would be essential. The creation of the "conducive environment" 
mentioned earlier would be dependant largely upon the maritime 
administration's efforts,, which in turn depend upon ’ the level of 
expertise, professionalism and efficiency existing within that 
organ.
The question of localisation of capital for financing of the 
shipping industry is much more complicated. To a very large extent, 
most Malaysian ships are financed abroad largely through shipyard 
credits. MISC and PNSL finance their ships through foreign bank 
financing with Government gurantees. Interest and capital payments
would represent the largest single item of foreign exchange earning 
paid out by Malaysian shipping companies. In nearly every major 
maritime nation, the Government provides financing on concessionary 
terms to its shipping industry.(1) Malaysia may not be able to emu­
late this on a large scale because of competing demands for the 
limited capital resources and due to the low rates of return of 
investment in shipping. However, at least for the domestic sector, 
some form of financing scheme must be considered. Present financing 
schemes through the Industrial Development Bank appear to be inade­
quate as witnessed by the fact that most ships are financed abroad. 
The Bank also operates independantly of shipping policies formula­
ted by the MOT. There is a lack of complementarity between finan­
cing and shipp4ng policies which is essential to route the industry 
in the right directibq.
Malaysian shipping must also have a complementary commitment to
Cl) United States, Maritiine_Subsidies, CU.S. Department of Trans­
portation, Maritime Administration, 19S3), for example gives
details about maritime aid given by 48 maritime countries.
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promoting nafcinnaJ— iwd^ j^ st^ i^ a4-4■satj■on and export led growth. For 
example promotional freight rates for new products could be deve­
loped either through the conference system or by Malaysian tramp
shipping. Such rates would easily determine the success or failure
------ - -------
of new export items. Studies have indicated that promotional 
freight rates may be crucial in the initial stages of breaking into 
new markets.Cl) A case in point was when tin exports to Australia 
had to be stopped because of freight increases.C2) In general 
developing countries incur higher shipping costs than that paid by 
the average industrial country and this is estimated to^be about 60 
per cent lower for example for shipments from South Asia.(3) A 
positive role by Malaysian shipping lines to promote new Malaysian 
products may thus be identified.(4) Such close ties between 
industry and shipping are not uncommon. The Japanese industry works 
hand in hand with the shipping industry through the system known as 
"shikumisen" whereby shipowners accept small but steady profit mar­
gins based on long term business arrangements. Such cooperation is 
encouraged actively by both the Japanese as well as the Korean 
maritime administrations. Malaysia is embarking on a programme of
Cl) United Nations,Leyei_and_Structure_of. Freight Ratesj. Cgnfe_
pence__P£a£tices__and__Adeguacy__of__Shigging__Services, CUN Doc.
TD/B/C.4/38/Rev.l, 1969).
C2) Op. cit., Khor Kok Peng, p.l88.
C3) Op cit., Alexander J.Yeats, p.97.
C4) The freight rates need not necessarily lead to a loss to 
Malaysian shipping. The rates should, at minimum, be cost based 
Cbelow which the Government may have to subsidize) until the trade 
picks up sufficiently to enable profit to be made.
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heavy industralisation in cement, steel, automobiles and other 
resource based industries. Participation of Malaysian shipping 
lines along a similar strategy must be defined from initiation and 
developed jointly.
Malaysia is also presently pursuing a policy of diversifying its 
trading partners. Direct trading and cooperation with non traditio­
nal trading countries like Pakistan, Bangladesh, Turkey, East Bloc 
countries like Rumania and Yugoslavia and with regions such as the 
South Pacific have been initiated. One of the major obstacles that 
such efforts will encounter (and has encountered!) is the lack of 
appropriate shipping services on these non traditional routes. For 
example the good trading possibilities with Pakistan may have been 
partly retarded by a lack of appropriate shipping services.(1) Ini­
tial trade volumes being low, shipping lines would refrain from 
starting services on suoh "pioneer" routes. Under such circumstan­
ces, until trade volumes are sufficient to sustain profitable or at 
least cost recoverable operations, some form of incentives may have 
to be offered. Indian and Brasilian shipping lines have been suc­
cessful for example in opening up and developing new trade routes 
on this basis. Where such incentives are not • necessary, national 
lines may promote national products as part of their own promotio­
nal efforts. This amounts to the "Malaysia Incorported" policy 
being implemented in trading.(2) National shipping lines would be
(1) Bilateral talks between Pakistan, Turkey and Fiji identified 
lack of shipping services as hindering trade. . ^
(2!) "Malaysia Incorporated" is adopted from the Japanese concepy^f 
total commitment to national development with both Governmeny^ and 
the private sector working together as in an incorporated .i^mpany.
d
/
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expected to serve the trade, irrespective of port congestion, minor 
commodities, minor ports or other such factors.Cl) Under normal 
circumstances this would not be the case with foreign lines. Given 
the right policy and incentives Malaysian lines would be able to 
fulfil their participation with due consideration for national eco­
nomic priorities besides company profit motivation.
One of the areas where such national priorities should hold sway 
would be in the liner conferences. MISC's (and PNSL's) participa­
tion in liner conferences should have a positive impact on freight 
and shipping services in the Malaysian trade. Their participation
m
in the conferences should lead to less pressure for freight increa­
ses, particularly where it concerns Malaysian commodities.(2) To 
what extent MISC has been able to influence the FEFC in such manner 
is not certain. (It is even possible that MISC's participation may 
have led to higher freight levels). Clearly however, the FEFC can­
not but choose to consider any intermission by MISC on behalf of 
Malaysian shippers. Whilst MISC on its own may not have a signifi­
cant voice, the possibility of a regional approach (by ASEAN ship­
ping lines for example) would certainly lend greater strength.
Shipping is a highly capital intensive industry. In fact most of 
the major components of the maritime industry such as ports and
^  ~  ^ — ______________________________ .
(1) H.Hansen quotes examples where national lines have held ser­
vices despite these conditions, op. cit., Harold Hansen, p.34.
(2) E>(ample, see T.K. Sarangen, Liner_Shigging__in__iDdiaJls__Qyer-
, (U.N.Doc. TD/B/C.4/31,1967) for effect of Indian 
shipping lines on conference freight policy. Also see,Establi- 
shnient— or— iKE§n§iSD_Si_Merchant_Marines_in_Deyelgeing_Cguntries, 
(U.N. Doc. TD/26/Rev.l, 1968) pp.7-11.
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shipbuilding and repairing are very capital intensive. MISC's con­
tainer ships for example would cost about U.S.$35 million each (the 
LN6 ships cost about U.S.$250 million each). Contrasted with this 
is the low returns on investment that shipping produces (about 5 
per cent) compared to the rates of return for other heavy indus— 
tries. To the Government this has several implications namp.1vi
the capital intensive nature of the industry means that the 
industry does demand a significantly higher and more systemtatic 
level of consideration on the part of the Government. The cost 
of the five LNG ships for example for MISC meant an outlay of 
over $2.5 billion ringgit. The transfer of MISC to the Prime 
Minister's Department, whilst superficially bringing the problem 
to attention at the highest level, did not solve the problems of 
a systematic and expert approach at the administrative level 
(even for example to form an opinion or take decisions indepen­
dent of the opinion of MISC). Failure in this highly competitive 
international industry will have widespread consequences not 
only for MISC, but the economy as a whole;
f(fb^ to a large extent. Government involvement will be unavoi­dable, at least to provide financing to ensure that the industry does not degrade into a state where mainly old and uneconomical ships are used; and '( Q  Government involvement is essential to lead the industry on 
an overall integrated approach, in areas such as the desired 
tonnage, research and development, pioneer routes and services, 
crew training and financing to mention just a few areas. .
To sum up the full potential of national shipping may be fully 
realised only if there is a conscious and deliberate effort by the 
government to create the right environment. Malaysian shipping has
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the potential to contribute significantly to the national economy. 
So far it has been largely foreign operators who have played a 
pivotal role in this respect. Malaysian ships have, significantly, 
been mainly foreign cross traders. In contrast we should note the 
extremely important role played by local shipping in the rapid 
growth of the NIC's, particularly in the carriage of their national 
trade.
Qther_Maritime_Sectgrs
The role of the other major sectors of the maritime industry in 
the national economy is also enormous. Malaysian ports are modern, 
well equipped and fairly efficient. Port Kelang, the m'lijor port in 
Malaysia, for example had nearly 4500 ship arrivals. Ship turna­
round time for a container vessel averaged 14 hours in port whilst 
for conventional vessels this was 2.13 days in 1983. Malaysian 
ports employed about 15,000 personnel. Together they generated 
30 million tons of cargo annually. In 1983 the major ports 
earned a total gross operating revenue of Mf429 million.Cl) Ports 
have also been major growth centres such as in Pasir Gudang and 
Kuantan. The Kelang Valley and Penang/Butterworth are major indus­
trial centres depending to a great exstent on the interfacing role 
of their ports. Nearly all the major ports (Kelang, Penang, Johore, 
Kuantan, Kota Kinabalu and Kuching) have the capacity to handle 
containers. Major container terminals are however situated in Port 
Kelang and Penang which together handled about 223,180 t.e.u.'s in 
1982.(2)
Several new industrial ports are being considered and some have
0
(1) Op. cit.. Transport Statistics, 1983, Part IIIB.
(2) Review of Maritime Transport 1983, (UNCTAD,TD/B/C.4/266,1984).
been constructed such as the port at Kemaman, at Kuala Kedah and at 
Bintulu.(l) It is expected that the present number of major break 
bulk common user ports will largely remain unchangedtheir capaci­
ty being expanded as and when the need arises. New industrial ports 
however may continue to be considered to serve specialised single 
<or limited) users. Port congestion, particularly in Port Kelang, 
was a major problem until recently. Measures have been taken to 
overcome these problems which was brought about by several factors 
chief among which was equipment failure, poor inland haulage and
>S-kich_^s._docura.entat.lQiT^.X5LisJyM g„„woTi<ijig  
hours, inefficiency on the__B,ax±uJX£_Jjia_^  and to a certain
extend terminal design, road access and equipment maintenance. P^rt 
congestion does have disastrous implications for the economy as 
essential supplies are ^Ij^e^cr^cujL.of f , f reiqht rates. J.noreas^,
«**'    I ................................ ................................
^ d  the cost of transport in general becomes exorbitant. Ports the­
refore have to be keenly aware of and avoid congestion through a 
combination of increasing their cperaticnal efficiency whilst 
expanding their terminal capacity.
The construction of specialised terminals for private user orga^ 
nisations with development funding from Government has to be clo^ 
sely monitored. An integrated approach is highly desirable. In this 
respect the manner in which the supply base at Kemaman was built 
raises many disquieting implications for the future. The result of 
an ad hoc approach to port distribution and the consequent implica^ 
tions for physical distribution (and competition/duplication of 
port facilities) may be costly to the nation. The proliferation of
(1) Industrial ports would be ports built solely to serve a speci 
fic industry.
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specialised ports and the impact this may have on existing ports as 
well as on existing intermodel split have not been considered. One 
immediate effect may be for example shorter cargo movements than 
before. The operational safety of these installations both from a 
navigational aspect as well as from cargo operations must also be 
given due consideration. Malaysian ports are vital to the economy. 
Any i-^ e^ificiency i^ their  ^Qperat.ipns will_ have adverse implications 
to the trade oriented econoi^ Malaysia. Jhe privatisation of 
some of the major port facilities may lead to improved and effi— 
cient port operations, besides reducing the need for continous 
capital outlay by the Government. Privatisation however would 
demand a greater level of expertise and professionalism in the 
Government administration in order to be able to effectively moni­
tor and coordinate the opei^t^^ns from a national and regional 
approach. Basically this would include considerations of safety 
(dangerous cargo, etc.) and economics such as regulation of tariffs 
when and if necessary.
/ The shipbuilding and, shiprepair industry in Malaysia represents 
/ the third major sector in the maritime industry. The industry emp­
loys about 4000 people in two large, five medium and twenty small 
yards all over the country. Small repair yards have existed tradi­
tionally catering for the coastal trade ships. These yards have 
limited capacity and can only manage minor repairs to small ves­
sels. The two major shipyards are the Malaysia Shipyard Engineering 
Sdn. Bhd. (MSE) and the Sabah Shipyard Corporation (SSC) ■ both of 
which have governmental participation. The MSE was built in 1976 to 
cater for servicing and repairs of the ULCC's. With the fall in the 
market for such tankers, the yard has had a bleak experience losing 
money every year till 1982. The SSC in Labuan, Sabah, in operation
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since 1982, has also faced losses. Both shipyards were built des­
pite the keen competition in the region from South Korea, Japan and 
Singapore. It is estimated that it costs about 30 per cent more to 
build in Malaysian shipyards than in Japan for example. Whilst 
labour costs are low, the other factors of production are largely 
imported and thereby impose a high cost element in the production.
Shiprepairing (as opposed to shipbuilding) does lead to a grea­
ter proportion of net retained foreign earnings within the country. 
Shipbuilding, because of the high import content, leads to a drain 
on foreign earnings. Malaysian shipyards have generally relied on a
«fprotected market, building ships belonging to the Government such 
as dredgers and tugs for the Marine Department and Port Authori­
ties. MSE and SSC have also diversified into other engineering and 
steel assembly works. Malaysian shipowners have generally built 
their ships or repaired them"abroad due to the high cost in local 
yards. The delays that frequently occur on delivery of the vessel 
prohibitive factor. The absence of any form of Govern­
ment aid either in the form of shipyard credit or subsidies makes 
the yards even less competitive. To a certain extent Malaysian 
shipowners should not be discouraged from purchasing their ships 
abroad as full advantage should be taken of the subsidised prices 
and concessionary financial terms offered by the foreign yards. 
Forcing Malaysian shipowners to build locally would therefore impo­
se not only a unfair burden on them, but the real impact of such a 
policy would be on the economy. Malaysian shipyards are still a 
long way from being a competitive force in todays international 
shipbuilding market. Their repair services however are essential 
and this aspect must be given the highest priority and attention. 
The Government must work in concert with the Malaysian shipping
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industry to ensure greater utilisation and localisation. Some 
incentives which directly encourage Malaysian shipowners to repair 
their vessels locally must be considered. At the same time the shi­
pyards will have to upgrade their competitiveness not only in terms 
of price but also in terms of services and delivery time. Basically 
the yards have to realistically assess their capability and capaci­
ty and work,together with the Malaysian maritime industry and the 
Maritime Administration.
The other services related activites to the maritime sector such
as marine insurance, maritime lawyers, brokers, shipping and for-
««
warding agents, average adjusters and banking and finance are 
important subsectors for the efficient performance of the Malaysian 
maritime industry. These are largely privately operated agencies 
with little interference or regulation from the Government. There 
has been efforts to localise some of these services so as to retain 
foreign exchange as much as possible^ and also to develop local
expertise in these areas. Marine insurance, particularly cargo
/insurance, is being localised as far as feasible. The Malaysian 
marine insurance market is closely linked to tbe London internatio- 
nal market, either directly or indirectly through r^i_n_suranee 
The Malaysian fleet is too small for localisation of hull and 
machinery or even P and 1 policies (though a regional approach 
through ASEAN may be possible).
Malaysian shipping' and forwarding agencies are fairly numerous 
and generally well managed though the lack of any regulation does 
lead to frauds. Many of the leading agencies too are merely agents
(1) There are even some Malaysian investors in Lloyds syndicates, 
for Singapore based principals. Thus there is a tendency to channel
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cargo through Singapore. Maritime lawyers are a rare breed in 
Malaysia and particularly so in the Government service. The Govern­
ment will have to take steps to train some of its lawyers in mari­
time law. Malaysian banking services are also fairly efficient and 
able to generally meet the needs of international trade. Limited 
ship and shipyard financing facilities are availabe through the 
Industrial Development Bank and the Development Bank of Malaysia.
Quite unlike many developing countries Malaysia has a relatively 
well developed maritime sector. Direct Government participation in 
this sector is significant. The major shipping lines, ports and the 
shipyards are either Governmnet owned, controlled or have signifi­
cant Government equity participation. On shipyards alone the 
Government has invested M$1 billion. The economic impact cf these 
huge investments has been significant in terms of employment and 
returns on investment. Whilst the investment on ports and shipping 
seem to have given sufficient returns to the economy, the inve­
stment on shipyards has been so far disappointing. Despite such
heavy involvment, it is remarkable that a^ major area of weakness
\
has been in the institutional framework withi)n the Government to 
take the right policy directions. Expertise has been sadly lacking. 
It is not surprising therefore that national strategies for the 
development of the maritime sector take a painfully long time to 
materialise. Perhaps more importantly, a better understanding and 
appreciation of the Malaysian maritime environment has only just 
begun.
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CHAPTER 5
NATIONAL POLICIES RELATED TO THE MARITIME INDUSTRY
Unlike many other sectors of the Malaysian economy national 
policies in the maritime sector are rather few and far between. 
Most of them were formulated to address certain specific issues. 
Perhaps under such circumstances,it would be best to approach this 
ibject on a sectoral basis, namely to identify the policies asso­
ciated with shipping, the offshore industry, ports and shipbuilding 
and repairing. There is however the broad policy statement made in 
the Third Malaysia Development Plan which set the objective of 
achieving maritime status. This rather broad policy objective was 
not defined neither was any action indicated as to how such an 
important policy goal was to be achieved. The statement went on to 
cite MISC and its programme of growth which appears to indicate
interpretation of this objective). For good measure however , this 
policy statement has enabled the initiation of many activities 
under its banner. It has for example, enabled the MOT to start many 
new initiatives. Even th.e formation of the Maritime Division in 
1982 within the Ministry was justified largely on that basis. Con­
sequently the Division has presumed upon itself to achieve the 
goals of that policy. It has interpreted that policy to mean expan- 
sion of the Malaysian merchant marine fleet, an objective seen to
that the latter may have vehicle for the
achievement of this goal (which is undoubtedly a rather narrow
be squarely within its jurisdiction.(1) As far as the other sectors 
\of the maritime industry is concerned, wtih the exception of ports, 
due attention is not being given or it is being approached on a 
jpiece meal basis. It is not even clear whether "maritime status" 
does include these sectors and if so which are to be the leading 
agencies. For the purpose of this study however, it is presumed 
that the word "maritime" was a deliberate choice over "shipping" 
and therefore all sectors of the maritime industry are to be inclu­
ded. Using this broad policy goal as a basis it is possible now to
delve into the various sectors of the maritime industry and examine
■«
specific policies related to these sectors.
I ShiEBiDQ
Since the formation of the Maritime Division in MOT formulation 
of a national shipping policy and development programme was pur­
sued. By the end of 1983 and early 1984 the ba^ic framework was 
ready. It may be sometime however before the Government considers 
1 and adopts this framework.^The basic premise of this policy is the 
attainment of "maritime status". This has been translated to mean a 
growth of the Malaysian fleet and related to this is the expecta­
tion that a greater proportion of the national trade will eventual^ 
ly be carried by Malaysian flag carriers.^J^"owards this end libera­
lisation of the conditions for registry of vessels under the Malay-
i
sian flag, an income tax free environment for shiping companies and 
Malaysian seamen and several other measures were put into effect.
<1.1 However there appears to be a misconception within many Gover­
nment agencies that MOT is only concerned with the domestic ship­
ping fleet, a view that is perhaps fostered by the fact that MISC
and PNSL are under the ICU.
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Registration conditions were made more flexible in order to attract 
shipowners from the high cost developed maritime< states to form 
joint ventures and thereby move their operations to low cost Malay­
sia^ South East Asia is viewed by many sources as the future centre 
of the shipping world (the centre having moved from North to Sou­
thern Europe and gradually to South East Asia).(l) This policy 
seems to have had its desired impact as pan be seen partly by the 
tremendous increase in the number of vessels registered as well as 
from reports made in some of the shipping journals.(2.>
Undoubtedly one of the attractions of the Malaysian registry is 
the nations large cargo base (estimated at nearly AO million ton­
nes). There are currently no cargo reservation policies in practi­
ce. However Government cargo is reserved for MISC and other Malay­
sian shipping lines. This administrative directive is not effecti­
vely implemented nor enforced and therefore has had very little
O  'impact. Malaysia has embarked on a policy of promoting bilateral 
agreements and has so far signed agreements with Bangladesh, Bel­
gium, Turkey, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and South Korea. It is also pre­
sently negotiating similar agreements with China, the United States 
and Japan. In general these agreements stipulate cooperation in 
shipping, gurantee free access to the ports and have cargo sharing 
arrangements either on a B0/5D basis or on the basis of the Liner 
Code. Agreements may however vary depending upon the interests of
(1) Thorsten Rinmen,"The Future of Shipping," Syensk— Sjoints 
Xidning_l4,(1984), p.36.
(2) Eg. in Fairly_InternatigDal_ShiEfiing_Weekly,
New Registry Home," April 4 1985, p.l3.
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both parties. Due to several reasons, signing of the agreements has 
not necessarily led to implementation. Malaysia, for one, does not 
have either the administrative expertise or the information systems 
,necessary to monitor bilateral shipping. In this respect the suc- 
'cessful implementation of the Shipping Statistics Scheme would be 
crucial. Malaysia should continue with the efforts to promote bila­
teral agreements to ensure that it has a foot in the door and is 
able to utilise the agreements when and if the need arises.
Another significant policy measure was the implementation of 
Cabotage in 1980. This policy has resulted in a significant increa- 
se in local private sector participation in the shipping industry 
and has contributed to much of the tremendous increase in Malay­
sian flag ships. One of the reasons for this policy was the belief 
that experience gained in the protected domestic shipping market 
may eventually form the basis for initiative into international 
shipping. So far there has been no discernible shift in that res­
pect from domestic to international shipping though it is,still too 
early. The domestic sector itself is undergoing many problems which 
will have to be overcome.
The ratification of the UN Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences 
and the signing of the UN Convention on the Law of the Seas (UNC­
LOS) by Malaysia are significant policy measures which in due
course will influence the Malaysian maritime industry. The imple­
mentation of the UN Code is being actively considered by t^he MITI
and MOT. Several aspects of UNCLOS have already been imislemented
such as the Exclusive Economic Zone, the Continental Shelf and the
* ✓
extended 12 mile territorial seas. It is expected that Malaysia 
will ratify UNCLOS. •'
Offshore shipping activities have also had some ^-policy initia-
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tives. Supply ship operations to and from a Malaysian port and off­
shore platforms in the Malaysian EEZ was declared to be part of 
Cabotage. At the same time it was made possible for semi submer­
sible modular drilling units to be registered as vessels under the 
Malaysian flag.
The Mid Term Review of the Fourth Malaysia Plan reemphasised the 
"importance of promoting the supporting servio^ for assisting the
Agrowth of trade especially for freight and insurance" and indicated 
that the "development of these services will be accelerated." It 
proposes that a larger proportion of the international trade of 
Malaysia should be carried by Malaysian vessels. It also identified 
the need for Malaysian shippers to exert greater control over the 
transportation of their cargo particularly throuhg the appropriate 
use of trading terms such as F.O.B and C.I.F.Cl)
Ports
Malaysian ports may .Jge broadly divided into major and minor 
ports. The major ports are those with established Port Authorities, 
statutory bodies that operate the facilities on large commercial 
principles. These ports have good management, have little or no 
lack of funds and are operated fairly efficiently. The minor ports 
on the other hand are very often small jetties maintained by the 
Marine Department. A new breed of ports are increasingly being 
constructed namely the specialised or industrial ports such as at 
Kemaman and Kuala Kedah. It appears, at this juncture, that- ports 
may be operated and maintained by the major user/industr,^ located 
at or near the port. .
Cl) Op. cit.. Mid Term Review FMP, p.360.
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The proximity of Singapore, the second largest port in the world 
after Rotterdam, and its efficienoy has had both a competitive as 
well as a limiting influence on Malaysian port development. Port 
policy has therefore devolved into channelling Malaysian cargo to 
Malaysian ports to maximise not only utilisation of local port
I
facilities but, more significantly, to exert greater control over 
Malaysian exports in terms of quality and marketing.
Recognition of the important role that ports play in regional 
growth has very often led to non-economic political influences on 
the development of the number of ports in Malaysia. The FMP for
r ^
example stated that the number of existing ports was sufficient to 
handle Malaysian international trade. However, as indicated ear­
lier, a number of ports (though specialised such as Kuala Kedah) 
have since sprung up. Kemaman, for example, is barely 22 kilometres 
from Kuantan. So long as ports are viewed as "engines" of growth 
these influences will continue to bear down on port development 
policy.
The emphasis accorded to port efficiency has resulted in moves 
to privatise some of the major port facilities such as the contai­
ner terminal in Port Kelang. Such efforts are part of the National 
Policy of privatisation and certainly will lead to greater effi­
ciency and competitiveness of Malaysian ports.
As far as technological development is concerned container faci- 
1^ 't'iss are available at nearly all the major terminals. Ro—Ro faoi— 
lities are available at Penang and Port Kelang. Malaysiah policy 
towards containerisation has been one of active encouragement. 
Most of the ports have computer aided information systems. One of 
the drawbacks of present Malaysian transportation -policy in general 
is the lack of coordination for multimodal■transport. Some of the
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present inland linkages to the ports are congested and seriously 
hamper the efficient flow of cargo to and from the ports. Road 
development (under the Ministry of Public Works and Utilities and 
the Highways Authority) proceeds apace seemingly oblivious of 
intermodal transportation needs. The creation of appropriate inland 
container depots CICD's) and the increasing trend towards door to 
door service requires intermodal coordination. The alternative is 
an inefficient, costly and unsafe transportation of Malaysian trade 
inland. One may have a superb transport network but a highly inef­
ficient transportation system. It is imperative that the MMA, the 
Malaysian Highways Authority, the Malaysian Railways and other 
appropriate agencies coordinate their transportation policys and 
programmes. The MMA may be the appropriate agency to initiate this 
activity.
Ports do not offer any concessions to Malaysian ships. The ports 
have common user terminals and give free access to any ship on a 
first come first served basis. Their basic operational philosophy 
has been one of providing a sea land interface with least possible 
costs to the economy.
Ports in Sabah and Sarawak, by virtue of the Malaysian constitu­
tion, are currently administered directly by the state governments. 
This position may be reviewed after ten years, (which was over in 
1973) but so far nothing has been attempted by either the Federal 
or the State Governmments. In Sabah, the Sabah Ports Authority 
administers all port facilities. In Sarawak there are three major 
Port Authorities with numerous other small ports. The Bintulu Port 
Authority in Sarawak is the only federal port (with Labuan in Sabah 
recently becoming the other) in East Malaysia. Much of the port 
development work is carried out with the aid of Federal funds. The
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Ministry of Transport has little say or even less responsibility 
in the consideration of allocation of such funds, this being 
directly taken on by the Economic Planning Unit, Prime Minister's * 
Department. The Ministry of Transport is hpwever involved in a 
great deal of coordination and joint effort to bring about unifor­
mity and integration in the major ports in Malaysia through common 
policies, improved standards of efficiency, formulation of sound 
management principles as well as avoidance of duplication in the 
development of new facilities. There has been some consideration 
given to the idea of a National Ports Authority tut the possibilit 
y that this may curb competition among Malaysian ports fias preven­
ted such an idea being seriously considered. The increasing pace 
towards priv£(.tisation of port facilities would also make the latter 
idea incompatible.
There are however some advantages in having a certain degree of 
centralisation for the ports sector as a whole, particularly where 
economies of scale may be gained. For example in the training of 
port personnel and purchase of port equipment and parts may be 
undertaken most efficiently by one agency. This body must also have 
sufficient authority and expertise to avoid duplication of facili­
ties in competing ports. There must be a national master plan to 
guide the development of Malaysian ports in general. The MMA should 
be able to contribute significantly and perform these functions 
very well. This would allow the two interfacing sectors of shipping 
and ports to be dealt with in an integrated manner. The training 
needs for port personnel for example may be made complementary to 
the training needs of the merchant marine field <in areas such as 
shipping/ port economics,pilots, management and shipping technolo- 
gy).
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Port operating policy may be therefore summarised as the effi­
cient management of the ports in a competitive environment, with 
least costs to Malaysian exports and imports and to ensure that 
Malaysian cargo is channelled through Malaysian ports. Port deve­
lopment policy would be that the present number of ports precludes 
any new major port being established. Facilities at existing ports 
would continue to be expanded and upgraded as needed. New ports if 
established would only be industrial ports serving (and possibly 
operated by) the major industrial concern. Whilst major ports are 
fairly well taken care of, minor ports have so far been neglected. 
It is commonly presumed that the Marine Department manages the ope­
rations of minor ports. It does not however have the legal juris­
diction or administrative authority for that purpose, its role 
being confined to safety only. There are other agencies involved 
such as the Customs Department and the Public Works Department, but 
none seem to have management responsibility for the minor ports. 
The Marine Department does not appear to have been given clear 
administrative jurisdiction or direction to undertake the manage­
ment of such ports either. Once built little or no maintenance is 
carried cut. These ports <in Peninsular Malaysia alone) handled 6 
million tonnes of cargo (excluding petroluem crude and petroluem 
products which amounted to another 9 million tonnes) in 1983.Cl) 
Whilst the Government has been aware of the poor management of the­
se ports it has so far not addressed the problem effectivley.(2)
Cl) Op. cit., Transport Statistics 1983, Tables 7 & 16, Part IIIA. 
C2)Mid_Term_Reyiew_lstiMalaysia_Plan,para 319 and the Transport 
Development Study, op.cit., Vbl 4, p.8., pointed out this weakness.
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Another effort to redress the situation is being made through the 
Fourth Malaysia Plan.Cl)
§biBbuil.ding_and_ReBairing
This is one of the weakest sectors in terms of maritime policy. 
Against the recommendations of two major studies, the shipbuilding 
yard MSE and (more recently the SSC) was built.C2) No concerted 
policy formulation has existed, induced by the diffused nature of 
administrative responsibility for this sector. The Ministry of 
Transport does not bear responsibility or gives attention to this 
sector mainly due to unclear administrative jurisdiction and res­
ponsibility. The major yards CMSE, SSC and even the Penang shi­
pyard), by virtue of having Government investment and thereby being 
considered as "public enterprises," appear to be under the juris­
diction of the Ministry of Public Enterprises.This appears to be 
limited to largely financial responsibility. The other minor yards 
do not fall under the purview of any Government agency nor does any 
agency appear to monitor or coordinate the overall activity of 
shipbuilding and repairing.
In an effort to promote the local shipyards, the Ministry of 
Finance imposed a ruling that all shiprepairs and shipbuilding 
undertaken by Government agencies has to be done with MSE or local­
ly as far as possible. This ruling however has caused many opera­
tional problems to many of the user agencies in the form of cost 
overruns, delayed deliveries, technical problems and ivi the g^se of
Cl) Op. cit., Mid Term Review FMP, p.360.
(2) Both the Regional Transport Survey, op. cit. and the Transport 
Development in Malaysia, op. cit., consultant reports recommended 
against the establishment of shipbuilding yards in Malaysia.
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Department has even resulted in their limited number of 
boats becoming increasingly crippled due to bad maintenance, high 
costs and inefficient or slow attendance to problems.
Malaysian shipowners are not required to build or service their 
ships in Malaysian yards and invariably they use Singapore, South 
Korea or Japan. This is a troubled sector, and has been so even 
when the shipping market was having better times. In recent years 
the yards have followed a prudent policy of diversion into heavy 
engineering such as building of railway wagons, floating pontoons, 
dredgers, etc. The Industrial Development Bank of Malaysia has ini­
tiated shipyard capital eKpenditure loans, special %hip repair 
financing and bridging finance for shipyards in an effort to over­
come the financial shortcomings for both shipowners and shipyards. 
However it is in the area of competitive efficiency and services 
offered that the major shortcomings appear to lie.
Other_Pgl,icies_Related_Tg_The_Maritime_Industry.
Trade policies are the most pertinent to the maritime industry
 ^   .......  ....... " —   -
as shipping is a handmaiden to trade. The continued emphasis on
export promotion of Malaysian goods would mean that, by and large, 
Malaysian shipping may gain importance. This would particularly be 
'’sH"ljlTer^’~’TFS0e^ directions are concerned, for example the
current efforts to promote South-South trade such as with the South 
Pacific countries. Essentially this would mean new trading routes 
which are off the traditional shipping lanes with low if not erra­
tic volumes of cargo. Such routes would have to initially rely to a 
crucial extent, on the need for "pioneer" services and such servi­
ces may have to be temporarily subsidised by the Government. In/ 
promoting such routes or new trades, the question often arises as 
to whether shipping services should precede trade so as to encou-
I
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rage/foster the growth of the latter. It is suggested that both j 
measures would often have to go hand in hand. Actual trading links/ 
must be established and should precede shipping services. SuchV 
links may not be substantial initially but the potential for growth 
must be secured so as to enable pioneer services to be started and/ 
sustained for long term profitability. Export trade promotioA 
efforts (such as through the bilateral Joint Technical Cooperation 
Committees) need to be combined with the promotion of Malaysian 
shipping simultaneously. This has been lately the policy of the 
Government though this has not been formally adopted and encouraged
actively.
Even within the ASEAN region there may be a need to encourage 
such services, perhaps through a joint regional approach. The high 
cost of transportation between Latin American ports, for example, 
seriously impeded the development of intra Latin American trade.(1) 
A similar situation may exist in the ASEAN region. Whilst the 
region is extremely lucrative in terms of extra ASEAN trade (trade 
from outside) and well served by shipping services in that respect 
this may not be applicable in the case of intra ASEAN trade. Des­
pite this Malaysia has a growing trading relationship with ASEAN. 
In terms of trading areas ASEAN now ranks fourth behind Japan, the 
United States and Europe. If trade with Singapore is included ' then
ASEAN would represent the largest trading partner. Malaysia has in
' *
been in the forefront urging its regional partners to adopt measu­
res to encourage regional shipping to enhance intra regional trade. 
Whilst there has been much talk, little concrete progress has been
(1) Sidney Del 1, A_Latin_Arnerican_Cgrnmgn_Market? , (London, 1966),
p . 101 .
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made in this direction largely, one suspects, due to competing 
interests of the national lines in the region. There has been howe­
ver progress made in a regional approach to other matters such as 
maritime training, pollution prevention and in exchange of informa­
tion about various developments.
The Mid Term Review of the Fourth Malaysia Plan stated that 
shippers will be encouraged to exercise greater control over the 
transportation of their products. This will be implemented firstly 
through exercising greater control over shipment terms (exporting 
C.I.F and importing F.O.B.).(l) Shipping agents will also be encou­
raged to base their operations in Malaysia rather than (jerely soli­
citing for agents in Singapore (and thereby also channelling most 
of the cargo through Singapore). Another important measure taken 
was the establishment of the National Freight Booking Centre where 
competitive freight rates are sought to be obtained through cargo 
consolidation and long term shipping arrangements. Operated by the 
MNSC as a private company, the Centre may provide an important ave­
nue for greater utilisation of Malaysian vessels. Encouragement of 
contra or barter trading should also lead to a greater control over 
shipping and with it the possibility of greater utilisation of 
Malaysian vessels.
Industrialisation and the move towards heavy industries should 
also mean larger volumes of raw materials such as ore and coal and 
the export of bulk items such as steel, LNG, fertilisers, cement 
and eventually even the Malaysian car. Strategic planning from the 
initial stages for greater utilisation of Malaysian shipping in 
these industrial ventures would benefit not only the shipping
(1) Op. cit.. Mid Term Review FMP, p.360.
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industry but also the other parties concerned and the economy in 
general. The transportation of LNG by Malaysian ships for example 
was initiated from the begining stages of the planning of the LNG 
plant. It is now contributing a significant proportion of MISC's 
freight earnings (and turned it into one of the few companies in 
the world which turned in profits for the year 1984. This is a 
remarkable achievement, particularly in the present international 
shipping doldrums.(1) It is no coincidence that another shipping 
company presently doing fairly well is the Polish Steamship Compa- 
‘ The latter has the advantage of having strong ties with natio­
nal cargo interests (and the Company does operate along commercial 
lines). Such ties between industries and shipping companies are 
being increasingly encouraged in Malaysia.
In conclusion it may be stated that Malaysian policies related 
to the maritime industry have only recently become more substanti­
ve. The objective of achieving "maritime status" maybe the heads­
pring of all these policies. There are still considerable gaps in 
national policy related to the maritime sector and particularly in 
the manner in which such policy formulation takes place. There are 
for example no policies related to training, for expansion of the 
services sectors such as marine insurance, law. brokering, shipping 
and forwarding agencies and a coordinated multimodal approach. In 
the process of national policy formulation there appears to be 
little interaction with the considerable expertise available in the 
private sector. The Mid Term Review of the Fourth Plan stated that 
a study has been completed to determine national policy pertaining
(1) Op. cit., Fairplay Weekly, April 4 1985, p.8.
\
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to shipping and its related industries.Cl) There is however no 
information as yet available about the results of the study.C2) It 
is possible that these results may be incorporated into the Fifth 
Malaysia Plan which is due shortly. Certainly there is a need for a 
comprehensive policy to deal with the many facets of the maritime 
industry in an integrated and coherent manner. Policies are however 
only guiding instruments. The basic foundation still remains an 
appropriate institutional framework to formulate, update avid imp­
lement these policies.
I
Cl) Op. cit., Mid Term Review FMP, p.355.
C2) The author was closely involved and contributed significantly 
to the study.
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PART III
THE INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR 
MARIIIMi_ADMINlSIRAtlON_IN_MALA^^
This Part, the heart of the study, shall examine the existing 
institutional framework in Malaysia (Chapter 6), suggest what a 
model maritime administration should undertake (Chapter 7) and 
finally reccommend a Maritime Administrative structure for Malaysia 
(Chapter 8). The Part must be read as a whole in order to fully 
comprehend Chapter 8. The latter Chapter is the heart of this dis­
sertation. In developing Chapter 7 and 8 a comparative approach was 
adopted where various maritime administrations were examined ‘ to 
formulate the proposed model for Malaysia.
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CHAPTER 6
IHE_EXISIING_INSIITyiIONAL_FRAMEWORK_lN_MALAYSI
Rg3yi§£ieD_And_Contro],
Maritime affairs are vested in the Federal Government. Article 
74 of the Malaysian Constitution states that Parliament may regu­
late any of the following matters concerning shipping:
<a> shipping and navigation on the high seas and in tidal and 
inland waters;
<b) ports, harbours and foreshores; "
<c) light dues;
<d) light houses and other measures for the safety of naviga­
tion;
Ce) wrecks and salvage;
Cf> regulation of traffic by sea other than on rivers outside 
the harbour areas and wholly within one state; and 
<g) carriage of goods and passengers by sea.
As such states take no active part in maritime affairs, except 
in Sabah and Sarawak where ports and shipping under 15 registered 
tons are delegated to the state legislatures. The Minister of Tran­
sport is the authority for the administration and control of ship­
ping affairs. All shipping related legislation is regulated by the 
Minister of Transport. It would however be noticed that two aspects 
of maritime matters have not been covered under .^ the Federal Consti­
tution. These are shipbuilding and offshore activities. Shipbuil­
ding has not been regulated by MOT. However shipping, in so far as 
offshore shipping is concerned, has recently <1984) been brought
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under legislative control by the Ministry of Transport.d) Repor­
ting to and working under the MOT are the Marine Department Penin­
sular Malaysia, Marine Department Sabah and Marine Department Sara­
wak. These Departments are responsible for the administration of 
the Merchant Shipping Ordinances (M.S.O.) and related marine acti­
vities. At the moment there are three distinct M.S.O.'s. all of 
them based largely on the Merchant Shipping Ordinance 1894 of the 
United Kingdom. These are the Merchant Shipping Ordinance No. 11 of 
I960 for Sabah, Merchant Shipping Ordinance No. 2 of 1960 for Sara­
wak and the Merchant Shipping Ordinance No. 70 of 1952 for Penin­
sular Malaysia. Only in the matter of registration «f Malaysian 
vessels does there exist a unified law covering all three areas of 
the country, this too having been effected only in 1984 (implemen­
tation of a unified system is still however in the preliminary sta­
ges) . (2) Otherwise the three Ordinances are different in many res­
pects. Efforts to revise and unify the Merchant Shipping laws have 
jseen going on for decades. It is only since the formation of the 
Maritime Division in MOT has the pace hastened and the work nearing 
completion.
§oyg£D'EgDt_Agencies_In_The_Maritime_Sectgr
As mentioned in the beginning of this study, there are (pore than 
twenty government agencies involved at varying degrees in the mari­
time sector. This reflects the complexity and diversity of issues 
which have to be considered. Each of these institutions may have 
valid reasons for their involvement and or jurisdiction. However 
this scattered approach does not necessarily correspond to the most
(1) Merchant Shipping (Amendment and Extension) Act 1984.
(2) Ibid.,1984.
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efficient and organised approach the development and operation of 
the maritime sector. Much of this may be attributed to history - 
practices which have continued with little or no changes even 
though the maritime environment ifn the country has undergone vast 
changes such as for example the Royal Navy performing hydrographic 
work to the almost complete exclusion of the departments concerned 
with maritime safety. In other areas new developments have taken 
place such as the creation of ALAM and PNSL which, some how, has 
resulted in the involvement of still more agencies. The result has 
been further dissipation of the little maritime expertise that 
exists in the Government. In the absence of any strong Coordinating 
influence over these myriad interagency interests the tendency has 
been towards duplication of resources with limited results. The 
impact on the MOT and the Marine Departments has been a growing 
impatience with what is seen as inefficiency and ineffectiveness on 
their part. The fact of the matter is, both MOT and the Marine 
Departments are delimited to a large extent by the multitude of 
agencies involved in the maritime industry. The problem may best be 
appreciated by beginning with a brief description of the functions, 
organisation and present problems of all these agencies in so far 
as they are related to the maritime sector.
!!!iDi§try_gf _Transgort ^
The Ministry is the agency for the development and regulation of 
all modes of transport, by land, sea and air. The Secretary General 
of the Ministry is the chairman of the DSLB Board and the Ports 
Coordination Committee. He is also a member of the Board of Direc­
tors of MISC. A representative of the Maritime Division is a member 
of the Board of ALAM. The Ministry's organisation is split alonp 
the ^ three modes of transportation. For the maritime sector, it is
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the Maritime Division which plans, develops and executes all legis­
lation, policy and programmes. The Division is divided into four 
main units namely the Ports Unit, Marine unit. Shipping Unit and 
the Secretariat to the Domestic Shiping Licensing Board (DSLBl. 
This Division operates in close liaison with the Marine Departments 
and the port authorities. The Marine Unit deals with all technical 
matters related to maritime safety and navigation C including man­
ning and legislation). The Shipping Unit deals with all policy mat­
ters related to the promotion of the industry including the regis­
tration of ships. The Ports Unit deals with all development and 
operational matters related to the Malaysian ports. Th'bre are 12 
officers within the Division (including the DSLB Secretariat). In 
essence it may be said that the Division is largely concerned with 
the formulation and implementation of national policies related to 
shipping and ports. Besides this it originates all legislative work 
related to shipping and ports. To an increasing extent it is beco­
ming involved in operational matters such as shipping agreements, 
shipping statistics, manning and training, construction of small 
harbours and ports, port construction and development in the major 
ports and monitoring of port performance. The Division is involved 
in a huge amount of work, much of which had been neglected in the 
past.
Progress achieved since 1982 in the Malaysian maritime sector 
has been directly or indirectly due to the efforts of this Divi­
sion. The organisation of the Division within the Ministry is ref­
lected in Chart 1.. The Division operates within an environment 
which does not allow it to be fully dynamic. Maritime matters, 
within the context of the overall national transportation system is. 
relegated below land transport (which receives most attention
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because of its mass appeal and therefore its political implica­
tions) and aviation (which is glamourous and attention grabbing). 
Often expertise too is lacking to enable this Division to act 
rapidly. Such expertise is limited both within the E>ivision itse­
lf as well as in the higher echelons within the Ministry. The 
Malaysian civil service structure and its system of generalist 
officers rotating within the entire civil service does not allow 
either the Ministry or the Division to train and retain such exper­
tise for long. The limited staff (though in terms of numbers this 
Division is the largest) also impinges on the role that this Divi­
sion can play.
Another setback is the operation, of this Division in what 
appears to be a void. The work of this Division is closely related 
to the work of the Marine Departments and the port authorities. One 
important relationship may be in providing leadership (by the Mari­
time Division). This relationship enables the Division to exercise 
a push factor, as it were, to prod the Departments into action. 
This would be true as far as maritime safety is concerned. In 
actual pracitce, due to a lack of expertise within the Division, 
such leadership is limited or does not exist. In maritime develop­
ment, the Division lacks support of a corresponding role by the
Marine Department. Maritime development must be viewed in a tota-
^ .... ~
lity and not compartmentalised.' Th^ technical aspects of maritime 
deveiTjpmenir are as important as~the economic aspect^ - the two 
interact^^ The Ports Unit faces the same shortage of expertise as 
the two Shipping Units. In addition the Unit is called upon to per­
form supervision of port development, engineering work which the
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Unit is least suited for (its officers are not engineers!) . <1) There 
is also the question of the administration and operation of the 
minor ports, a matter which inust be resolved satisfactorily. With 
privitisation the quality of the supervising officers must be mat­
ched with those of the private sector. This may not be possible 
within the existing structure of the Division. It will be proposed 
that this Division be transfered and placed within the MMA to form, 
the core of the Maritime Development Division (see Chapter 8). 
Within the MOT there may be a need to retain a small maritime unit 
for Ministry related functions such as legislation and liaison work 
or this may be forgone for direct MOT/MMA contact. "
Ihl_!!!§£iDe_Departfnents
The three departments (Peninsular Malaysia, Sabah and Sarawak), 
established during colonial times, have continued to operate almost 
unchanged .They are the guardians of the Merchant Shipping Ordi-'1 
nances which are the basic law for control of all merchant shippin 
acitivities in Malaysia. The Director of Marline is prescribed b 
law to be the regulating authority of all matters pertaining to 
merchant shipping throughout the country. He is directly or indi­
rectly responsible for pilotage, supervision of ship construction, 
dredging of small harbours and river mouths, charts and hydrogra 
phic surveys, navigational aids, certification of seafarers, trai 
ning, maintenance and operation of Government launches, safet 
administration of ports, licensing and registration of vessels 
dangerous cargo, wrecks and salvage, and survey and certification oJ
\
(1) Malaysia has too many major port construction failures largely 
due to a poor supervisory role by the Government. The cost has 
been tremendous as in the case of Kuantan Port.
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Malaysian vesels. The Marine Departments also exercise authority 
under the Petroleum Ordinance, the Explosives Ordinance and the 
Fisheries Ordinance where these relate to safety in the ports and 
other marine activities. Each of the three Departments have port 
offices spread throughout the country. The Marine Department Penin­
sular Malaysia <MDPM!> has 6 regional offices and 27 port offices 
throughout Peninsular Malaysia. Similarly Sabah and Sarawak have/ 
regional and port offices too. These offices carry out the day tm 
day fnotions of licensing of small boats, maintenance of navigatio­
nal aids, maritime safety, port safety and clearance of ships. Ir 
essence the main aim of the Departments is to ensure tTje safety of 
shipping.
The MDPM also has two other related bodies namely the Light Dues 
Board (LDB) established under the Light Dues Ordinance 1953 and the 
Central Mercantile Marine Fund (CMMF!) established by Act 34 of 
1964. The Director of Marine is Chairman of the Boards of both the­
se statutory agencies. The-LDB collects dues from all ships by 
means of light dues imposed and uses this money to maintain naviga­
tional aids throughout Peninsular Malaysia. The CMMF is a welfare 
fund for seamen. Besides welfare services it provides training and 
maintains the Mariner's Clubs. Both Sabah and Sarawak have similar 
organisations for the maintenance of navigational aids.
All three departments have been perennially crippled by a shor­
tage of staff ever since their formation. The shortage arose partly 
due to over zealous localisation of staff. Whilst the expatriates 
term of contract were either shortened (to two years or less) or 
terminated, there were no trained Malaysians to take over these 
vacancies. In 1981 for example there were 32 posts (64%) for offi-^ 
cers vacant out of a total of 50. This situation was identified by
IQD
the Transport Development Study in 197D. The Study had strongly 
recommended remedial measures to overcome the severe shortage.Cl) 
CThe problem has been existing for such a long time that it has 
become almost accepted as an inevitable feature of the 
Departments). Clearly the solution to the problem lies not only in 
training sufficient Malaysians to fill the vacancies but also in 
better wages and service conditions to retain the few who serve the 
Government. Considering the fact that it takes in excess of ten 
years to gain a master's certificate and the fact that such quali­
fications are at a premium in the market paying nearly three times 
as the Government, it is an impossible task to fill tfie vacancies 
without an integrated, rational and radical approach being adop­
ted. C2) Inevitably the shortage of staff has had a tremendous 
adverse impact on the Departments and has seriously undermined 
their image.C3) Much of their activities have had to be curtailed 
such as in survey and certification, handling of dangerous cargo, 
examination and licensing of fishing vessels and in enforcement.
Besides the actual work of the Department in shipping ,it is 
also the agency delegated with the responsibility for regulation of 
marine pollution from vessel based sources. The authority for pre-
C D  Op. cit.. Transport Development, CVo1.4, Annex E), pp.34 & 63. 
C2) It appears that recently quite a number of young officers have
^  J
joined the Marine Departments. This does not solve the problem of 
experienced officers needed to perform the more technical jobs. 
Neither does this ensure that these officers will remain for long 
in service, as would be obvious by the resignations of some very 
senior officers lately. This is largely due to the crippling 
vice scheme for the Department.
ser-t
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vention of pollution lies with the Ministry of Science, Technology 
and Environment. The latter has some equipment for the combatting 
of marine pollution including three vessels which ate maintained by 
the MDPM. The delineation of responsibility between the two agen­
cies does not appear to be clear. For example work on the marine 
pollution conventions (such as MARP0L3 has not started because of 
this unclear definition. Further there is little ongoing coordina­
tion or exercises to undertake anti pollution activities. Anti pol­
lution responsibility does not seem to have even been considered as 
one of the tasks of port officers.
One of the obvious functions of the MDPM would be iti hydrogra­
phic surveys. The Marine Departments in East Malaysia undertake 
this function. However in Peninsular Malaysia, it is being carried 
out by the Royal Malaysian Navy (by accident of history following 
colonial practice). Being in charge of pilotage, safety of navi­
gation, maritime charts and maintenance of passage ways and chan­
nels, the Marine Departments would be a more logical choice than 
the Navy which obviously has its own priorities other than safety 
of navigation. The Navy for example does not undertake surveys clo­
se to the coasts (inshore areas) whilst the Marine Department is 
not allocated the resources for such work either.(2)
The organisation chart of the MDPM is in Chart II (the charts 
for Sabah and Sarawak are not available). MDPM has the largest 
organisation of the three Departments. The Directors of Marine are 
members of the Board of DSLB and the Ports Coordination Committee.
The__I<I]Eis0sntatign__Coordination__Unit_IICUIa__ EEiCDg___Ministers
Ever since the transfer of MISC to the Prime Ministers Depart-
ment the above Unit has become increasingly involved in shipping 
matters. Prior to that (1975), its involvement was virtually non 
existent. The Unit itself was set up with the main objective of 
monitoring and coordinating national development programmes. It was 
meant to be a trouble shooting agency to smoothen implemenation of 
Government projects which had run into delays or other interagency 
problems. As such it had avoided being directly involved in the 
implementation of projects except where such projects had run into 
problems. With the responsibility for MISC and PNSL resting with 
the Prime Minister the actual task of coordination and supervision 
seems to be undertaken by the ICU. The Director of ICU “is a member 
of the Board of MISC.
By virtue of the fact that the National Merchant Marine Academy 
<ALAM) is partially funded by MISC through the MATES Foundation, 
ICU seems also to have assumed direct responsiblity for the deve­
lopment and operation of ALAM.(l) Up to half of the development 
budget of ALAM is funded by the Federal Government. These funds are 
presently channelled through ICU. The Chairman of the Board of
Governors of ALAM is the Director of the MATES Foundation who is 
also incidently the Executive Chairman of MISC. ICU's Director is a 
member of the Board.
ALAM's responsibility to ICU raises two main problems. Firstly,
the fact that it is under the Prime Ministers Department may give
it a comparative advantage in obtaining better monetary allocations 
<an assumption that cannot be substantiated). However, for all
<1) The Maritime Training and Education Foundation (MATES) was set 
up by MOT in 1976 in order to channel private sector funds for 
training. The main contributer so far has been MISC.
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other operational purposes such as examinations, recruitment of 
staff, training facilities and syllabus including the future direc­
tion of the Academy, the latter is dependant on MOT and the Marine 
Departments. The Director of Alam is an officer on secondment from 
the MDPM. Inevitably (and perhaps ironicaly since ICU is involved) 
this leads to a position where there are problems of coordination 
and responsibility which has had some impact on ALAM's development.
ICU further has an added disadvantage. Its limited involvement 
in shipping matters means that it has very little expertise on the 
subject. With such little expertise and professional knowledge of 
the industry, general supervision and coordination of MISC, PNSL 
AND ALAM (in accordance with shipping policies determined by MOT) 
will tend to have its shortcomings. The tendency would be to follow 
the input given by these independant private organisations for lack 
of capability to assess such inputs independently.
ALAM itself was set up by a charter granted by the Government in 
1981. The Charter granted supervisory control to the MATES Foun­
dation. The latter initially operated a seamen's training school 
before this was upgraded to an Academy. Since then the development 
of ALAM has been dependant upon a greater proportion of Government 
funds than from MATES.(1) Funding by the private sector for trai­
ning seafarers should be encouraged. It may not be appropriate 
however for the control of the institution to be placed under them. 
The setting of standards for training and certification as well as 
the efficient management of the Institution for national needs has 
to be the responsibiltiy of the Government particularly since the
(1) In 1983 for example the Government funded up to SOX of the
operating budget of $5 million.
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Government is the largest contributer of funds.
Under the present depressed oonditions of shipping ALAM oannot 
depend finanoially on MATES. The Government's direct role will 
increase. The training of Malaysians for seafaring benefits not 
merely the Malaysian shipping companies but also all other sectors 
of the maritime industry such as ports, shipbuilding and the off­
shore industry. All these sectors should be encouraged to contri­
bute some funds towards MATES through fiscal incentives (such as 
contributions to be considered as tax free). The supervisory role 
of ALAM should be removed from MATES to the HMA. (1) Representati- 
ves of MATES should however continue to sit on the board of gover­
nors. Such representatives may be selected for example by the 
Malaysian Shipowners and appointed by the Foundation.(2) MISC and 
PNSL should also be placed under the responsibility of the MMA 
which will coordinate not only the latter but all shipping compa­
nies and the maritime industry as a whole.
I!lie_!!!iDi§try_gf _Trade_and_Industry_XMIIli
MITI's involvement in shipping has been largely on behalf of 
shippers. The Freight Study Unit within the MITI has responsibility 
for all shipper's activities on a national scale. The Malaysian 
National Shippers Council (MNSC) has its Scretariat in the Freight 
Study Unit. The Chairman of the MNSC is the Deputy Minister of Tra­
de and Industry. The MNSC is a private body. MITI has been encou­
raging the private sector to play a much larger role in MNSC inc-
(1) See Chapter 8.
(2) This may further encourage contributions from companies other 
than MISC, as ALAM would be viewed as an independant institution 
for all companies and sectors of the industry.
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luding eventually running the Secretariat by themselves. Over the 
last few years the Unit has played an active role in promoting the 
interests of Malaysian shippers. The ratification of the Liner Code 
and subsequent efforts to adopt measures to .implement the Code was 
initiated by the Unit. There was a great deal of. coordination and 
cooperation between the MOT and MITI in shipping matters as both 
Ministries have an equal interest in ensuring that shipping does 
lead to maximum benefit to the Malaysian economy. Thus the National 
Freight Booking Centre and the Shipping Statistics Scheme were the 
result of joint effort of several agencies including the two latter 
Ministries which, were the leading agencies and, have a greater 
stake in the success of these projects.
The separation of functions between shippers and shipowners, 
as reflected in the area of responsibility of MITI and MOT respec­
tively, is becoming less clear as the two areas increasingly merge. 
As mentioned earlier the sole critieria should be national interest 
and not -shipper's or shipowner's. So long as the two Ministries 
recognise this fact, closer cooperation and understanding of each 
others interests will become easier. For example the UN Liner Code 
deals with the interests of both shippers as well as shipowners. 
The Freight Booking Centre can equally be an instrument for obtai­
ning fair rates for shippers as it can be a means of promoting 
greater utilisation of Malaysian shipping. The area and scope for 
cooperation is wide and may be mutually beneficial. MOT, as a first 
step, should be made a member ofthe MNSC ( even if only as an asso­
ciate member). The Freight Study Unit is represented on the DSLB, 
and is involved in nearly every major activity of the Maritime 
division, MOT. The successful implementation of policy measures 
such as exporting CIF and importing FOB would depend very much on
Ml
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the joint efforts of both the MNSC and MOT.
MITI's trade promotion efforts be should be linked to Malaysian 
shipping. Shipping and trade should be approached as a total pac­
kage to export Malaysian goods and services. Often the availabili­
ty of shipping services and its costs may determine the establi­
shment of trading links. Malaysian shipping could be utilised to 
provide pioneer services.
The Contra or barter trade, where large quantities of a single 
commodity is involved, presents particularly promising opportuni­
ties for such considerations. MITI is begining to include the ship-
%ping option in its trade promotion activities. In many countries 
shipping is part of the Ministry of Trade's portfolio (for example, 
at one time, both the United Kingdom and the United States had 
their Maritime Administrations under the Department of Trade and 
Commerce). The recent trend however has been to bring all modes of 
transportation under one roof in the Ministry of Transport.
One other important role of the MITI has to be mentioned. Its 
trade office in Geneva acts as the channel for all UNCTAD acti­
vities in shipping. On occasions a representative from this office 
attends UNCTAD's Shipping, Committee meetings. Whilst UNCTAD's acti­
vities may involve the MITI occasionally (such as in the UN Code 
of Conduct for Liner Conferences), it invariably always involves 
the MOT. The need for the Trade Office in Geneva to channel infor­
mation to MOT is crucial for the latter to keep abreast of interna­
tional developments and to participate actively in such activities. 
MITI should specifically include this as one of the tasks of their 
office in Geneva. It would be faster for the office in Geneva to 
maintain a direct link with the MOT in order to ensure that the 
information reaches on time.
&
diDiltr^_of_Finance
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The Ministry of Finance (MOF> exercises overall budgetary and 
financial control over all Government agencies. Within the maritime 
sector this has involved development loans and grants to the port 
authorities, the guranteeing of loans to MISC and PNSL, equity par­
ticipation in MISC and PNSL, federal investment in shipyards such 
as MSB, and the approval of and control over annual budgets for MOT 
and the Marine Departments . MOF is also involved in formulation of 
policies to promote greater utilisation of some of these agencies 
such as the shipyards and MISC. Thus directives have been issued 
to all Government agencies to utilise MISC and other Malaysian ves­
sels whenever possible. Agencies are also required to build their 
vessels locally in the MSB or other yards. It also appears that 
this ruling has been extended to include all repairs and maintenan­
ce which has posed problems (to agencys like the Marine Department) 
as these services provided by the local yards appear to be slow as 
well as expensive.
The directive to utilise MISC or other Malaysian vessels (MISC 
appears to have first priority which need not be the case if the 
intention is to promote the shipping industry in general and not 
only MISC) is not monitored and therefore appears to be largely 
ineffective. In the United States for example a similar regulation 
(where 50 per cent of all Government impelled cargo has to be ship­
ped on US ships) is closely monitered and implemented by the Mari­
time Administration and a report submitted on the actual cargo 
moved on US as against foreign ships.(1)
(1) In the latter case too, the regulation is incorporated by law 
rather than by administrative directive.
a IDS
The Ministry is responsible for fiscal incentives for the mari­
time industry. Over the last four years the fiscal regime for ship­
ping companies has been improving till today all ships registered 
and operated out of Malaysia do not pay any taxes. Malaysian seamen 
too are free from income tax, a strong measure to encourage seafa­
ring among Malaysians. Lately the MOF has held consultations with 
the MOT before such incentives are finalised. Such cooperation has 
resulted in a better framework for the development of proper fiscal 
incentives for the shipping industry. The expertise of MOT/MMA in 
shipping matters helps in the formulation of appropriate incenti­
ves.
This cooperation should be formalised and extended to other 
areas where the MMA's involvement and expertise in the maritime 
sector would be highly useful in avoiding duplication or wastage of 
resources. This would include the construction of small jetties by 
the various Government agencies, declaration of legal landing pla­
ces by the Royal Customs Department, policies related to marine 
insurance, purchasing of boats or ships or even policies or inve­
stments in the shipyards. Prior consultations with MOT would avoid 
duplication of facilities (such as jetties being built by various 
agencies in the vicinity of each other,(I) ) and better planning, 
utilisation and design of the yards and vessels. Whilst it is 
appropriate for the Treasury itself to have in-house staff (such as 
marine engineers) to undertake basic evaluation, total dependance 
on them should be avoided as their lack of active involvement and 
participation in the various sectors and regions would be a major
(1) Op. cit., MAMPU Report.
Ashortcoming and may lead to ineffective programmes. Costly mistakes 
such as having two or three jetties within the same vicinity, buil­
ding boats with overdesigned equipment such as expensive radar and 
other navigational equipment could be easily overcome if the propo­
sed MMA is given the overall task of approving/coordination of all 
marine construction and government boat design.
The Ministry has overall responsibility for the insurance 
industry. As far as marine insurance is concerned however, there 
are no policies related to the industry. The Malaysian Insurance 
/Act requires all owners of ships registered in Malaysia to insure 
them with a Malaysian insurer. This vague requirement,« which may 
even turn out to be unfeasible in the Malaysian insurance market, 
doss not appear to be strictly enforced. The insurance requirements 
<P&I and H&M) of Malaysian ships are largely placed on the London 
market. This includes even cargo insurance. The Malaysian marine 
insurance market uses the plain English Marine Policy forms which 
is based upon the United Kingdom Marine Insurance Act 1906. Marine 
insurance is a highly complex body of legal and commercial princip­
les which is largely self regulating. The MMA and the MOF however 
could cooperate to solve pertinent issues and initiate policies 
pertaining to the industry, particularly where it relates to redu­
cing the outflow of insurance premiums as foreign exchange. This 
may include a regional approach particularly as the national mari­
time industry may be too small to permit an adequate spread of 
risks.
Ibi_MiDistry_of_Fgreign_Affairs
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs deals with all matters involving 
Malaysia's relations with other countries. The Malaysian
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offices or Embassies abroad may be called upon to act in the fol­
lowing (which, at the moment, is not clearly demarcated and agreed 
upon)
(a) preliminary investigations into complaints made by port state 
countries on Malaysian flag vessels;
Cb) to maintain welfare and well being of Malaysian seamen abroad 
especially in situations involving disputes, stranding and or 
repatriation;
Cc) preliminary inquiries, when necessary, into maritime casuali- 
ties and accidents abroad Malaysian ships where these occur in 
foreign oountries; and
(d) asistance to master, ship or crew in case of other difficul­
ties where flag state responsibility needs to be exercised 
such as endorsements on certificates.
Besides the above consular duties the Ministry is also involved 
jointly with the other relevant agencies (such as MOT) in the Tri­
partite Malacca Straits Council, the Law of the Seas, the bilateral 
Economic and Technical Agreements and in bilateral shipping agree­
ment negotiations. The Malaysian Embassy in London particularly, 
has the role of interfacing with the International Maritime Organi­
sation (IMO). All information is channelled through that office. 
Occasionally one of the staff members may attend the meetings to 
maintain representation. However this is meaningless as the Embassy 
does not have the expertise to usefully attend IMO meetings. Consi­
deration may be given for a maritime attache in London. London is 
the centre for international maritime acitivies. The United Kingdom 
is also the centre for Malaysian students studying maritime related 
subjects. Besides the above consular functions, this attache could 
also monitor the progress, problems and movement of these students.
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Malaysian students sponsored by the Government are presently impos­
sible to locate after some years because of the very long period of 
training. The attache could also look after UNCTAD activites and 
ILO maritime matters in Geneva. Further he would be able to collect 
valuable maritime information for the MMA's research and planning
purposes. Most maritime nations have a maritime attache in Lcndcn 
such as Scuth Korea and Indonesia.
In general, Malaysian embassies abroad should also;’%ave the 
added function of collecting and sending maritime information, 
related either directly or indirectly to Malaysia, to the MMA. This 
is not done presently. There is also the need to send such informa­
tion directly to the MMA (with a copy to the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, if necessary), in order to speed up the process of--timely 
arrival of information.
Ihe_Econgmic_Planning_Unitj._Prime_Ministerls_‘Degartment
Within the Unit, the Infrastructure Division is responsible for 
national planning of all infrastructure including shipping and 
ports. This basically involves the drawing up of the five year 
development plans, mid-term reviews of these plans, and other major 
economic and technical feasibility studies related to the various 
sectors such as the ports. This Unit has, over the last two years, 
also been involved in the formulation of a national maritime poli­
cy. The tremendous amount of work undertaken by the infrastructure 
unit, particularly where it was directly involved in monitering and 
coordinating feasibility studies, has perhaps over stretched its 
capacity in terms of both numbers of staff and expertise for parti­
cular sectors such as shipping and ports. It would be preferable 
for specialised agencies such as the MMA to directly undertake.
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coordinate and implement such* studies as the national maritime 
policy or the national ports study with preliminary input and final 
approval by the EPU. The coordination of consultant studies by the 
EPU deprives the other specialist agency concerned of counterpart 
experience with the studies. The agency will even face problems 
later in project implementaticn as it was not involved directly in 
the study from the begining.
Others
The other departments/agencies are involved only to a limited 
extent in certain aspects of the maritime sector. Their involvemertt 
IS incidental to factors such as the maritime industry being merely 
one of many sectors which falls within their purview. Thus the 
Industrial Development Bank, which gives priority loans €o heavy 
industries, also considers loans for local shipyards and purchases 
of second hand vessels by Malaysian companies. The Ministry of Pub­
lic Enterprises, by virtue of its perview over public enterprises 
in general, supervises MSE and the other Government owned yards. It 
does not, for example, coordinate the other private shipyards. The 
Department of Environment is responsible for prevention of pol­
lution including marine pollution.
The Attorney General's Department is responsible for all natio­
nal legislation. Nearly all legal officers in Federal Government- 
Departments and agencies belong to the legal service. Similarly all 
legislation relating to maritime matters is dealt with by the 
Department. The Department is also the leading agency for the Law 
of the Seas Convention, a Convention with major implications for 
the maritime sector as a whole. MOT'and the Marine Department (and 
in the future the MMA.) will have to play much larger roles in the 
implementation of the Convention.
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The Royal Navy, Marine Police, Royal Customs and Excise E>epart- 
ment and Fisheries Department all undertake enforcement work in the 
territorial seas. Each department confines itself to the narrow 
enforcement of merely its own interests. The Royal Navy Cand pos­
sibly the Marine Polioe) however often play a larger multi prupose 
role. The Marine Polioe have survelliance aircrafts. The Royal Navy 
and Marine Police have a capability to undertake enforcement work 
in the EEZ (and the Malaysian territorial seas). However only the 
Marine Department has the legal authority, and more important, the 
technical expertise to undertake enforcement work on safety of 
shipping and navigation. In many countries the enforoement agency 
with responsibility for safety of shipping and navigation is also 
given the added responsibility of other enforcement functions (such 
as in the United States, the United Kingdom, Norway, Sweden and 
Canada). It would not be possible to reverse this order of prece­
dence as enforcement agencies related to fisheries, customs, immi­
gration or security will not have requisite expertise to undertake 
maritime safety enforcement measures. A single agency with a mul­
ti-mission role on the ocean would be the most rational, cost 
effective solution. Under the Third Malaysia Plan the Government 
spend M$45D million on the purchase of vessels for several agencies 
(excluding the Navy). This proposal -for a single multi-mission 
agency to undertake enforcement on the high seas must be seriously 
considered. To a certain degree a step in the right direction was 
taken by the creation of the National Maritime Coordination Centre 
(arising from UNCLOS). This Centre appears to have the task of 
coordinating all enforcement work undertaken by the Royal Navy and 
the Marine Polioe. Whilst it may bring about a greater efficiency 
in the utilisation of resources it cannot however be a substitute
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for a single multi-mission agency. The answer may be simply to 
designate one of these agencies as having such a role at least to 
undertake enforcement pertaining to fisheries, customs, immigra- 
^ o n ,  piracy and security.
The Department of Statistics was involved in the processing and 
compilation of shipping statistics as a small part of its overall 
national statistics functions. Shipping statistics is however a 
specialised function which entails a large amount of work and 
iresDurces to which the Department may not be able to accord suffi­
cient priority in comparison to other economic statistics. There is 
a need to capitalise on the information systems and computer faci— 
/lities available in the ports to coordinate and possibly apportion 
part of the workload. At the same time the needs of the MMA, would 
require the latter to have a computer facility sufficiently large 
to undertake some of the statistical work pertaining to shipping 
and port statistics. The computer should be compatible with the 
Statistics Department's computer (and possibly the ports!) so as to 
enable interaction. The Department of Statistics was also one of 
the key departments involved in the implementation of the Malaysian 
Shipping Statistics Scheme — a scheme to establish a nation wide 
system to collect, compile and later publish comprehensive shipping 
and trade information. The expertise and computer resources of the 
Department and its continued support for the Scheme would be vital 
for its successful implementation. Other agencies involved particu­
larly the MOT, MITI and the Marine Departments will have to 
strengthen their cooperation and ensure that this vital Scheme gets 
off the ground.
The Ministry of Primary Industries has an interest in the impact 
of freight on primary commodities. Whilst such an interest is legi-
0
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timate it should not build an inhouse capacity to perform such eva­
luations but instead depend on either the MITI Freight Investiga­
tion Unit or the MMA in the future. Cooperation between the two 
agencies CMITI and Primary Industries) has been increasing, parti­
cularly under the auspices of the National Shippers Council and 
this should be encouraged. Cooperation and joint action by the 
Ministry and the MMA should be established particularly where it 
concerns the shipping of primary commodities by agencies under this 
Ministry such as MARDEC, MRELB and PORLA. It could also involve the 
future shipment terms for primary commodities.
The role of the Ministry of Labour, in so far as matters pertai­
ning to seafarers, in the ILO is not clear. The Ministry does not 
deal with matters pertaining to seafarers in Malaysia. This is done 
by the MOT and the Central Mercantile Fund Board. The work of the 
International Labour Organisation in the maritime sector has been 
largely neglected, primarily due to the problem of unclear juris­
diction between the Ministry of Labour and MOT. Whilst it may be 
decided that Malaysia would like to maintain a low profile in the 
ILO, this does not preclude the necessacity for information to be 
made available to MOT for evaluation and further consideration. The 
Ministry -of Labour has a permanent representative in Geneva atta­
ched to the ILO who should be directed to gather all such informa­
tion to be sent to the MMA. The MMA could also make greater use of 
ILO's technical cooperation programmes such as in port training and 
in the training of seafarers.
The Royal Customs and Excise Department undertakes several func­
tions which have an impact on maritime activities. The Department's 
personnel have a crucial role in the expeditious clearance of cargo 
(and documentation) in all ports. Most Malaysian ports work twenty
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four hours whilst ths Customs Department works normal office hours 
.and the extra hours required is performed on "overtime" extra pay- 
ment basis. Customs documentation is essential to both cargo and
/ clearance from the ports. Many developed countries, such as
I
I Sweden, have now moved to a regime of less physical enforcement.
1 The regime is based upon the principal of trust (which incidently, 
\ is also the basis of the present system for example actual physical 
' inspection only covers about 5 to 10 per cent of throughput), and 
efficiency. An importer is allowed to remove his cargo without the 
necessary customs inspection, his documents and necessary tax pay-
<C
j ments having been cleared documentarily. The Malaysian Customs 
i Department also declares ports as "legal landing places" designa-
I
j ting such areas as customs bonded (controlled) areas. In declaring 
\ such areas however, little or no coordintion exists between the 
! Marine Departments, the MOT and the Customs Department. The Marine 
I Department for example also needs to designate the area as a "port" 
I under the Merchant Shipping Ordinance and has obligations to per­
form in all ports. This includes vessel clearance (but which many 
vessels may ignore due to lack of a marine presence in the area). 
Customs documentation are vital to national econqmic statistics as 
well as shipping and port statistics. Customs however tend to 
accord low priority to the latter as it is not directly related to 
I their functions. Registration of shipping and forwarding agents is 
, also done by the Department though this appears to be merely used 
as a source of information and record.
The Petroleum Development Unit, Prime Minister's Department and 
PETRONAS are the two main agencies involved in the offshore mariti­
me sector. These two agencies appear to be largely concerned with 
the efficient exploration of the resource. Safety of the offshore
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drilling and production platforms has been given little attention 
so far. The MOT has recently enacted legislation to register MODU's 
and to regulate their safety thereof. The other operationao units 
in the offshore area will have to be regulated too.- The MMA and 
PETRONAS will have to work together very closely to maintain proper 
safety standards, training and prevention of marine pollution in 
the offshore zones of Malaysia. This would include an effort to 
localise, as much as possible, all aspects of the industry particu­
larly in supply services and personnel.
The Ministry of Agriculture, the Fisheries Development Authority 
(MAJUIKAN) and the Fisheries Department are the agencies involved 
in the promotion and the regulation of all fishing activities. The 
Departments license fishing vessels and enforce the fisheries laws. 
The Ministry of Agriculture appears, (as part of its fisheries 
portfolio ?) to have also recently suggested the formation of Mari- 
1ne Parks. The safety of fishing vessels remains the responsibility 
I of the Marine Departments. The MMA would have to continue this role 
and strengthen it further. An increasing emphasis is being given 
to larger boats and long distance fishing. The MMA's role in marine 
scientific research should also accomodate and build upon the 
establishment of the marine parks for maximum exploitation of these 
parks on the basis of scientifically established programmes.
In conclusion it may be gathered that all these agencies appear 
to be performing functions which are very much part and parcel of 
their present portfolios. The very diverse nature of the maritime 
industry lends itself to such intersectoral interfacing which is 
both an advantage as well as a complicating factor. Without a 
strong and centrifugal agency to pull together the various threads 
of the industry, there would be a tendency towards duplication and
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dissipation of all efforts. Thus for example the priority accorded 
to MISC and MSE over other private companies cannot be justified 
merely because they have Government equity participation. It conf­
licts with the other policy of promoting self sustaining private 
enterprises. A decision to expand'the Malaysian fleet would for 
example involve nearly a^l or most of the agencies identified so 
far. How should the expansion take place may be the question in 
MOT'S mind and whilst the latter may proceed to encourage the pri­
vate sector as a whole, the ICU may decide between MISC or PNSL. 
The question of financing may be the concern of the financial agen- 
cies. Other questions may arise such as what types of ships, in 
which trades to be employed, what cargoes to be carried, how are 
they going to be manned, their impact on the bilateral trades and 
measures necessary to ensure cargo for these ships. These are but 
some of the questions which have to be answered. There are other 
technical questions to be looked into such as the safety of these 
ships, the impact on the marine environment, port facilities and 
shipyards where these are going to be built and serviced. The 
approach taken by each agency may duplicate or conflict with the 
strategy adopted by another agency, and again with the overall 
strategy of the MMA.
The ability of this structure to be able to adapt to the dynamic 
growth of the industry is doubtful. With increasing specialisation 
and privitisation (MISC for example will be shortly privitised) the 
role of agencies such as the Ministry of Public Enterprises may be 
reduced or alternatively increased in importance (for example in 
situations where the Government retains majority or significant 
equity participation). The increasingly complex and highly sophi­
sticated nature of the maritime industry requires a high level of
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expertise and knowledge. Such expertise is expensive and severly 
limited. It cannot possibly be diffused over the range of agencies 
that have been identified. The present system of assigning genera­
list officers (Administrative and Diplomatic Officers, PTD> to 
undertake shipping/martitime related work in all these agencies 
(except the Marine Departments) creates a situation of fitting 
square pegs in round holes. In many situations work comes to a 
standstill when existing officers, who had gained experience by 
being thrown in the cauldron, are transfered out. New officers rep~ 
lace them and the ardous process of learning, rather then managing 
the industry begins. Thus development of the industry moves in 
and spurts when a propitious combination of experienced 
officers remain in the main maritime agencies. This may be the rea~ 
son for delays in several programmes such as the Shipping Stati- 
Scheme, formulation of National Shipping Policy, and the imp~ 
lementation of the UN Liner Code as the initiative is lost with the 
outgoing officer. The identification and establishment of a focal 
point for maritime expertise would determine the dynamism of the 
Malaysian maritime industry in the future. The manner in which the 
existing diversity could be overcome however is not through the 
creation of a large all powerful authority but a body which is 
strong enough to give expert direction and leadership to the legi­
timate interests of a few agencies. Such an authority wou!|.d there­
fore strenthen the roles of these agencies rather than usurp them. 
Such an authority does not exist at the moment. It is a basic need 
which must be fulfilled. It will be the vehicle for the achievement 
of maritime status.
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CHAPTER 7
MAIN_OBJECIiyESjL_RQLES_AND_FyNCIIONS_OF
IHE_MALAYSIAN_MAMIIMi_ADMINISIRAIIONi
a_c o m p a r a i i v e a p p r o a c h
The complexity of the maritime industry has fostered the 
breeding of various forms and types of organisations, each designed 
to develop and regulate the industry in a certain way. The organi­
sation in any one country may be as much a result of the particular 
features of its maritime industry as it may be one of“ historioal 
precedence. Countries like Malaysia have organisations that have 
scarcely changed since their formation before independence whilst 
others have organisations (such as the Federal Republic of Germany 
and India) that have grown and adapted to the growth of their 
industry. Still others such as the Philippines and South Korea have 
deliberately reorganised their administrations as a prelude to 
enhanced development of their maritime industry.
The basic objectives of national maritime administrations <NMA) 
however remain the same. It is the development, control and regu­
lation of the maritime industry in accordance with national poli­
cies. Many organisations however do not have these same objec-
Cl) Most authorities concur with thpse objectives for maritime 
administrations. See for example : United Nations, Guidelines_for 
!llaEitime_Legisl at ion, (UN, ESCAP, Bangkok, 19S2) P-A2; and P.S.-
Vanchisvar, Establishment/Administration__of__Maritime__Aiiai£s_in
SsYSiSBiDQ-Countries,(World Maritime University,Sweden,1984) p.52.
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■bives. For example economic developmen-b and promo'bion of ■the mari- 
■time indus-bry is often separated from its technical regulation and 
control, as for example in the United States.Cl) Such separation 
may place a higher requirement for expertise and personnel in both 
departments, something which most developing countries are unable 
to meet. In Malaysia merely the economic function is spread over 
five or more agencies. The international trend is to place both 
the promotional and the regulatory functions in a single organisa­
tion as in NorwayC19623, South Korea(1976) and the Netherlands. In 
the Netherlands(in 1980), all shipping and maritime affairs were 
brought together under the Director General of Shipping“and Mariti­
me Affairs in order to "achieve unified administration in maritime 
matters." (2.1 Unification results in savings in terms of personnel 
(especially where such expertise is scarce and expensive? and in 
terms of reducing interdepartmental rivalry and friction. Much more 
important, the technical functions have an impact on the promotio­
nal and developmental efforts on the economic side. Thus for examp­
le high levels of manning may thwart efforts to reduce costs on 
shipping operations. High technical standards would have the same 
effect. On the other hand inefficient technical and safety manage­
ment may result in reducing the efficiency of the national fleet in
("I? The Coast Guard deals with technical and enforcement matters 
whilst the Maritime Administration (MARAD? deals with the promotio­
nal aspect. Both agencies are however under the Department of 
T ransport.
(2) Netherlands, Ihe_Ministry_gjE__l£§nsggrt__and__Public__Works__in
OutliDli (Ministry of Transport and Public Works, 1983), Section
II.
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terms of its abiity to maintain operational efficiency, a higher 
incidence of maritime accidents, loss of property and lives (resul­
ting in higher insurance premiums for the flag vessels), marine 
pollution and generally an adverse image for the country. Some 
countries have overcome the problem by interdepartmental agreements 
clearly delineating their authority and responsibilities (such as 
in Norway and the United States).Such agreements may be necessary 
even when a centralised administration is set up as it will be 
impossible for the latter to undertake all and every maritime func­
tion. The greater the number of different agencies involved the 
more difficult will coordination be. Such coordination will be 
severly undermined if there is no central authority perceived to 
have leadership for the industry.
The roles and functions of Maritime Administrations are wide 
ranging and varied. They may however, be broadly divided into two 
main spheres namely economic promotion and development and the 
technical control and regulation of the industry.
lS2 D9 [DiQZE£QfDQi:ioD§i_E9 ie_Qf _the_Maritime_AdmiDistration 
Most maritime administrations today undertake this very impor­
tant function. Shipping as a means of transport and infrastructure 
(in coastal shipping for example) plays an important role in the 
economies of most nations. Ports, offshore shipping activity, rela­
ted services such as marine insurance, and shipbuilding are impor­
tant subsectors of the maritime industry. The maritime administra­
tion has a direct resposibility for the formulation and implementa­
tion of national policies geared towards maximising the economic 
potential of the industry. The maritime administrations of South
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Korea, Taiwan, India, the Philippines, Thailand and Indonesia are 
directly involved in such policy formulation and implementation. 
Policies may include such matters as training and manpower develop­
ment, fleet development, trade development <in so far as the latter 
depends on shipping to bolster such trade), greater utilisation of 
national shipping lines including ports and shipyards, the intro­
duction of new technologies and the effective implementation of the 
through transport concept. It would also include international 
relations with other nations such as through bilateral arrange­
ments, regional approach to maritime problems such as through ASEAN
mand ESCAP and participation in international organisations such as 
UNCTAD, ILO and the Law of the Seas. Research and development would 
also be essential to maintaining a competitive maritime industry. 
This would involve both technical as well as economic research.
As mentioned earlier, the economic role of the NMA is often 
artifically separated from its technical role which gives rise to 
many problems of administrative practicality. On the international 
level for example, there are obligations on the part of the natio­
nal administrations which, more often than not,transcends such an 
administrative division. Bilateral agreements cover both technical 
as well as economic cooperation. Similarly, regional cooperation 
thrives in this broader framework as for' example in ASEAN. At the 
level of international organisations though there appears to be a 
broad division along technical <IMO) and economic (UNCTAD) func­
tions, even though inevitably both have to be taken into considera­
tion when either is being discussed. With UNCTAD for example, the 
proposed draft Convention on Registration of Ships deals not only 
with economic functions but also specifies operation of the ships
3
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in a safe manner. Almost all IMO conventions, such as the Conven­
tion on Standards of Training and Watchkeeping CSTCW), have an eco­
nomic impact. In fact every technical convention has to be a com­
promise between absolute safety and reasonable costs to the ship­
ping community. There are also areas where both IMO and UNCTAD 
claim common jurisdiction such as in piracy, mortgages and liens. 
The economic/development role of the Malaysian Maritime Administra­
tion <MMA) would consist of the following main activities:
<i) creating a haelthy environment for the development of the 
Malaysian maritme industry such as an appropriate legalframework 
and institutions;
(ii) fiscal policys related to the development of the industry;
(iii) development of the Malaysian maritime industry such as 
port and fleet expansion;
(iv) training and manpower development;
Cv3 greater efficiency through intersectoral cooperation such as 
between ports and shipping;
<vi) maritime research including marine scientific research;
<vii) participation in international activities such as in 
ESCAP, IMO, UNCTAD, ILO and ASEAN;
Cviii!) intraregional and bilateral relationships;
Cix) formulation and implementation of national maritime poli­
cies and strategies for development;
Cx) cooperation/coordination with the private sector for the 
development of the maritime sector;
Cxi) intermodal coordination in relation to ports, shipping,in­
land waterways, railways and roads;
(xii) promotion of seafaring in the local population;
(xiii) consideration and implementation of International Conven-
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tions such as the UN Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences, the 
MultiModal Transport Convention, the Hamburg Rules and the Law
V
of the Seas;
Cxiv) interagency cooperation on shipping, shipbuilding, ports 
and offshore services;
Cxv) support to national shipowners in case of difficulties ari­
sing from their operations such as when faced with protectionist 
measures;
Cxvi) development and efficient operations of national ports; 
<xvii) development and promotion of a coastal shipping fleet; 
(xviii) development and promotion of offshore services; and 
Cxiv) development and promotion of other ancilliary industries; 
The main advantage of having these functions under one roof would 
be an integrated approach that arises from a multisectoral over­
view.
Ports are a major sector by themselves and require quite a dif­
ferent kind of expertise than that related to shipping, shipbuil­
ding or offshore services. The operation and development of minor 
ports in general may be placed under the supervision of the MMA. 
Ideally all port matters should be coordinated by one authority. In 
some countries such authority may be vested with the Ministry of 
Shipping and Ports such as in India or in a National Ports Authori­
ty such as in the Philippines and in the state of Sabah, Malaysia. 
Alternatively the responsibility may be placed directly under the 
.national maritime administration (such as in the United States, 
Indonesia, South Korea and Japan).This may be appropriate in situa­
tions where there are competing ports operated by either statutory 
bodies, municipalities or private operators. The need for overall
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coordination and supervision of national ports is essential in 
order to avoid duplication of facilities. Interaction between the 
ni^ J^ itiine administration and the port authorities would be required 
in several technical areas such as pilotage, safety of shipping and 
regulation of dangerous cargo. The maritime administration would 
also have an economic interest in matters such as reducing port 
related expenses for coastal and non-liner shipping so as to reduce 
overall costs, an assesment of port development in terms of ship­
ping rewquirements, and training of technical/management personnel 
where such needs (often) coincide. A joint approach in maritime 
and on col lection/compi lation of statistical information 
would be advantageous too. Malaysian national policy is to ensure 
maximum utilisation of national vessels and ports. There is a con­
sequential need for coordination at the national level and this may 
be done through the MMA.
The shipbuilding and repair sector must have close ties with 
shipping. This need not be the case where the shipbuilding or 
repair activity is oriented largely towards export markets such as 
in South Korea and Japan. However even in these large shipbui1iding 
nations the need for rationalisation between the two sectors has 
been recognised and is- actively pursued as a policy objective by 
both administrations, particularly in the depressed market of 
today. Shipbuilding is both capital as well as labour intensive. 
The need for minimization of outflow of foreign exchange may justi­
fy the building of local ships including repairs and docking to 
be undertaken in local yards. However such a move may have severe 
consequences for local shipowners if it results in higher costs 
than that available in the international market. Unless the local
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yards are able to provide competitive services, the only alternati­
ve, besides continuous efforts to upgrade their efficiency may be 
to subsidize their operations. Such subsidies can be effected 
either in the form of incentives such as tax rebates or direct 
financial assistance such as ship financing and repair loans and 
reduction of docking and other charges. Still, many other problems 
such as late delivery C a severe constraint which imposes a tremen­
dous financial burden on the shipowner due to his inability to 
meet commitments!) must be overcome. This can only be done by effe- 
citve management and technical expertise. Halaysia's experience 
with joint ventures in the shipbuilding sector has beerl* disappoin­
ting. Developing countries in setting up such ventures, must ensure 
that the level of participation of the foreign partner is suffi­
ciently high in order to elicit from the latter a greater commit­
ment towards transfer of technology and expertise. At this juncture 
a large number of shipyards are facing financial problems in the 
developed countries. Efforts to transfer such high cost operators 
to low cost countries may be successful. In the final analysis 
however, ambitious projects must be tempered with reality. Ideally 
the basis of such projects should be largely (or at least^ a fair 
proportion of !> work generated at the national level.
In many of its requirements shipbuilding also draws on the same 
expertise as the shipping industry such as naval architects, marine 
engineers, ship surveyors and other nautical personnel. The appro­
val of ship designs and the ultimate approving authority for ship 
repairs and building would also be the function of the MMA. In so 
far as shipbuilding and repairing is a private undertaking it may 
be assumed that the role of governments may be minimal. In reality 
this has proved to be not true. The strong hand of the government
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is behind the success of the industry in Japan and Korea. It is 
also seen in the continued operations of many uneconomical shi­
pyards in the major maritime countries. Malaysian shipyards are in 
a similar economic condition and the role of the Government will 
increase. The question is whether it is appropriate for this sector 
to be placed under the MMA? This may be answered partly by exa­
mining whether other agencies could assume this responsibility. The 
Ministry of Trade and Industry may be the only alternative logical 
choice. This was the situation in South Korea where shipbuilding 
was initially viewed as an export industry. However (in the face of 
the continued depression in the market) , under its receipt maritime 
development plans shipbuilding has been brought under closer coor­
dination by the Korean Maritime and Ports Administration.(1) Whilst 
shipbuilding as an "industry" may be considered to be under the 
scope of the Ministry of Trade and Industry, the commercial activi­
ty of the industry is largely related to and dependant upon the 
shipping sector. Other agencies may be involved in shipbuilding 
activities such as the Ministry of Public Enterprises in Malaysia 
(by virtue of government equity participation) but they will face 
major shortcomings in terms of expertise and a lack of control over 
the other sectors of the maritime industry. The Ministry of Finance 
however has a major role to play in the event of rationalisation of 
the Malaysian industry but should attempt to do this with the coo­
peration and expertise of the MMA.
Offshore services represent a relatively new but an increasing-
<1) Hideo Kokuryo,Kgrean_Shigeing_and_ShigjBing__Policy__-__Shigging
Industry_Bltignalisatign__Pl.an, (Japan Maritime Research Institute,
No.8, May 1985) p.5.
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ly important subsector of maritime activities in Malaysia. As far 
as economic promotion and regulation of offshore shipping services 
are concerned, it should be the jurisdiction of the maritime 
administration to ensure that the supply services for offshore 
activities, and where economically viable, the drilling submersib- 
les are operated and owned by nationals. National legislation 
should at least enable the registration of such submersibles under 
the national flag. This has been done in Malaysia under the Mechant 
Shipping Ordinance. Whilst the extremely high capital cost of such 
equipment and vessels may deter nationals from being owners, it 
has been possible to overcome this through joint ventuFes. Priori­
ty must also be given to nationals working as crew on board the 
rigs and supply vessels. Supply services would include the follo­
wing activities performed by specisalised vessels Cl!);
(a!) supply of provision and materials for the rigs such as 
food, pipes, fuels and equipment;
Cb) transport of personnel;
Cc) functions of towage, anchor handling and shifting;
Cd!) assistance in repairs and emergency stand by operations;
Ce) assistance in cable or pipe laying and in geophisical or 
other oceanographic surveys;
The offshore activity should be supported by a supply base as in 
Kemaman. This is essentially a port which operates 24 hours a day 
and is used as a staging area for stockpiling and replenishing 
the drilling and production units. The base may also be the site of 
minor repair works and the admimistrative offices of the offshore
Cl) H.L.Beth, DeyeigEment_of__Offshore__Markets, CInstitute of
Shipping Economics, Bremen, 1983) p.l8.
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companies. The MMA would be the appropriate coordinating and regu­
latory body for the promotion of the offshore industry. It would 
have to work closely with the Petroleum Development Authority (PE- 
TRONAS) though the latter is itself an operator in the offshore 
industry. The training and crewing including licensing and safe 
operations of the vessels would be also under the jurisdiction of 
the MMA.
There are also legal obligations which would have to be perfor­
med by the MMA. This would include all legislation pertaining to 
the Merchant Shipping Act including international conventions, 
ports and harbours legislation, bilateral agreements and_^  other mat­
ters pertaining to private, commercial law such as the carriage of 
goods and passengers by sea and multimodal transport.This would 
comprise a significant amount of work.
Maritime research and develcpment is infinitely important 
towards the continued growth and development of the industry. 
Article 275, Part XIV of UNCLOS states that countries "shall promo­
te the establishment.... of national marine scientific and techno­
logical research centres and the strengthening of existing national 
1 centres.... to enhance national capabilities to utilize and preser- 
\ ve their marine resources for their economic benefit." Maritime 
/ research must be relevant to particular circumstances prevailing in 
Malaysia.The research can cover all sectors of the industry and 
I should have both an economic/commercial as well as a technical 
! capability (such as for example designing of a typical coastal ves- 
i sel and greater utilisation of national products for use in local
\ shipbuilding). Research into marine sciences should .also be under-
1
' taken and encouraged. The ocean has been termed the last frontier.
Malaysia need not however be the last to be a pioneer in these
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developments. The oceans have a capability to yield food, energy, 
minerals and drugs and also intimately influence environmental qua­
lity, transportation, tourism, meterology and structures in the sea 
including coastal ecosystems. Malaysia's land area is largely Cup 
to 80 per cent) bounded by the sea and its influence has been 
historically overwhelming both socially as well as economically. A 
more scientific approach to the seas has not however evolved. Even 
traditional uses of the ocean benefit from scientific research such 
as through the discovery of new resources, maximum yields with 
minimum damage to sustainability and economically more efficient 
usage with minimum conflict among competing uses. Implementation of 
such research requires trained manpowerCscientists as well as engi­
neers), resources, services including data management and effective 
institutional arrangements.(1) The operation of a research vessel 
is essential for scientific work at sea and it should be given 
serious consideration. Such a vessel should be used on an intera­
gency basis, coordinated by the National Marine Science Research 
Council which will be the main coordinating institution. This 
Institution will be instrumental in leading the largely interagen­
cy, multidisciplinary approach to research in the seas. The Council 
will also coordinate, approve and participate in foreign scientific 
missions which perform research in the territorial waters or the 
EEZ.<2) Local centres of excellance such as the universities (the 
University of Science and the Agriculture University are presently
(1) UNESCO, Ocean_:.Science_f.or__the__Year__2DD0, (Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission, 1984) pp.21 & 25.
(2) Every country has the right to participate in such missions. 
See the UNCLOS, Part XIII.
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engaged in marine research) should be included and form part of the 
Council. This would avoid independant expenditure which may be dup­
licated by these institutions as well as the other departments such 
as the fisheries agency, the offshore mining authority. Department 
of Environment and the Marine Department.
Joint approach would certainly pay dividends in terms of an 
integrated approach to the contiguous area of the ocean. The 
Council may be coordtnated by a number of different agencies such 
as the Ministry of Agriculture, by the Fisheries Department or by 
a National Science Council. Since the MMA would be the only agency 
dealing solely with maritime matters it would be the "tnost appro­
priate coordinator and secretariat for the Council. In many coun­
tries such as Japan and South Korea a National Maritime Research 
agency exists to lend weight to the development of and continued 
competitiveness of the industry. In the United States the National 
Oceanic and Atmosphere Administration CNOAA) is the lead agency for 
oceanographic research. In the absence of a research agency such as 
the latter a central coordinating body would suffice to perform a 
similar function admirably. Japanese and several European research 
programmes for example have the following features:
Ca) overall Government targeting of research;
Cb) joint efforts by involved agencies and companies;
<c) involvement of universities with research capabilities; and 
Cd) centrally designated agencies for specifio research so as 
to avoid duplication and wastage of overlapping research.(1>
<1) James Bartholomew, Far__Eastern__Econornic__Review, C22 August
1985) p.62.
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An integrated approach through this Council will lead to greater 
results in applied research.
Finally there are several other matters which should also fall 
under the purview of the MMA. These include marine insurance and 
the registration of shipping agencies ( who play a significant role 
in the efficient operation of shipping companies), forwarding 
agents and multimodal transport operators so as to prevent maritime 
frauds. It will be seen that the economic/promotional role of the 
MMA is dynamic and would have a large impact on the maritime deve­
lopment of the country. In the initial stages of development of the 
maritime sector, greater consideration and emphasis hastto be given 
to this role. The MMA should however guard against over reaching 
itself into areas of operation which are best left to the private 
sector. In this regard the economic role of the MMA would also be 
dependant upon a countervailing influence exerted by the private 
sector.
I§2 bDi0 isiZE£omDtional_Rgj,e_of _the_MMA
The technical and safety aspects of the maritime industry are 
no less important than the economic/commercial considerations. In 
fact,to a much larger degree, the MMA would be the alone in its 
responsibility for maritime safety and administration of technical 
standards. It will be the only agency having the technical com­
petence and capability the MMA may be the only agency able to 
effectively undertake regulaticn of the increasingly complex, high 
technology of the maritime industry. This would include setting up 
of and maintaining minimum standards of construction of vessels, of 
manner of operating them and subsequent enforcement of these stan­
dards. Such duties arise not only for the national flag vessels
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(flag state responsibility) but also foreign vessels operating in 
or calling at ports in the territorial waters of the country (port 
state responsibility). The main objectives of these functions are 
the safety of life and property at sea and the protection of marine 
environment. Some of the major functions would include the follo­
wing ;
(a) merchant marine safety standards;
(b) search and rescue;
(c) casualty investigation and reporting;
(d) wrecks and salvage;
(e) small boats (passengers and cargo on inland or enclosed 
waters) and pleasure craft safety;
(f) enforcement of national laws and treaties such as relating 
to merchant shipping, bilateral shipping arrangements and 
cabotage;
(g) aids to navigation;
(h) port safety;
(i) marine environmental pollution prevention and combatting;
(j) waterways management especially in the provision of vessel 
traffic management services;
(k) dredging;
(l) hydrography and marine charts;
(m) regulation of dangerous cargo;
(n) vessel registration and licensing; and
(o) standards for training.
Whilst the above are considered to be technical in nature the 
sum total implication of them is strongly economic and financial.lt 
was determind in the case of the United States for example that 
whilst the cost of regulation was small (increased costs amounted
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to less than 0.5 per cent), the benefits attributable were large 
<for fiscal year 1981 the regulatory programs will save 225 lives, 
prevent 3038 injuries and $354,000,000 in property damage).<1) An 
effcient technical administration is vital to the interests of the 
commercial maritime industry in the latter being able to meet its 
statutory obligations, such as registration or oertifioation , in a 
timely manner. Delays in the shipping world mean high costs. The 
operational efficiency of the maritime industry is as much depen- 
dant upon commercial business as it is on the administrati 
infrastructure supporting its technical cperations.The greater the 
localisation of such infrastruture in terms of expertise* and equip­
ment (such as marine engineers and ship surveyors), the less the 
outflow of foreign exchange on imported expertise. A well coordina- 
ted survey and certification function will lead to reduced mainte- 
nance costs. Well maintained ships and low records of marine acci- 
dents will have the sum effect of reducing insurance premiums, not 
to mention saving lives, property and environmental resources,.
The implications are not only apparant to the maritime industry 
but important to the national economy as a whole.(2) The impact of 
a maritime disaster often cannot be confined within national boun­
daries as was evident with the Amoco Cadis tanker grounding (or the 
Showa Maru in the Malacca Straits). Ships are international traders 
sailing all over the world and technical standards therefore have
(1) United States, Coast_Guard_Roles_and_Missions, (U.S. Depart­
ment of Transport, 1982) p.88.
(2) A nation would need to engage in at least port state jurisdic­
tion over foreign vessels. The alternative of no regulation has 
proven to be politically as well as economically unacceptable.
international repercussions. The Paris Memorandum adopted by the EC 
countries to enforce port state control on a regular basis is as 
much motivated by national/regional consideration as it is an 
effort to equalise the costs of low standards (and thereby presu­
mably ' low cost ) vessel operators with the high cost operators of 
the EC countries.
The technical activities of the MMA may be broadly broken down 
into three parts namely formulation and development of action such 
as for safety standards, legitimisation of these actions and subse­
quent regulatory control to enforce these actions. Not every action 
may be broken down into these three parts though most of them would 
follow the above procedure in more or less strict order. In the, 
formulation and development of the safety standards, a lot of work 
has been done by the IMO. However there is a great deal of flexi- 
bility allowed to coastal states to set their own standards above,^  
the minimum set by IMO conventions. The process of formulation and 
development involves close cooperation between various parties of 
the maritime industry such as ports, shipowners, shippers, ship- 
builders and repairers and the government. Many countries such as 
the Netherlands, Norway and the United States have an institutio­
nalised approach to such action. There is a set procedure of con­
sultation which attempts to rationalise the various interests of 
the industry to reach a national consensus on the best alternative 
for the country's industry. It also draws upon the expertise in the 
private sector to provide an effective solution to the problems at 
hand. The importance of such consultations must be given due pro­
minence as it involves not only mere discussions but also ensures 
smoother implementation.
Legitimisation of the actions take place largely through legal
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processes either through national legislation or subsidiary rules 
and regulations. It may also take place by means of adminstrative 
fiat or orders issued by the agency. Often delegation of authority 
and responsibility is undertaken in order to better perform the 
resposibility of the specified agency such as for example when 
marine pollution enforcement is delegated to the MMA or the latter 
delegating certification as required under certain conventions to 
classification societies. The need for national action is sometimes 
prepicipated by the actions of other nations particularly where 
shipping standards are concerned. For example certification under 
the MARPOL Convention may be a requirement for all shipl^ calling at 
the ports of a particular country (such as the United States!) . In 
the latter case the affected types of ships belonging to other 
nations would require almost immediate certification which may made 
possible only through relevant legislation or some interim measures 
being adopted.
It is in the implementation and enforcement of the national 
standards that most administrations face crucial problems particu­
larly NMA's in developing countries. NMA's come up against problems 
of what should be performed, the level of performance and who 
should perform the activity. All three are interelated actions as 
often what and how it should be performed depends upon who is to 
perform it. The answers to the crucial questions of "at what level 
and how" would also depend to a very great extent upon the resour­
ces available within the NMA's, particularly the human resources. 
Many if not most developing countries face severe shortages of 
expertise to undertake most of the functions. Financial resources 
allocated may also be insufficient due to low priority accorded to 
maritime safety programmes. Increasingly third party organisations
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such as classification societies are being used to perform some of 
the tasks of the NMA. However the ultimate responsibility still 
rests with the NMA and therefore it has to maintain at least an 
"oversighf'programme over the work of these third party organisa­
tions. Such third party organisations are largely foreign organisa- 
tionsC based in the developed maritime nations) and greater utili­
sation of these organisations would mean not only an outflow of 
foreign exchange but also a lack of localisation of technology and 
expertise. There is therefore little leeway or substitute for the 
training and development of adequate local manpower and expertise 
for the NMA to perform its functions and duties efficiently and 
effectively. A lack of such expertise and shortfalls in performance 
will inevitably lead to an erosion of the reputation and respect 
for the NMA and its relationship with the private sector. This may 
be the present situation in Malaysia where both the private sector 
and many government agencies hold the Marine Department in low 
esteem. The possibility of a similar situation was reported in the 
United States.(1)
The idiom "prevention is better than cure" is perhaps very 
applicable to the maritime industry. An effective safety programme 
I will, in the long run, work out to be much cheaper as the cost of a 
\ major marine disaster, may run into unimaginable costs and 
I consequences. Unfortunately both national and international record 
on marine safety has been poor till the occurance of major disa- 
1 sters (such as the Titanic and the Torrey Canyon) before effective 
preventive measures are taken. In Malaysia the Showa Maru incident
' impelled action on marine pollution prevention and safety in the
Ii - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I
CD Op«cit.,Coast Guard Roles and Missions, p-95
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Straits of Malacca. Several accidents Cwith even loss of life) 
involving tankers loading/ unloading at ports (in Butterworth,Pe~ 
nang and recently in Telok Intan, Perak) have gone by without pro­
per investigation or remedial action being taken despite the fact 
that the potential for a major disaster was, and still is, extreme 
ly high. The huge fire at Port Kelang terminal (reportedly causing 
one of the biggest claims in the world for that year) appears to 
have been relegated to secret files. If the fire was caused by or 
was aggravated by hazardous cargo then the maritime administration 
should have become involved. It is not clear whether this was so.
The flag state and port state enforcement duties of the MMA 
requires it to have a capability for enforcement of its duties on 
the oceans. Such duties include safety of shipping (construction, 
equipment, seaworthiness, manning, crew competency and conditions 
of employment) in so far as port state jurisdiction is concerned, 
safety of navigation, marine pollution surveillance and cleaning up 
operations, safety of offshore modular units, search and rescue 
operations, removal of wrecks and salvage and the safety of small 
boats and fishing vessels. All of the above functions may be exer­
cised in the area of the territorial seas and the exclusive econo­
mic zone. On the high seas (as defined by UNCLOS, Article 86) the 
functions of the MMA would be confined to regulation and control of 
only its flag vessels.
In many developing countries such as Malaysia, there are also 
other agencies with an enforcement capability on the ocean such as 
the Navy, Fisheries Department, Customs, Immigration and the Marine 
Police. Each perform duties confined to their respective jurisdic­
tion such as law enforcement, antismuggling, fisheries enforcement 
and illegal immigration. All of them,except possibly the Navy and
Athe Marine Police, perform a single mission related to their area 
of responsibility. Effective enforcement of the nations interest 
requires both sea and air patrol of the ocean boundaries, a commit­
ment which can be done only at great cost and wastage by every 
agency. Many nations have opted for a semi-military agency with a 
multi-mission role (often being the called the Coast Guards). Such 
countries include the Philippines, Australia, Japan, Sweden, the 
United Kingdom and the United States. The Coast Guard is a multi­
mission organisation performing enforcement duties over the oceans 
"conscious that the problems of ocean space are closely interrela­
ted and need to be considered as a whole. "(1) A vessel tsan perform
— -------------------- -------- ------- -
not only general law enforcement duties but simultaneously act 
against piracy, smuggling, illegal immigrants and undertake marine 
conservation, fisheries a n d m erchant shipping safety. Single agen- 
cys with confined missions are an extremely high cost option for 
ocean patrclling. The study on the roles of the United States Coast 
Guard for example states "splintering marine enforcement resources 
among various Federal agencies would represent costly duplication 
in enforcement capability. Focussing the primary law enforcement 
role within one agency permits program and resource flexibility as 
well as the ability to maintain a fleet possessing visible law 
enforcement presence."(2) In developing countries a diversified 
multiagency approach would further raise problems of maintenance of 
the vessels, manning and effective utilisation.
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The creation of a Coast Guard may present the best option other
(1) Preamble to the United Nations Convention on the Law of the 
Seas.
(2) Op.cit.,U.S. Coast Guard, pp.40-41.
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than the Navy becoming involved. The Navy may be able to perform a
multimission role provided its officers are trained for such
duties. It must also be able to coordinate its own priorities
(which often may not coincide) with the needs and priorities of the
other civilian agencies which may be very difficult. A serious
* »
disadvantage maybe that it is an armed service which may present
I legal or constitutional problems. The coast guard being a civilian 
body, may^be able to perform these functions more effectively than 
the navy in this respect. Maritime safety (vessel boarding program) 
enforcement would not also be an appropriate role for the navy as 
its officers would require a higher level of training and technical 
competence to undertake such work. Further maritime safety enfor­
cement is carried out as a preventive safety measure rather than 
after a criminal act for breaking the law. These measures are also 
largely carried out at the ports or close to the coasts. The
approach adopted by the United States and several other countries
appears to be a rational and cost effective solution.iThe coast
guard is considered to be a military service with a civilian role
under the Department of Transport^ It becomes an armed seo/Lce in 
times of war. A similar approach has been adopted in Sweden and 
Peru. In Malaysia the choice between the Navy (and possibly the 
Marine Police) and or a Coast Guard (which would be a new agency) 
would depend upon an evaluation of the country's resources, defence 
.priorities (the Navy's priorities may be at possible conflict areas 
such as boundaries and disputed islands or territories and naval 
warfare training), the extent of the nations maritime zone and 
other particular situations such as the extent of fisheries, smugg­
ling, piracy and illegal immigration. The marine__ROJUjEe__and__tlie.
enforcement functions of other agencies should logically be amalga-
1A2-
mated into the coast guard or the Navy. The Marine Police however 
may need to maintain a limited law enforcement role in inland 
waterways and rivers. A former commandant of the United States 
Coast Guard posed this key question- "during its early stages of 
development can a nation afford the luxury of more than one sea 
going army?"(l) The question may be relevant irrespective of the 
stage of development of the nation. In Malaysia an answer to this 
question should be olosely examined by an independant agency.
A final point must be made here about the need for information 
in safety administration. Information collected, compiled and uti­
lised properly will ensure cost effective management. ^![nformation 
for example on vessel registration, seaman serving on Malaysian 
ships, safety oertificates and surveys performed will help the MMA 
to utilise its expertise and logistics in the most efficient man- 
\ ner. Modern computer technology must be utilised for such purposes. 
A centralised information system within the MMA would take care of 
all such needs, both economic as well as technical.
The technical role of the MMA in relation to each specific sec­
tor of the industry must be now examined. The shipping sector needs 
no elaboration and the role of MMA in this sector is of course per­
vasive and well documented. Its role in the other sectors of the 
maritime industry may however not be very clear to the layman. In 
the ports sector the MMA's role can be identified to be as follows: 
[ (a) safety of navigation within the port limits and approaches 
\ to the port. This includes safe anchorages, depths of water,
Cl) Adm. J.B. Hayes, Model_Organisation__of__a__National__Maritinie
Administration, (paper presented at Seminar for Heads of Maritime 
Administrations in Developing Countries, WMU,Sweden,1985) p.5.
a
pilotage,
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navigational lights and other aids to navigation, 
and other aspects;
<b) regulation and control of hazardous cargo;
<c) mandatory consultation and approval of the siting, design 
and construction of all ports, jetties and other similar faci— 
1ities;
(d) operation and maintenance of minor ports, jetties and other 
similar facilities and coordination of national port develop­
ment and operations;
(e) charts and hydrographic surveys;
/ (f) inquiry into accidents, salvage, removal of wrec?ks, etc.;
\ Cg!) marine pollution prevention activities; and
I (i!) port security in so far as seaward approaches are concer- 
V ned.
Mandatory consultation prior to approval of port construction 
(cl is deliberately stressed so as to prevent port construction 
which pose a hazard to navigation. It will also ensure that dupli­
cation of facilities by different governmental agencies (in the 
same area) is avoided. Inevitably the operation and maintenance of 
these jetties and small ports may be left to the MMA (d) as it may 
not be viably operated by port authorities or other private compa­
nies. The MMA should however endeavour to privatise these facili­
ties as far as possible both in operation as well as in maintenan­
ce. Activities concerning marine pollution and port security are 
often areas where ports either do little or accord low priority to 
such activities. Many ports are known to have such security prob­
lems where ships in the anchorage are robbed. The Harbour Master 
will have the responsibility to maintain the security of the port 
especially where it is not operated by any authority.
1A4
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The MMA will exercise much of its port state and flag state 
duties in the ports. A vessel may not leave a port until it is 
cleared by the customs authorities and the Harbour Master. Before 
the vessel is allowed to sail the Harbour Master will ensure that 
it is fit and safe for the journey, the cargo is properly stowed, 
manned, generally complies with the laws of the nation (for example 
licensed to undertake cabotage! and all fees and dues have been 
paid. All ships are subjected to this procedure at the ports. It is 
a safe guard measure for the safety of both the ship as well as the 
port and the nation. It occurs however that where there is no port 
officer, a ship often leaves with only customs clearance. The MMA 
would have to work with the Customs Department to ensure that this 
situation does not continue to prevail in the future. The MMA would 
also have to coordinate its work with the Customs Department on 
several other issues such as documentation, declaration of "legal 
landing places" and registration of shipping agents. This coopera­
tion should be formalised in the form of an interagency agreement 
or working committee.
The primary role of the MMA in the shipbuilding and repair sec­
tor may be said to be indirect in so far as technical matters are 
concerned. All ships built or repaired have to be approved and cer­
tified by the MMA, beginning from the design stage to final comp­
letion. The MMA does not get involved directly in supervising such 
work (which is often done by classification societies acting on 
behalf of the owners) but close consultation is vital to the suc- 
cesful completion and operation of the vessel. Besides this, safety 
of certain equipment in the shipyard itself, such as floating docks 
will have to be regulated by the MMA.
The offshore sector, in so far as safety of the drilling
1A5
units (MODLD and supply vessels is concerned, comes under the pur­
view of the MMA. This would include regulation of matters such as 
registration of offshore industry vessels, inspection, survey and 
certification, radio installations, manning, pollution prevention 
and the carriage of dangerous goods. It would also include the 
establishment of safety zones around these installations.
CONCLUSION
The complexity, diversity and rapid growth of the industry often 
creates a situation where a large number of agencies undertake 
functions related to the industry. Under these circumst^^noes inter 
agency coordination and cooperation would often be the key to a 
successful programme of fulfilling the Government's role in the 
industry. However such cooperation is often lost in a sea of inter­
departmental rivalry, political preferences and disputes over admi­
nistrative jurisdiction. National interest often appears to be of 
lower priority than safeguarding departmental gains. A practical 
approach needs to be taken such as formal interdepartmental agree­
ments clearly demarcating the responsibilities and authority of the 
respective agencies.
Whilst such agreements may facilitate greater effectiveness they 
should not be viewed as a substitute for a single agency vested 
with the authority and responsibilities to undertake the complex 
task of developing and regulating the maritime industry. It is not 
good enough that the MMA undertakes either technical or economic 
functions. The inter relationship necessacitates the agency to deal 
with both matters under one roof.
The enforcement role of the Government over the oceans is one 
sector where there appears to be "over kill" in terms of numbers of
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agencies and resources committed. A great deal of duplication 
exists. Without doubt a single multimission agency would be the 
most rational and cost effective solution to the problem. As to 
which of the existing agencies would be the most appropriate or 
whether a new agency should be created (the .coast guard) are 
options that need .to be carefully considered. Eventually it would 
be an amalgamation of existing resources from the many agencies 
into a single agency. For its part the MMA would have to ensure 
that its enforcement responsibilities are adequately performed. By 
its very nature the MMA would always have to maintain a sea going 
capability and undertake enforcement for a safer, cleaTier ocean.
9
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-  ^ CHAPTER 8
IHi_0RGANISAI10NAL_SIRyCIURE_QF_IHE_MALAYSIAN_MARIIIME
abminisiraiion
Having examined the existing institutional ffamework in Malaysia 
(Chapter 6) and what should be the roles and functions of a NMA 
(Chapter 7), the final task remains that of drawing Up an appro­
priate organisational structure for Malaysia.(1> At the risk of 
repetition, it is appropriate to note again that the contiguous 
ocean zone can be best managed by an integrated approach. Edgar 
Gold in his book on Maritime Transport states that "although scien­
tists have seen the sea as a biological whole for a long time, 
policy makers ... still attempt to place their policies ... into 
neat compartments. We wish to focus attention on marine transport 
to show that no concept relating to the ocean can be isolated, that 
no maritime policy can be separated from others and that the field 
of maritime affairs - like the sea itself - is a complete unit that 
will only benefit ... if it is seen, understood and left whole."(2) 
The proposed NMA -for Malaysia termed in this study as the Malay­
sian Maritime Authority (MMA), would not (by and large) be a new 
organisation. It would be an integration of the maritime functions 
of five main agencies presently involved in' shipping administra­
tion. The five agencies are the following:
(1) Chapters 6 and 7 are fundamental to a greater appreciation of 
Chapter 8.
(2) Edgar Gold, Maritio5e_Transggrt-_The_Eyolutign_gf__
D*i_M3rine_Pgligy_and_Shigging_Law, (Lexington Books, ■1984) p.xxi.
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Ci) the Marine Department, Peninsular Malaysia, including the 
Central Mercantile Marine Fund and the Light Dues Board;
Cii) the Marine Department, Sabah;
(<iii) the Marine Department, Sarawak;
<iv> the Maritime Division, Ministry of Transport; and
(v> the shipping unit within the Implementation Coordination 
Unit, the Prime Minister's Department ( it is not clear 
whether a shipping unit exists but it is known that the 
ICU does deal with shipping and related matters. It is 
this function that is proposed to be integrated).
Besides the above there are a number of specific'* functions 
in the other agencies which must also be rationalised. These inc­
lude hydrographic’work by the Royal Navy, monitoring of Government 
cargo carried by national vessels (Ministry of Finance), maritime 
policy formulation by the EPU and marine construction by the Public 
Works Department. These fuhctions should ideally be lodged in the 
MMA.
Efforts to amalgamate the three Marine Departments into a single 
agency with a unified merchant marine act for the whole nation has 
been going on. These Departments, upon unification, will undertake 
the technical and safety regulatory aspects of the industry. The 
amalgamation of the Maritime Division, Ministry of Transport and 
the shipping unit, ICU within the MMA would unify and form the 
expertise to undertake the economic, commercial cum developmental 
aspects of the maritime industry. It is therefore a rationalisation 
of the current diverse multiagency approach to the maritime indus­
try in Malaysia into a unified administration. The cost implica­
tions would be minimal as no extraordinary expenditure is expected 
to be incurred in the creation of this organisation. It would be
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largely an exercise in restructuring and integraticn. Personnel for 
this new agency would be largely derived from serving officers from 
the MOT and the ICU. These officers must have some years of expe­
rience in the maritime sector and they may be either seconded to 
the MMA or offered permanent posts. The MMA would remain dirrectly 
responsible to the Minister of Transport and will now act on all 
matters that the Maritime Division, MOT used to undertake suph as 
in port coordination, shipping legislation, shipping agreements and 
providing expert advice to the Minister. By virtue of the integra­
tion of the shipping unit in the ICU , all matters pertaining to 
MISC and PNSL would also legitimately come under the responsibility 
of the MMA. The officers and staff of the Marine Departments' would 
become MMA personnel. The office buildings, assets and other equip­
ment of the Departments would become the property of the MMA. > 
Why an Authority and not a Department?<1> There are several 
reasons for this. Many* of the present problems of the Marine 
Departments are associated with the fact that they are entirely 
dependant upon Government sources of funds for their operations. 
All revenue earned presently by the Departments goes into the cen­
tral Government coffers. Under the present austerity drive for 
example the Departments is even short of sufficient funds to per­
form routine maintenance on their vessels resulting in serious
3
Cl) An authority is taken to mean a independant statutory body 
whilst a department would be a full fledged government department. 
A Ministry of Shipping may be an alternative but this depends 
almost entirely on political discretion. Problems related to such 
matters as service, intersectoral coordination and multimodal 
transportation would also surface.
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damage to the few vessels that they posses. The Light Dues Board 
and the Central Meroantile Marine Funds «Kist as independant bodies 
so as to ensure that adequate funds are always available for their 
effioient operations. Staffing has als6 been a serious problem due 
to the poor conditions of service. The Departments' have been unab­
le to attract and retain- expertise which is so vital as they have 
regulatory control over a technologically complex and intricate 
industry. The result as been a severe drop in performance and con­
sequent respect for the Departments'. The MMA must be able to per­
form on a level efficient enough to meet the demands of the indus­
try. The creation of an Authority with a certain degree*of indepen- 
dance (like for example the Port Authorities) would allow the Agen­
cy the latitude to shape up its own resources to effectively meet 
its obligations. It would have sufficient financial control over 
its revenues and significantly wbuld become a cost conscious , 
revenue motivated agency. Being an Authority it would seek to maxi­
mise economy of regulation and operation. The MMA would have limi­
ted sources of funds such as from the light dues, surveys and inspe 
ctions, registration and licensing fees, labour dues and operating 
its small ports.(1) These sources of funds would form the financial 
basis for the autonomy of the Authority, though Government assi­
stance may be necessary to supplement these sources, particularly 
for developmental purposes. It must be noted that the MMA is not a 
revenue earning agency but a service oriented body. There are many 
similar independent agencies in the region such as the Maritime
Cl) These revenues presently go into the Federal Government'S Con­
solidated Fund. With the formation of the MMA they should become
part of the revenue of the MMA.
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Promotions Commission in Thailand, MARINA in the Phillipines and 
I the Korean Ports and Maritime Authority all of which are autonomous 
/ agencies with statutory responsibilities. The MMA would also have 
] autonomy over the recruitment (to hire and fire) of►its staff. The 
\|1MA would also have its own terms of service for its personnel 
(subject to the general policies of the Government).
The MMA may have to be created by an act of Parliament if it is 
to be established as an Authority. Such legislation may be com­
bined with the Merchant Shipping Ordinance that is presently being 
drafted or enacted separately if the latter is going to be delayed.
>*
QbjlQtiyBs_and_Roles
The main objectives of the,MMA would be the achievement of "ma­
ritime status" for Malaysia. A strategy to achieve this must be 
drawn up and policies implemented. Maritime status would include 
the development of a modern merchant marine fleet, the continued 
existence and improved viable operation of the shiprepair and buil­
ding industry, an efficient network of ports, an offshore capabili­
ty and other services related to the industry such as shipping 
\ agencies, marine insurance, brokers, average adjusters, marine 
\ lawyers, multimodal transport facilities (ICD's for example), 
lay-up services, etc. The MMA would be the leading agency for the 
Goverment'-S. efforts towards achievement of that goal. Other objec- 
/ tives would include the regulation and control of the maritime 
industry to ensure safety and marine environmental protection. The 
MMA'S broad roles would include the following;
I (a) policy (strategy) formulation for the. development of the 
I maritime industry;
(b) interseotoral ooordination for example between the private
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and the Government and within the Government;
Co) intermodal coordination between ports, shipping, roads, rail­
ways, and inland waterways;
Cd) promotional cum developmental role such as fleet development, 
port infrastructure development, promotion of institutional 
bodies, etc.;
<e) operational role such as in operation of small ports, ship 
registeration, marine environmental protection, hydrographic sur­
veys, training, removal of wrecks and salvage, etc.;
<f> technical role such as in ship design and construction,safety 
of navigation, port/marine constructiuon, investigation into 
accidents,etc.;
Cg) legal matters such as maritime legislation, international 
conventions, etc.; and
<h) maritime research and development.
(All of the above roles have been elaborated in great detail in 
Chapter 7). The organisational structure for the MMA is broadly 
divided into 6 main divisions as shown in Chart V. These are Admi­
nistration and Finance, Maritime Safety, Legal, Maritime Develop­
ment, Research and Development and the Management Services Divi­
sions. These Divisions correspond broadly to the present functions 
of the Marine Departments in Malaysia, except for the .Management 
Services and Research and Development Divisions which would be new. 
The Maritime Development Division would be made up of officers from 
the Maritime Division, Ministry of Transport. The latter Division 
in MOT would cease to function though the Ministry may still wish 
to maintain a small core (such as in the case of both Aviation and 
Land Transport) of officers to maintain oversight and liasion.
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Administration_and_Finance_Division
This Division would undertake common services to the, organisa­
tion such as management matters pertaining to the efficient ope­
ration of the MMA. This would include office administration, per­
sonnel management and training, financial procurements and supp­
lies and stocks including logistics. The Division would be divided 
into two main units as shown in Chart V(A). The MMA being an inde­
pendant authority, the Finance Unit must have qualified accountants 
to undertake effective financial management of the Authority. The 
Finance Unit will have to assess and recommend ways and means of 
raising funds for the MMA and for cost effective operations. The 
Admimnistration and Personnel Unit will have to constantly seek 
opportunities to increa^~~the expertise of the MMA personnel 
through training. An inhouse training scheme (with the cooperation 
"oT the industry!) could be devised to ensure the< continuous upgra­
ding of knowledge within the Authority. More than anything else, tt 
will be the quality of personnel that will determine the success or 
failure of the MMA. The Personnel Unit would also have a tremendous 
task on its hand in recruiting and retaining the requisite numbers 
of personnel to staff the MMA. It will have to overcome the present 
shortage of staff for the maritime sector - a crucial factor to the 
success of the MMA.
I
t!§£it:i!De_Safety_ Division
This Division would have overall responsibility for maritime 
safety. This would include ship construction, manning, standards of 
training, navigational aids, channel depth, hydrographic surveys 
and charts,, classification and certification, and port safety. It 
will have two main units as shown in Chart VCB). These would be the
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Policy Planning Unit would undertake technical policy planning work 
such as national manning standards, port safety standards, maritime 
safety standards and regulations, standards of training and certi­
fication, other training aspects, anti marine pollution action 
(including contingency planning), vessel documentation, licensing , 
registration, traffic separation schemes (both bilateral and mul­
tilateral schemes) and international conventions and regulations 
including Law of the Seas. The Operations and Enforcement Unit 
would be the implementation arm of the Maritime Safety Division. A 
more detailed description of the two Units follows.
Ca) Policy Planning and Implementation Unit.
The Engineering Section will be responsible for all technical 
matters pertaining to ports and maritime safety. This will include 
ship construction, survey and certification, inquiries into acci­
dents, marine pollution, international conventions, national legis­
lation and dangerous cargo. The Engineering Section should also 
have a port engineering capability in order to undertake supervi­
sion of port construction, a task in which expertise is currently 
lacking in Malaysia and which has led to major failures in port 
construction work.
The Navigation Section will undertake work related to navigatio­
nal safety such as manning, certification of seafarers, aids to 
navigation, hydrographic surveys, dredging, port safety rules, 
safety on board vessels, maritime legislation and pilotage ser­
vices. It would also include joint efforts (with the Engineering 
Unit) on marine accidents and removal of . wrecks and salvage. 
•Hydrographic surveys may be jointly undertaken with the Royal Navy 
but the Section should have expertise to undertake such work on its
B
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on its own.(1)
The Training Section will undertake training for the maritime 
industry. This will include not only participation on the National 
Merchant Marine Academy but also undertaking other minor courses 
which may not be economically performed in ALAM such as able seamen 
course and basic navigation (for boating and pleasure craft). The 
Section will determine the courses and together with the Examina­
tions Board, set the syllabus and the standards. It will have to 
liaise closely with the National Seamen's Management Board and the 
National Maritime Education and Training Committee. Should a deci­
sion be taken not to form the National Seamen's Management Board 
then this Section may also have to perform the functions envisaged 
for the Board. Such functions would include compulsory registration 
of and regulation of employment for Malaysian seamen.
The Registration and Licensing Section would undertake all poli­
cy functions related to registration of vessels under the Malaysian 
flag and licensing of small boats (all vessels below 500grt.!>. This 
Section will have to ensure that the vessels are duly registered or 
licensed in accordance with the law. It will maintain and operate 
the Central Registry including the function of registration of ves­
sels under the Malaysian flag. Consideration should be given to 
annual registration by means of the Decal system. This will ensure 
identification of all vessels registered or licensed under the 
Malaysian flag. The problem which exists today particularly for
(1) In some countries such as Denmark and the Netherlands, the 
Hydrographic Division of the Royal Navy is a civilian organisa­
tion. The officers in this organisation are permanent civilian 
staff undertaking only hydrographic work for the whole nation.
f ore-the small boats where, after the first year, they are "lost" 
ver may be thereby overcome. Under the present legislation, boats 
(not the bigger vessels)are required to renew their licensing 
annually. In 1980 there were about 1540 boats licensed in Peninsu­
lar Malaysia alone.(1) The Decal system may ensure . more efficient 
enforcement (not to mention the collection of fees).(2) The large 
amount of documentaton and procedural work involved will necessa- 
citate this section to use computerised sustems as far as possible, 
particularly as the number of ships registered and boats licensed 
increase. It is expected that there are an even larger number of 
native crafts in Sabah and Sarawak which will also come under the 
purview of this Section. The work of the Unit is vital for legal * 
purposes especially for the registration of mortgages and liens and 
therefore it is essential that it maintains up to date records and 
documentation. This will also ensure the generation of statistical 
information which will be vital for research and operational purpo­
ses.
(b) Operations and Enforcement Unit.
This Unit, under the MSD would represent the operations and 
enforcement arm of' the MMA. The enforcement function is presently 
largely confined to technical matters but it may transpire that 
some economic enforcement may also arise in the future as for 
example cabotage, small boats trade, bilateral trade and carriage
(1) The Decal system is similar to licensing of cars. Basically it 
is a sticker that is issued annually and stuck of the face of a 
certificate or license plate (as in a car) which is prominently 
displayed. This system has been introduced in the United States.
* 156
(2) Op. cit., MAMPU Report, p.70.
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of Government cargo. The Unit is divided into two main sections 
namely Maritime Safety and Port Operations and Safety. The Maritime 
Safety Section will be responsible for safety enforcement, licen­
sing, navigational aids, removal of wrecks and salvage, marine pol­
lution, supervision of ship construction and survey and matters 
pertaining to seafarers and their welfare. The Port Operations Sec­
tion will be responsible for the efficient operation of the minor 
ports, port safety and pilotage and port related services. This 
Unit would control the three Regional Headquarters under whom would 
operate all port offices. The three Regions would be Peninsular 
Malaysia, Sabah and Sarawak. The Regional Headquarters‘Should coor­
dinate and supervise all day to day operations and enforcement per­
taining to the respective regions. The activities would include 
boarding of vessels, prevention and clean up of marine pollution, 
vessel clearance, maintenance of navigational aids, vessel traffic 
services, port operations, port security, licensing and its enfor­
cement, search and rescue, casualty investigations, dangerous cargo 
operations and such other related operational functions. The port 
Offices would undertake all the above functions including the col­
lection and compilation of basic forms for the Shipping Statistics 
Scheme.Cl)
The Organisation chart for the Operations and Enforcement Unit, 
would be as in Chart VCC). The organisation reflected in the Chart 
represents virtually the existing organisation. The Harbour 
Master's offices (Regional Offices) would need continuous ratio-
(l)The Shipping Statistics Scheme was implemented in Malaysia in 
September 198A. It is tied to vessel clearance issued by the Mari­
ne Departments.
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nalisation Cat intervals of at least five years) depending upon the 
development of shipping and port services in the particular 
regions. For example, depending upon developments, the port office 
in Kuala Perlis may be either closed or combined together with an 
office in Kuala Kedah, where proposals for a minor port have been 
made. The office in Dungun may be moved to Cukai where the offshore 
supply base and industrial port is located. Similarly an office in 
Langkawi may be considered as the port is fully developed. Proposal 
for a typical Harbour Master's organisational structure would be as 
in Chart VI. Depending upon the intensity of activities, the Har- 
hour Master would need one or two deputys to help him in his tasks. 
The present system of largely using Boarding Officers to carry out 
the vessel boarding programme should be reviewed. These officers 
are neither qualified nor given adequate training for the task of 
inspection and enforcement. Every boarding of a merchant vessel 
should be undertaken by a fully qualified and trained officer and 
assisted by two or more boarding officers. Each port office should 
also be given a target to achieve in terms of numbers of boardings 
and inspections to be undertaken per period of time. The system of 
inspection should be standardised for all ports with a set format 
to be undertaken and appropriate documentation filled in by every 
boarding party. Such information should then be stored in the com­
puter for future retrieval and usage.
Chart VII sets out the structure of the Regional Headquarters 
Cor 'Bureaus). The need for such offices is essential in order to 
coordinate and manage the activities of all the port offices at a 
localised level. Whilst Regional Headquairters 1 maybe amalgamated 
into the MMA (by creating a small unit in the Operations and Enfor­
cement Unit, MMA) the need for full fledged offices in Sabah and
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Sarawak would continue to exist. The Harbour Masters office would 
have a single point of reference and responsibiltiy for all mat­
ters, namely through the Regional Headquarters. The main role of 
these Regional bodies would be in coordinating and managing all 
enforcement and operations functions through the Harbour Masters' 
and Port Offices'.This would include overall management of person­
nel, administration and financial aspects of these offices. The 
Regional Headquarters would exercise overall budgetary control, 
personnel training and posting and management pertaining to the 
efficient operations of the local offices such as supplies, etc. In 
the latter work, the Regional Headquarters would have ,, to liaise 
closely with the Administration and Finance Division of the MMA. 
The latter would exercise ultimate control over these matters. The 
existence of the Regional bodies would facilititate the work of the 
Administration/Finance Division (as well as reduce the degree of 
centralisation within the MMA). The Regional Bureaus will be res­
ponsible for the efficient functioning of the most important units 
of the MMA, the Harbour Masters Offices' and the Port Offices'. (1) 
Particular attention has to be paid to the proper staffing and ope­
rations of the MSD as a whole.
!=egai_Di vision
The Maritime sector is a specialised international industry. 
Legal problems require a degree of expertise that would not be 
common in a general legal practitioner. The need for maritime legal 
expertise is crucial for the effective operations of the MMA. Under 
the existing legal framework, it has not been possible for depart­
ments, like the Marine Department, to obtain knowledgeable person­
nel to serve in the Department. The formation of the Authority
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should overcome this problem. It may not be able to obtain experti­
se initially but should, with time, be able to develop and retain 
such expertise. The Authority will be involved in interminable 
legal work, particularly in the formulation of the new Merchant 
Shipping Act, and the literally hundreds of rules and regulations 
that would form the subsidiary legislation. This work would be the 
task of the first Unit under this E>ivision. This Unit would also 
undertake proseqution, give legal advice and generally manage the 
domestic legal issues associated with the industry. The other Unit 
would be involved in international conventions, such as those of 
IMO, UNCTAD and ILO. It would also include the Law o€ the Seas. 
Both Units would have to work together on most issues. This Divi­
sion would be a vital component of the MMA. The MMA would be par­
ticularly affected by any attempt to reduce its significance in 
terms of either function or personnel.
This Division would form the economic cum commercial promotional 
arm of the MMA. (Much of what would be the functions of this Divi­
sion would ’be found in Chapter 7). Under the MMA the functions 
would include shipping incentive schemes, ship financing, monito­
ring of Government cargo flow, implementation of the FOB/CIF policy 
of shipping control, domestic shipping and other international 
efforts such as bilateral shipping agreements. Joint ventures in 
shipping etc.
This Division is broadly divided into three main Units, the sub­
division being largly done on a sectoral basis. Chart V(D) ref­
lects this structure. The Coastal Shipping Unit will regulate, 
control and promote the development of the coastal shipping fleet.
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It will have two main Sections namely Licensing of vessels for 
Cabotage CDSLB) and Policy Planning for coastal shipping. Needless 
to say it will be the Secretariat to the DSLB.
The International Shipping Unit will undertake measures to pro­
mote the development of the Malaysian international fleet. This 
will include shipping incentives, financing, bilateral and multila­
teral agreements, cargo direction in the case of Government cargo, 
and other such supportive measures. The Unit will have three main 
sections namely Policy Planning and Implementation, Offshore Ship­
ping and Shipbuilding and Training and Manpower Development. The 
Policy Planning Section will undertake all policy formulation work 
and will also seek to implement it. This will mean policy planning 
for the whole shipping industry and other ancillary industries. The 
Offshore Shipping and Shipbuilding Section will undertake relevant 
work similar in nature to the above Section. The Training and Man- 
power Development Section will-^QPQJ^dJjiate the work of the National 
■Maritime Training and Education Committee, ALAM and the National 
jSeamen's Management Board. It will formulate and implement manpower 
/development plans for the maritime sector as a whole.
The Ports and Harbours Unit will oversee the operations of all 
Malaysian ports. It will include port coordination, (through the 
National Ports Coordination Committee), training of port personnel, 
port operations, port development and other such oversight actions. 
Where minor ports are concerned the Unit will have to play a larger 
role in the administration and operations of these ports. In this 
it will have to liaise closely with the Operations and Enforcement 
Unit, Maritime Safety Division. In training it will have to liaise 
closely within the framework of the National Maritime Training and 
Education Committee. The present proposals to establish a National
r-
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Ports Training Centre should be rationalized with the training 
available in other institutions such as ALAM. (Much of the work~^f 
this Unit will be similar to that undertaken by the present Ports 
Unit, Maritime Division, MOT).
The Offshore Shipping, Shipbuilding and Ancillary Services Sec­
tion will perform a promotional cum developmental role for the 
other sectors of the maritime industry such as offshore services, 
shipbuilding, shipping and forwarding agencies, multimodal opera­
tions and lay-up services. These sectors being highly specialized 
and private sector oriented, greater attention may be needed to 
ensure development in the right direction. The Section will also 
serve as an important focal point to address the problems of the 
shipbuilding and repairing industry.
The work of this Division will include participation in interna­
tional agencies such as UNCTAD, ESCAP and ILO. It will also include 
pioneering work such as in initiating ferry services where these 
are viable and promoting ".pioneer services" along non-traditional 
trade routes. This Division will also be the Secretariat to the 
National Maritime Council. Specifically the Shipping Policy Plan­
ning and Implementation Section will coordinate the work of the 
Counci 1.
o
B®§®lE2 b_3 Dd_Deyel.OEn}ent_ Division
This Division would form the core of national scientific and 
eccnomic research related to the oceans. It may not necessarily 
undertake such research by itself but it should be the coordinator
for all research in marine science. In this work it should liaise
o
with the National Scientific Research Council. <11 This Di^vision 
would have experts on marine construction, ship design and 
truction, hydrography, ocean currents, tides and similar fields. 
Besides research it will be involved actively in development work' 
such as in port construction and design. Chart V(E> reflects the 
structure of this Division. This Division would be divided into 
three main Units, namely the Ports and Marine Engineering Unit, the 
Marine Sciences Research Unit and the Maritime Policy and Opera­
tions Research Unit. The Ports and Marine Engineering Unit will be 
divided into two sections. The Port Construction and Engineering 
Section will undertake all research into port construction and 
design including the coordination of technical studies undertaken 
by port consultant firms. It will liaise closely with the Enginee­
ring Section of the Maritime Safety Division. The Ship Design and 
Construction Section will be the approving authority for all ships 
being designed and constructed under the Malaysian flag. It may 
conduct research into appropriate types of vessels for the Malay­
sian shipping industry.
The Maritime Policy and Operations Research Unit will undertake 
research into the economic/commercial aspects of the maritime 
industry. This will include coordination and encouragement of pri­
vate sector initiative in this particular field. Research may be 
undertaken for example into optimum routing of vessels on Malaysian 
trade, optimum size of the Malaysian fleet, types of vessels to
V
<1) The Council operates within the Ministry of Science, Technolo­
gy and Environment. Source: Malaysia, Malaysian Digest, (Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, Vol.16, No.8, AprilSO, 198B) p.4.
serve the trade and promotional measures to encourage greater uti­
lisation of Malaysian shipping, shipbuilding and ports. The Unit is 
divided into two sections according to two broad divisions, Policy 
Formulation and Operations. The Policy Formulation Section would 
undertake research into and help in the formulation of national 
^®1sting to the maritime industry. The Operations Section 
will undertake research related to operational aspects of shipping 
and shipbuilding.
The Marine Sciences Research Unit would liaise with the local 
universities such as the University of Science Malaysia, the 
Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Science, T^thnology and 
Environment to form an expert group on scientific research. This 
group should be formally constituted as a Council (National Marine 
Science Council). Its activities would be coordinated by the Natio­
nal Marine Science Council of the MMA. Any requests by foreign 
agencies to conduct research in the Malaysian territorial waters or 
EEZ should be channelled to this body which should ensure local 
participation. The other two sections within this Unit relate to 
work that need to be performed by the MMA. This essentially is the 
study of ocean tides, currents and waves which are vital for safety 
of navigation. Concurrently the production of nautical charts may 
be made a function of this Unit.
The importance of research in the maritime sector, however 
small, must be encouraged. It is mainly through research that an 
industry may continue to thrive. Research must of course, as far as 
possible, be practical and related to the Malaysian situation. 
Often research falls first victim to any austerity measures. Such a 
policy would, in the long run, prove to be short sighted and 
costly.
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!lliD§a®(Dgt_Services_Di vision
In addition to the five main divisions, the Management Servioes 
Division would be a supporting oommon user service unit to the 
Organization. It would be the source of such services as informa­
tion, the EDP system (Electronic Data Processing System) the libra­
ry, special projects and trouble shooting missions. It would act 
directly under and be solely responsible to the Director General of 
the organization. There would be two main units within this Divi­
sion as reflected in Chart V(F).
The Information Resources Management Unit would essentially be a 
central computer facility with the following main sections namely 
vessel documentation, shipping statistics, port statistics and 
maritime safety enforcement. Vessel documentation would essentially 
be information about Malaysian vessels and will be primarily used 
for registration and licensing. Shipping statistics and port sta­
tistics are related to both vessel and cargo traffic through Malay­
sian ports whilst vessel enforcement will be information for the 
merchant marine safety programme such as certification, surveys and 
vessel boarding programmes. Chart IX shows the main sources (and in 
some cases also users) of information. Chart X shows the infor­
mation network pertaining to the maritime industry.
The Management Services Unit would be responsible to the Direc­
tor General and basically'be his secretariat for the implementation 
of his directives and organizational policies and objectives. The 
Unit shall convene and see to the implementation of all decisions 
taken at the Heads of Department meetings. It will undertake spe- 
cial projects/missions (essentially of a trouble shooting nature) 
on the direction of the Director General. The Unit will also be
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responsible for the library (which may alternatively be made part 
of the Information Resources Management Unit.
lDfeg£sectgral._ Coordination
The above Divisions would comprise essentially the broad struc­
tural framework of the MMA. However, as indicated throughout this 
study, the complexity of the maritime industry requires constant 
interaction and coordination with a number of different agencies, 
both public and private. In Malaysia such interaction is vital 
because of overlapping interagency responsibilities and authority. 
For this purpose, a number of coordinating bodies would «have to be 
created. Chart VIII indicates the various units. These bodies may 
be either Boards formally set up by legal enactments (such as the 
Domestic Shipping Licensing Board, the National Seamen's Management 
Board, the Examinations Board and ALAM) and placed directly under 
the MMA or specialised committees or councils (National Maritime 
Education Committee, National Maritime Council and the National 
Marine Scientific Research Council!) which will be coordinated by 
the MMA. The National Maritime Council is a new proposal. It would 
function directly under the Ministry of Transport, with the Mini­
ster of Transport as Chairman of the Council. This would be the 
supreme advisory body to the Government on all maritime matters. 
The Council's Secretariat will be the Maritime Development Division 
of the MMA. The role of the Council would be consultative and advi­
sory on all matters pertaining to national policy on maritime 
affairs. It may be called upon to advise on such matters as ship­
ping incentives, greater usage of Malaysian ships and better utili­
sation of shipbuilding.
The terms of reference of the Council shall be as follows;
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<a) to provide an effective forum for deliberations on national 
maritime policy;
Cb) to provide advisory assistance to the Government in the formu­
lation of national policies;
Cc) to assist in the development and implementation of an integra­
ted approach to maritime development and 
Cd) to secure private sector cooperation and participation in the 
achievement of national objectives in maritime development.
Members of the Council shall comprise of all related Government 
agencies namely, the Ministry of Transport, the MMA, the Ministry 
of Trade and Industry, the Ministry of Finance, the Imfilementation 
Coordination Unit, the Economic Planning Unit, and others as nee­
ded. Members from the private sector would include the Malaysian 
Shipowners Associations, the Malaysian Shippers Council, the Asso­
ciation of Shipbuilding and Repairing Yards, the National and 
International Chambers of Commerce and ether representative organi­
sations as when needed (such as the Association of Forwarding 
Agents and maritime lawyers !) . If policy matters being discussed 
are of a sensitive nature, then only the related government agen­
cies may be convened. <In fact a permanent interdepartmental com­
mittee comprising all government agencies involved in the maritime 
sector should be established. This would create the avenue for 
defining and promoting inter agency cooperation which , as indica­
ted through out this study, would be a vital ingredient for 
succes). Otherwise the full Council should meet. For example imple­
mentation of the policy objective of exporting CIF and importing 
FOB would require the participation of the private sector for it to 
succeed. Such participation may be fostered through the Council. It 
may transpire that the full Council may become unweildy due to the
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size of its full membership. In such situation small expert groups 
may be formed to discuss relevant issues in greater depth and 
detail before being considered in the Council. Needless to say the 
success of this Council would be dependant upon the initiative of 
both the MMA and the private sector . In particular the latter must 
organise themselves into an effective forum such as a National 
Maritime Association.This Association may then be the private sec­
tors expert group and interest lobby for the effective promotion of 
their interests as well. The Association should also look into 
international participation such as in the CMl < Comite' Maritime 
International) and the International Chamber of Shippings
N§tiDnal_Seamens_Management_Board
This is not a new proposal. The idea was considered by the 
Government in 1984 but a decision defered. Essentially this Board 
would take over the functions of the existing Central Mercantile 
Marine Fund, a Board which operates under a separate incorporating 
act.(l) The present Act is outmoded. The role of this Board is 
essential to the seafaring profession. Seafaring ia a peculiar form 
of empolyment (alternating periods of employed sea service and 
unemployed shore leave) with the periods of active service counting 
toward^; .a seafarers proffjssional qualification. This requires man­
datory registration of all seafarers.(2) Such registration would 
enable a rotation system to be devised whereby the seafarers would 
be employed on an equitable .basis. It would improve discipline and
Cl) Merchant Shipping Ordinance, Act of Parliament 34 of 1964.
(2) See Vanchisvar, Op. cit., pp. 92-96, for detailed discussion 
of the need for registration of seafarers.
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enable greater utilisation of Malaysian seafarers. The Board would 
also provide for the welfare and training of all registered seafa­
rers, including management of the Mariners Clubs (which provide 
cheap accomodation and club facilities for seafarers - a system 
which exists throughout the world.). It would be apparant that what 
is being proposed is essentially a rationalisation of the existing 
CMMF organisation into a more effective agency. The Board would be
undertaking functions which are being performed by administrations
sall over the world. In no way would this threaten shipowners who in 
fact would welcome the idea as contributing to a more disciplined, 
readily available source of labour. «
The Board would be chaired by the Director (General of the MMA 
with representatives of the shipowners, the Maritime Development 
Division of the MMA, ALAM, the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry 
of Transport. The Maritime Development Division would have respon­
sibility for the Board's efficient operations.
The Board may need the facilities of a computer to keep track of 
all Malaysian seafarers and to establish proper records and docu­
mentation. The Board's operations may be funded through a fee col­
lected for its services.
Domestic_Shipping_Licensing_Board
It is an existing body with the Chairman of the Board being the 
Secretary General of the Ministry of Transport. The Board can con­
tinue to function and be organised along existing lines without any 
changes. The Licensing Unit and the Secretariat to the Board howe­
ver will function within the Coastal Shipping Unit of the MMA.
ALAM/The Examinations Board
170a,
Will continue to operate along present lines. However the ove­
rall responsibility for ALAM should be transfered from ICU to the 
MMA. The MMA would be the more appropriate body in terms of its 
role and responsibilities in the whole maritime sector. ALAM's 
training polioies will be coordinated, to a certain degree, by the 
National Maritime Training and Education Committee. Much of ALAM'S 
operational requirments in terms of trainers, training courses, 
syllabus, exams, and expertise will have to be drawn from the MMA. 
Maritime development in Malaysia will ultimately hinge on accele­
rated manpower development and it is imperative that the MMA under­
takes this overall supervision of ALAM. The Examinations Board, 
operating under the MMA would set the questions and conduct the 
exams for ALAM. It would essentially comprise of two to five per- 
sins who will operate independantly (but under the MMAl and set the 
questions, see to the proper conduct of the exams and correct the 
papers.
NatioDli_!!!aritime_IraiDiDQ_isDd_Education_Comn3ttiee
A similar committee exists presently. Besides ALAM there are at 
least two other institutions involved, at varying degrees, in mari­
time training. These are the Ungku Omar Polytechnic and the Uni- 
verstiy of Technology Malaysia. Both these latter institutions 
train marine technicians and engineers. There is also a proposal to 
set up a National Ports Training Institute. The efforts of all the­
se institutions must be integrated to ensure maximum utilisation of 
resources and minimise duplication. The NMTEC should undertake this 
task. For example ALAM has been recognised as part of the national 
vocational training grid. The Examination Board mentioned above,- 
could concievably become a common user Board for all these institu-
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tions. The NMTEC should be given the responsbi1ity to consider 
recognition of local/overseas maritime qualifications, the types of 
courses to be undertaken locally (and by which institutions) and 
all other related matters pertaining to maritime training and edu­
cation. New areas such as training in maritime transport and law 
must be explored by the Committee.
The Committee should be chaired by the Director of the Maritime- 
Development Division of the MMA with representatives from the MSD, 
Ministry of Education, MOT, the Public Services Department together 
with experts from the private sector (such as the Shipowners Asso­
ciation) and the training institutions themselves. The specretariat 
for the Commitee would be from the Training Section of the Maritime 
Development Division.
N§i:i9D§i_t3iiEiD®_§cience_Research_Councii
This is a new proposal. There is little or no coordination of 
marine scientific research undertaken presently in Malaysia, nor is 
there much information available or diseminated about such work. 
Various academic institutions and agencies appear to be involved in 
such research. The sea's contigous area has long been recognised as 
one biological continum and needing an integrated multi-disciplina­
ry aproach to its study. It would be unfortunate if present scien­
tific study is sporadic and compartmentalied into narrow fields 
such as fisheries,■petroluem or mineral resources. Without a basic 
understanding of and better information about, for example ocean 
circulation and major ecosystems, it will be very difficult to 
exploit these resources in an optimum well managed manner or pre­
dict the final outcome of the consequences of their harvest. The 
need for appropriate institutions at the national level to " promo-
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te, develop, manage and coordinate elements of ocean investiga­
tions" was identified by UNESCO. "These institutions can make it 
possible to combine resources among institutions within a country 
and amoLing. . . several countries... to make the most effective pro­
gress with the means at hand."CD
The Council would act as the national centre for collecting 
and compiling data and coordination of all marine scientific 
research in the country. This would include all oceanographic stu­
dies such as fisheries, marine resources , metereology and ocean 
currents and tides. The Council would also consider all foreign 
applications to conduct research in Malaysian waters (ii"jpluding the 
EEZ) and coordinate such undertakings. The Council may liaise with 
the National Scientific Reasearch and Development Council. The 
Marine Council's chairman should be appointed from among the most 
competent personality (preferably from one of the leading academic 
institutions) by the Minister of Transport. The members of the 
Council would be from the MMA (Research and Development Division), 
the Metereology C>epartment, the various academic institutions and 
the National Scientific Research and Development Council. Other 
leading private companies or persons involved in marine research 
may be invited to become members. The Secretariat for the Council 
would be the Research and Development Division (Marine Sciences 
Unit) of the MMA.
Staff_Pgsitions
The major staff positions for the MMA is reflected in Charts V
(1) Op. cit., UNESCO, p.29.
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A The head of the Organisation may be called the Director 
General (DG). He will be assisted by two Deputy Director Generals 
<DDG:>, one in charge of the technical affairs CDDG I) and the other 
in charge of the economic/commercial affairs <E>DG III. The DG would 
be supported by a Management Services Unit with an overall commit­
ment to maintaining organizational efficiency both in terms of cost 
as well as effectiveness. The level of the Director of the Unit 
will have to be at least equivalent to the level of the Directors 
of the other divisions for him to perform his functions effective­
ly. The post of DG will be at Staff "C" (which is currently the 
position of the Director of Marine, Peninsular Malays!^). However 
depending upon the individual, "personal to holder" flexibility 
will have to be used in order to retain attractiveness of the 
post.(2) In the future too, the position of the DG's post may have 
to be reviewed.
DeEuty_Director_Genera],s
The size and spread of the organisation would require at least 
two CjDG's as reflected in Chart V. It would be physically impossib-
(1) The proposals being made here should be reexamined more close­
ly before implementation. The proposals are made on the basis of 
a gradual increase in the strength and service structure of the 
Organization.
(2) In fact because of the "closed service" nature of the Organi­
zation, personal to holder promotions will have to be utilised so 
as not to lose senior officers leaving the organisations due to a
lack of vertical movement.
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le for just one DDG to control and manage all functions of the 
organisation effectively. The rank of both posts of the DDG's is at 
Super Scale "D", one step below the DG's post. (This will be a fea­
ture of the organisation, a "one step up" structure so that it will 
allow promotions to be undertaken easily from within the organisa­
tion thereby fostering staff morale and loyalty). There is to be no 
preference over which DDG should ultimately accede to the DG's 
post. It would have to depend on the merit of the individuals.
Directors
There will be six directors for the six main divisioils. All of 
them will be equivalent in rank (superscale "E") a step below the 
DDG'S level. Besides these six there will also be two other Regio­
nal Directors for the states of Sabah and Sarawak. The Deputy 
Director of the Operations and Enforcement Unit will also be con­
currently the Regional Director for Peninsular Malaysia. The rank 
of these three posts will be "F". The Directors will be one of the 
most important levels in the organizational structure of the MMA. 
These officers and those below will be the actual level where the 
work is being performed. These posts are therefore vital to the 
success of the organisation and' appropriate persons of suitable 
experience (at least seven years) and leadership will have to be 
found to fill these posts. The Director of Administration/Finance 
may be seconded from the Administrative and Diplomatic Services 
(ADS) though it would be preferable for an "organisation man" to be 
found to run the post. This Division would also need an understan­
ding of the maritime industry despite possible notions to the con­
trary.
units within the six
&
DeEuty_Directors_XDD2
These officers will head the principal 
divisions. Their rank varies according to the extent of work invol­
ved but should never be below "G" or higher than "F". These are the 
people who actually carry the workload of the organisation.
Under these DD's will work the Principal Assistant Directors 
<in charge of each section within the Unit) and the Assistant 
Directors who will be the ranking officers.
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The proposed organizational framework of the MMA follows closely 
several guidelines established in this study namely cost effective­
ness, efficiency, practicability and designed to achieve the policy 
goals of the nation. Much of what is being proposed can be imple^ 
mented withoLit additional expenditure. What is needed is merely 
rationalisation and integration. It has also been pointed out that 
the MMA may be financially autonomous (Chapter 7) for its operatio^ 
nal requirements. The final structure that will be implemented 
will however be as much dependent upon existing resources as well 
as conviction on the part of the Government of the necessity for a 
leading agency to undertake maritime development. Such leadership 
can scarcely be expected under the existing administrative infras^ 
tructure. The proposals made in this study should be critically 
evaluated by the Government. The chances cf success for the birth 
of any new organisation under the present circumstances (austerity 
drive, less Government and more privatisation policies) are slim. 
The proposals for the MMA should not however be viewed as proposals 
for a new organisation. The basis for the MMA already exists but is 
dispersed. Integration and rationalisation will create the MMA.
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Simple as this may sound, the task may be formidable merely because 
of the fact that interdepartmental rivalry and politics may very 
well scuttle these proposals.
The many proposals made in this study may sound grandiose and 
completely unacceptable. There will hopefully be equally as many 
who will find the study ruthlessly frugal. The relevance of the 
need for a strong institution in maritime administration may even 
be questionned. After all, countries like Norway and Denmark 
appear to have organisations which are as dispersed as the Malay­
sian situation (if not worse) and yet the two countries are leading 
maritime nations. It must be remembered that these are* countries 
with a strong maritime tradition and an equally strong cultural and 
social affinity for the sea. New maritime nations like Malaysia do 
not even have the seamen necessary to fully man their fleets. The­
re cannot be a choice other than having a strong institutional fra­
mework to lead the growth of the maritime sector.
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CHAPTER 9
IMELEMENIAIION_OF_IHE_!jMA_Z_AN_Oyi
Given the seemingly rapid pace of development of the maritime 
industry in Malaysia, a relevant question may be the need for this 
proposad reorganisation. It may even be viewed as contrary to the 
general trend towards privitisation of many Government functions in 
Malaysia. The creation of the MMA will not be contrary to the pri­
vitisation objective of the Government. If anything the centralisa­
tion of the dispersed roles and functions of the many agencies 
involved in Malaysia would lead to a more rationalised administra­
tion with less duplication. The presence of these departments with 
a "chop stick" involvement in fact precludes privitisation. It will 
certainly cut down on the number of staff involved peripherally in 
the maritime sector in the many agencies. Much more importantly the 
legitimate needs of the various departments in this sector will be 
now met by a readily available source of expertise that they did 
not have before. In effect therefore the MMA would serve to 
strengthen the existing departments through a better approach to 
their functions.
The MMA will buttress not only the administrative structure but 
also lend support to the private sector. As indicated in this study 
the maritime industry in Malaysia is developing rapidly, not 
through the initiative of the private sector but, mainly of the 
Government. The Malaysian fleet has expanded rapidly only after the 
establishment of MISC and PNSL by the Government, the cabotage laws 
and lately the liberalisation of the Malaysian registration condi­
tions. The other sectors of the maritime industry such as pcrts,
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shipbuilding and offshore have similarly responded largely due to 
Government initiative. This can be further proved by the fact that 
sectors where there has been little or no Government initiative 
have also been those where growth has been either slow or skewed in 
a wrong direction. Thus the services sectors for example such as 
shipping and fcrwarding agents have remained largely tied tc Singa­
pore. Expertise in maritime law, banking and marine sciences have 
all been similarly slow growth areas.
In many developing countries, the maritime organisation maybe 
the primary authority charged with ultimate responsibility for the 
maritime sector. In most cases the organisation may be*» the prin­
cipal source of the limited expertise, knowledge and resources 
available in the country. The involvement of other agencies in the 
maritime sector may be largely due to secondary responsibilities 
<as mentioned earlier "chop stick involvement!) which also usually 
means a relegated and lower priority to these duties. In Malaysia 
such a primary source does not exist. The only agency with primary 
interest may be the Marine Departments but their present adminis­
trative structure and roles are narrow, confined and- clearly unsui­
ted for the management of the many facets of an international, 
highly complex dynamic industry. These Departments would however 
form an appropriate basis for the creation of the MMA.
The creation of the MMA should not be viewed as a threat to the 
roles of existing departments. The MMA would work succesfully only 
within an environment’of cooperation and joint effort. The perva­
sive spread of the industry would not accomodate anything else. The 
MMA would be the catalysyt, the coordinator and the work horse for 
all such cooperation. Cooperation needs a leader and the led. It 
must be based on the principles of equality and mutuality of in-
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terests. Without these factors cooperation would be doomed to fai­
lure.
The implementation of these proposals to create the MMA would 
need the establishmnent of an joint interdepartmental committee at 
a high level. The comnmitee may be chaired by the MOT. Prior to 
this the Government would have to sanction the proposal in princip­
le. The details may then be worked out by the committee which would 
comprise the main agencies such as the Public Services Department, 
the EPU, the Ministry of Finance, the ICU, the Royal Navy and the 
Marine Departments. The committee should be chaired by the Secreta­
ry General of MOT. Alternatively either ICU or MAMPU may* be given 
the task if the MOT is felt to be an interested party.
There are several catch wcrds which recur with monotony in this 
study such as " coordination, cooperation, rationalisation and 
integration." These words carry fundamental inputs from deliberate 
choice rather than picturesque ideas. After all the greatest prob­
lems of every Government arise in the manifold areas of coordin- 
tion, cooperation, rationalisation and integration. Taking it a 
step down to the level of organisations, the very same dilemas 
occur. Even individuals face these parameters everyday. These are 
therefore words with the vitality of life, paragons which we strive 
to achieve endlessly.
The creation of the MMA would not be an easy task. It is fraught 
with political obstacles, interdepartmental rivalry and may be seen 
to collide with present Government policies. These are problems 
which must be overcome with tKe strong conviction and sense of 
urgency for the development of Malaysia's greatest but vastly unde­
rutilised and unexplored resource - the ocean. We are a nation con- 
sumately influenced by the ocean and to the latter we may have to
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turn increasingly in the future for national development, 
institutional framework must be created now.
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